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Crowning glories
Festival Monarchs Tom Bone and Valerie Polley had a right royal time by the river trying on their regal
regalia in preparation for this month’s Warrandyte Festival.
Find your guide to all things Festival on Pages 17–21.
Photo: BILL McAULEY
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“Life is not a spelling bee where one mistake
wipes out all the things we have done right.”
— Rabbi Harold Kushner.
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
The Diary’s researchers have
taken a peak into the news
archives to see what was
happening in Warrandyte a
century ago, and guess what
they found...?
WARRANDYTE TOPICS
Box Hill Reporter
March 19, 1920

Progress Association
The second inaugural meeting of the
Progressive Association was held in the
Mechanics’ Hall on Thursday, March 11.
The following office-bearers were
appointed — President, Mr A. J. B. Aird;
hon. secretary, Mr S.G. Mitcher; treasurer,
Mr D. McPherson; committee, Miss V.
Hawkes, Miss Tiller, Mrs Day, Mrs Mitcher,
and Messrs J. Moore and J. Hillas.
A vote of thanks was passed to the old
members, and a sub-committee was
appointed to draw up rules.

By JOCK MACNEISH

The late secretary, Mr R. Schneider, stated
that under the old regime they had secured
the recreation reserve; had land thrown
open for the common and had a petition
sent to the government for funds to be
granted to mining prospectors.
Influx of Visitors
Eighty visitors were entertained by Mr and
Mrs Tomkinson at the Warrandyte Hotel on
Saturday, the town being crowded out with
excursionists.
Games of all kinds were indulged in, and
the tripists returned to their homes feeling
much benefitted by the outing.
Valedictory
The leading event last week was the
severance of two popular local citizens in
Constable Gibson and Mr F. Levvey, who
are leaving for other fields.
A smoke night and supper was tendered in
their honour on Thursday, March 11, by the
democratic chivalry of Warrandyte.
Mr Neilsen presided, and expressed regret
at losing two residents of such sterling
value and good fellowship.
Mr C. Blair said one of the guests had been
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its
independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
the people, environment and character of the place it serves. Its
monthly circulation is 3,500 copies and it is available in Warrandyte,
North Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park,
Warranwood, North Ringwood, Kangaroo Ground and Research.

an impartial and unassuming officer of
the law
in the execution of his duties, and the other
kept a first-class establishment, efficient in
every way where citizen and visitor alike
partook of the very best menus.
Messrs J. Hillas and Johansen expressed
similar sentiments, and all present
signified their concurrence of the good
wishes expressed on behalf of the two
departing gentlemen, whose health was
enthusiastically drunk, coupled with For
They Are Jolly Good Fellows.
Constable Gibson and Mr Levvey suitably
acknowledged the felicitations saying they
would always retain pleasant memories of
Warrandyte.
Musical items were rendered during the
evening, including a unique performance
by Mr Spalding on the bagpipes to the
accompaniment of which Mr Johnson and
Constable Gibson favoured the company
with a Scotch reel.
News reports sourced courtesy of the
National Library of Australia’s Trove
service.

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful
river valley. Around 1,900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Warrandyte Diary acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands
where Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation,
and pays respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and
acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people continue to play within our community.

Advertisers’ forum
Businesses: How can the Diary help you
engage with your customers?
We will be holding a forum in mid 2020 to
discuss how the Warrandyte Diary and local
businesses can better work together.
Email your expression of interest to:
info@warrandytediary.com.au

Fire Danger Period — Amendment

The Fire Danger Period will be lifted as of March 10, 2020 in the
following municipalities in the Diary’s readership area
City of Manningham
City of Maroondah
Yarra Ranges Council

The Fire Danger Period will be lifted as of March 16, 2020 in the
following municipalities in the Diary’s readership area
Nillumbik Shire Council
City of Whittlesea
Banyule City Council

See the full list: cfa.vic.gov.au/fire-restrictions

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page:
Business Card Sized:
260 x 360mm $1,100 inc GST
80 x 60mm $121 inc GST
Half Page:
1/2 Business Card Sized:
260 x 175mm $715 inc GST
40 x 60mm $66 inc GST
Quarter Page:
Preferred positions loading:
129 x 175mm vertical or
Prices on application
260 x 85mm horizontal
Mini-ads:
$396 inc GST
$20 for 150 characters. Pre-paid.
Any copy or advertising recieved after deadline, without prior warning, may
incur an additionl charge.
Design service: We can create your ad. Prices from $30 (depending on size)

Readers are advised that the
Warrandyte Diary accepts no
responsibility for financial, health
or other claims published in
advertising in this newspaper.
Responsibility for election and
referendum comment in this
issue is accepted by James
Poyner.

NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Tuesday, April 7, 2020.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, March 27, 2020.
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Register your pool or spa by June 1, 2020
By DAVID HOGG
THE VICTORIAN Government has
introduced Building Amendment
(Swimming Pool and Spa) Regulations
2019, which took effect from last
December.
This introduces mandator y
requirements for owners of private
swimming pools or spas to register
their pool or spa with their local
council.
In addition, pool and spa owners will
now be required to have their safety
barriers inspected by a registered
building surveyor or building inspector
every four years.
T h e s e re g u l a t i o n s a re b e i n g
introduced because, on average, four
young children die in Victoria in home
swimming pools or spas each year, and
many more are taken to hospital for
near-drownings.
The cost to register your pool or spa
is set by the State Government.
So, what does this all mean for
owners of existing backyard or indoor
pools and spas?
Definitions
A swimming pool or spa is any
structure or excavation containing
water and primarily used for
swimming, wading, paddling or the
like, and is capable of containing water
to a depth of greater than 300mm.
This includes in-ground swimming

pools, indoor swimming pools, aboveground swimming pools (including
permanent and temporary swimming
pools), spas, swim spas, bathing and
wading pools and hot tubs.
Small inflatable pools that do not
require any assembly — other than
inflation — are not subject to these
rules.
Also exempted are spas and baths
inside a building which are used only
for personal hygiene and are emptied
fully after each use.
The owner of the land on which
the pool is situated is responsible for
compliance, so in the case of a tenanted
property, the onus is on the landlord.
Register your pool or spa
The new laws require mandatory
registration of all Victorian swimming
pools and spas by June 1, 2020.
You can register your swimming
pool or spa online via your council’s
website, or alternatively in person at
the council offices.
A fee of $79 applies for all
swimming pool and spa registrations
and is paid at the time of registration.
This fee consists of a registration fee
of $32 and an information search fee
of $47.
Have your pool inspected and get a
certificate of compliance
Once you have registered your
pool or spa you will be advised of

the date your pool was built, and
when you are required to lodge a
Certificate of Pool and Spa Safety
Barrier Compliance (CPSSBC) to verify
that your swimming pool or spa is safe.
To obtain this certificate you will
need to arrange to have your pool
inspected by a registered building
surveyor or registered building
inspector.
The inspection will check that the
pool or spa and its safety barriers,
gates, pool fences, boundary fences,
walls, screens, balustrades, doors,
windows, locks, latches, hinges and
self-closing devices (where applicable)
are all in compliance with Australian
Standard AS1926.1.
This inspection and certification
will cost somewhere in the region of
between $250 and $400, as inspectors
set their own fees independently.
It is suggested that you obtain more
than one quote.
Rather like obtaining a roadworthy
certificate for your car, if it passes you
get the required certificate and if it
fails you get a notice of defects and
will require a further inspection, for
a smaller fee, once these have been
corrected.
Fortunately, you have some time
to do this because the date by which
you have to lodge this certificate with
the council depends on the date of
construction of your pool or spa.

• If constructed before July 1994,
the certificate must be lodged by
June 1, 2021.
• If constructed between July 1994
and April 2010, the certificate must
be lodged by June 1, 2022.
• If constructed after April 2010,
the certificate must be lodged by
June 1, 2023.
Having obtained your certificate of
compliance, lodge it with your council
before the due date.
Ongoing four-year certification
Pools and spas will only need to be
registered with the council once.
Following the initial certification,
pools and spas are required to be reinspected every four years thereafter,
at your cost, and further certificates
lodged with council.
Penalties
If you do not register your pool
or spa by June 1, 2020, this will
result in an infringement notice of
approximately $330.
If a failed inspection is not corrected
within 60 days, the inspector will issue
a non-compliance certificate and
submit it directly to council.
Council will then contact you and
issue a barrier improvement notice,
which will need to be actioned within
14 days and a fee of $385 will apply.
If you do not comply with Council’s

directions to ensure compliance with
the Building Regulations, this may
result in the referral of the matter to
a magistrate.
The State Government has a zero
tolerance approach to offending
property owners and is committed
to ensuring adequate water safety for
young children.
Significant penalties could apply if
a matter is brought before the court.
Swimming pool and spa owners
have a legal obligation to ensure they
maintain the effective operation of
swimming pool and spa safety barriers.
Gates and doors must remain closed
except when entering the pool or spa.

By JAMES POYNER

Eltham Gateway, as well as publishing
mock-ups of the proposed design.
ECAG also submitted a petition with
3,000 signatures to the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure, Jacinta Allan,
requesting the project is halted and
more a sympathetic design be sought,
with more up to date traffic data.
In November 2019, the Diary ran a
story on the ECAG red ribbon protest
and asked MRPV if they were planning
to alter the plans, given works are
scheduled to begin in 2020.
At the time, MRPV told the Diary:
“Updated preliminary designs will be
published on the Major Road Projects
Victoria website in the coming weeks.”
Nearly three months passed with no
update, so the Diary contacted MRPV
again for an update on the works,
MRPV has now released information
regarding alterations to the proposed
11 lane intersection.
Major Road Projects Victoria’s
Delivery Director, Steve Cornish,
told the Diary the design balanced
important community feedback about
the local significance of the Eltham
Gateway with the needs of motorists,
cyclists and pedestrians.
“We’ve listened to what’s important
to the community and investigated a
number of design options,” Mr Cornish
said.
“The design changes we’ve made will
reduce the number of trees that are
impacted, while still ensuring we can
deliver vital safety benefits and reduce
congestion.”
The new design slightly reduces the
footprint and, according to MRPV,
reduces the number of trees being
removed.
But details in their latest update are
vague.
Following a meeting between the
project team and ECAG on Wednesday,

February 26, ECAG spoke to the Diary,
and indicated they were still “very
disappointed” with the planned works.
“They have not taken on board
community concerns,” said Ms
Quinlan.
Although the updated design reduces
the number of trees that need to be
removed, the trees which currently
stand in the middle and around the
roundabout are still going, which has
been the whole point of ECAGs protest.
Ms Quinlan told the Diary ECAG
includes members who have experience
in urban design, engineering et cetera,
and that the group has submitted
alternative design ideas to MRPV,
which meet the expectations of both
MRPV and the local community, but
these have been declined.
Ms Quinlan also reinforced the
sentiment that ECAG is not against the
road improvement project in principle.
She said the community action group
simply want a design which maintains
the character and amenity of the
Eltham Gateway.
Whilst ECAG continue to negotiate
with MRPV for a better deign, the
project continues to grind through
the necessary bureaucratic processes
needed for works to begin with the
necessary planning amendments
gazetted on January 16.
Construction is still scheduled to
begin later this year.
The Diary asked MRPV for specific
details regarding the number of trees
saved in the new design, as well as
comment on how traffic flow will be
impacted by the North East Link.
“Design refinements, since the initial
reference design was released in
September 2018, have resulted in a
total of 150 fewer trees needing to be
removed.
“This includes a most recent saving of

50 fewer trees needing to be removed
with the design revisions released in
February 2020.
“Major Road Projects Victoria’s
traffic modelling showed that while
traffic volumes on Fitzsimons Lane are
expected to reduce with the opening
of North East Link (2027), the existing
roundabout would continue to create
congestion, long queues and risky
driver behaviour without an upgrade.
“Every iteration of the design has
taken into account how future traffic
volumes will affect the intersection.
“The updated design has reduced
the overall footprint of the upgrade,
while still delivering significant
improvements to safety and congestion
to Fitzsimons Lane.
“Major Road Projects Victoria will

continue to inform and consult the
community through web, electronic
and mail updates, door knocks
to nearby properties, community
information sessions, and pop ups at
events.”
The recent “artist’s impression”
released by MRPV as part of the
February update has also come under
fire from ECAG on social media with
a post on the groups Facebook page
haranguing Major Roads for an artist’s
impression which is misleading and
not to scale.
There is still time for the community
to voice their concerns or seek clarity
on any aspect of the design.
MRPV is hosting a Drop In Session
at Eltham Library on Wednesday,
March 11, from 6pm.

Eltham Gateway trees remain under threat
THE CL ASH between utilitarian
necessity, and community and
environmental amenity is all
too familiar to many residents of
Warrandyte and surrounds.
The latest battleground is the Eltham
Fitzsimons Lane Roundabout at the
Eltham Gateway.
Major Road Projects Victoria (MRPV)
is planning to remove the roundabout
and replace it with a multilane, trafficlighted intersection, as part of its
$2.2 billion Northern Roads Upgrade
project.
Planned works also include the
removal of the roundabout at Porter
Street in Templestowe and the redesign
of the Foote Street intersection.
The work at the Eltham Gateway
to replace the roundabout with an
intersection will involve the removal
of hundreds of trees which will
significantly change the look of the
area, threatening what many see as
the visual gateway into Nillumbik’s
Green Wedge, as well as damaging the
character of the area and disrupting
community amenity for residents.
Eltham Community Action Group
(ECAG) has been campaigning for
an alternative design which will help
ease traffic flow without damaging the
amenity and character of the area.
“People see those trees and it makes
them feel like they have come home”,
said Carlota Quinlan, a representative
of ECAG.
Following what many see as an
ineffective campaign by MRPV to share
the proposed design in September
2018, the impact of the works — the
extent of the removal of the trees — was
not fully visualised to both commuters
and the broader community until late
2019, when ECAG tied red ribbons to all
the trees planned to be removed at the

Dental Prosthetist, Jacqueline Bell

Book your FREE

•Natural looking dentures
consultation
•Emergency denture repairs 9844 4321
•Sports mouthguards

No referral needed, ask about our 100% interest-free payment plans

www.keepsmiling.com.au —11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Vale: Paul Colin Williams
1946 – 2020
It is with heavy hearts that we note
the passing of Diary cartoonist
Paul Williams on Friday, March 6
after a short battle with cancer.
Paul’s Cyril car toon has
brightened up the pages of this
newspaper since 1987.
His wit and wisdom over the years
gave cutting insight into many
local issues.
These pages will be the poorer
for his passing.
His funeral will be on:
Thursday, March 12 at 3pm,
at Renowden Chapel,
Springvale.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years
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Trezise Street doctors on the move
By SANDI MILLER
FOLLOWING the sale of the property
at 2 Trezise Street, the Warrandyte
Medical GPs have moved to a new
location and Compass Medical Group
is moving in.
Brian Bayly started Warrandyte
Medical around 40 years ago, originally
near the Bridge, and then in the early
90s, it moved to Trezise Street.
When Dr Bayly retired, the
management of the practice passed
to Gail Dixon, although Dr Bayly has
continued to be involved and was part
owner of the building — although not
a majority owner.
L i ke ma ny a s p e c t s o f l i f e i n
Warrandyte, Dr Dixon said the
arrangement continued through the
years on a handshake and on trust.
So, when the building was sold to
Compass Medical Group, Warrandyte
Medical found itself without premises
to operate from.
After failing to find an alternative site
for a practice within Warrandyte, Dr
Dixon is moving to Goldfields Plaza,
where Warrandyte Medical will colocate with Goldfields Medical Centre.
Dr Dixon told the Diary that several
of the doctors — and all patient
records — transferred to the Goldfields

Medical Centre at the start of March.
“We are considering it a merger,”
she said.
“Dr Irina Fast, Dr Arvind Jhamb and
myself started consulting at Goldfields
Medical Centre from the beginning
of March, and the entire record base
will has moved there, so patients will
continue to have care at that Medical
Centre just as they have had at Trezise
Street.
Dr Dixon said she is also hoping that
one of the other doctors also agrees to
move to the new facility, “but they have
not decided yet”.
Whether patients want to remain
with Warrandyte Medical or go
elsewhere, Dr Dixon says, all requests
will be facilitated.
“If patients want their medical
records transferred somewhere else,
that will absolutely be facilitated.
“If they want to move onto a different
clinic that will be done — but they can
continue to be seen either by one of
us, or one of the Goldfields doctors,
exactly as they have been.”
She said she is pleased to be able to
work alongside doctors with the same
sort of medical ethos.
“We are a family medical practice and
so is Goldfields — and so patients will

be able to obtain the same standard of
medical care that they would have had
at Trezise Street,” she said.
Compass Medical Group — who
already operate several bulk billing
clinics around Melbourne — are
planning to operate out of the Trezise
Street rooms as soon as possible.
Karen Gerzenstein, CEO of Compass
Medical Group told the Diary they are
hoping for “a seamless transition” and
said they are working on negotiation
with several of the existing doctors.
“And we will also be looking to
bring in new doctors and expand the
offering — we are in it for the long
term,” she said.
Compass is in the process of hiring
administrative, nursing and medical
staff for the Trezise Street site.
“We will be expanding so we will
have jobs available… I would love to
hear from anyone who is interested,”
Ms Gerzenstein said.
The other health businesses that
work out of the consulting rooms —
dentist, physiotherapists, podiatrist
and pathology — are currently staying
on and will continue to operate from
the Trezise Street rooms.
For some this may feel like deja vu,
when the sudden departure of Rex

MHR drainage moves closer
By JAMES POYNER
MANNINGHAM Council’s Ordinary

Council Meeting (OCM) of February
25, carried a motion to adopt a drainage
improvement option for Melbourne
Hill Road.
The Melbourne Hill Road catchment
drainage (MHRcd) project is in reaction
to major storms in December 2011.
On Christmas Day that year, a 1-in100-year storm pummelled Melbourne
in golf ball sized hailstones and caused
severe flooding.
Properties flooded included several
houses on Melbourne Hill Road.
Since then, the MHRcd project has
gone through difficult times with
councillors and the community
debating everything from potential
designs to how the project should be
funded.
Originally a Special Charge Scheme
was suggested, but in 2017, Council
turned this around and committed to
funding the drainage project wholly
themselves.
At the time, Melbourne Hill Road
resident Carli Lange-Boutle, cochair of the Melbourne Hill Road
Representative Panel stated:
“This resolution by Council is a
positive step in improving Council/
resident relations as ‘Special Charges
Schemes’, will no longer be pursued
unless ‘all potential contributors agree
to the implementation of the Scheme’,
which is a great outcome for residents

and Council alike.”
Following work by Council surveyors
throughout 2019, two options were
presented to Councillors at the
February 25 OCM.
The item was originally listed as a
Confidential Item, but as the meeting
reached the item, Councillors carried a
motion to debate and vote on the item
publically.
Option 1 would build storm water
drainage infrastructure, to provide
drainage to every property in the
catchment, through a mixture of open
trench and underground pipes.
This option, combined with current
systems, would mean every property
in the catchment would get a point
of drainage discharge into the new
Council storm water drain.
This option requires the removal
of 207 trees and is estimated to cost
$4.795M.
Option 2, costs $3.485M and only
requires the removal of 114 trees, but,
Option 2 only builds new drainage
between the bottom of Melbourne Hill
Road and the Leber Street roundabout
and from No 27 Melbourne Hill Road,
via Lorraine Avenue, connecting to the
main drain at a point between Nos 71
and 73 Melbourne Hill Road.
However, what Option 2 also does
is require Council to acquire the land
necessary to build an easement, at a
cost of $342,000 on top of drainage
works.
This would mean the houses not

connected to the system in Option
2, would still be able to in the future
as Council would have acquired the
land necessary for them to do so, but
property owners would have to pay for
the connection themselves.
Council Officers suggested Option
1 be adopted, but Councillor Andrew
Conlon tabled an alternative motion
to adopt Option 2.
The take-out from the debate that
followed indicates that Council
reached a majority decision, which
means Melbourne Hill Road catchment
gets a compromise.
Council reached a majority decision
on adopting Option 2, a system
which does the job for less money,
which some may argue is good for
the catchment and good for the
municipality, as Council has an extra
million dollars to spend elsewhere.
The Diary asked Ms Lange-Boutle for
comment on Council’s decision.
H o w e v e r, s h e t o l d u s t h e
Representative Panel is still reviewing
the decision.
“We look forward to amicably
discussing this issue with Manningham
Council at the organised Council and
MHRC Representative Panel meeting
on Wednesday, March 11.”
The next stage for Council is to inform
residents, draw detailed designs and
acquire the necessary land.
Construction is not scheduled to
begin until September 2021.

Medical Clinic in 2017 caught the
community unawares, with patients
waiting on tenterhooks regarding
accessibility to their medical records,
a sentiment which Dr Dixon shares.
“They should know where to go
for their care, and have continuity
of care, that is what has worried me
most since I heard about the sale,
what is going to happen to the people
we have provided a service to for so
long,” she said.

Warrandyte Medical began operating
out of Goldfields Medical Centre on
March 2.
Compass Medical Group plan to
begin seeing patients from sometime
in March, operating in the existing
building whilst planning permits are
sought and building works commence
on the new medical centre in the rear
car park, the centre will move to the
new building once building works are
complete.

BREAKING NEWS
Roadworks and closures
on Jumping Creek Road
CONSTRUCTION on the upgrade
of Jumping Creek Road will start in
April this year, with the first stage
to reconstruct the road between
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road and
Nelson Drive in Warrandyte.
This is the first step of construction
for Jumping Creek Road, which
ultimately will see the full length
of Jumping Creek Road between
Ringwood-Warrandyte Road and
Homestead Road in Wonga Park
upgraded, to improve safety for all
road users.
Works on the initial 350 metre
section of Jumping Creek Road
include lowering part of the road by
more than one metre.
Due to the construction safety
issues associated with these works
this section of road will be closed to
through traffic during construction,
which is anticipated to be completed
between early April and the end of
August 2020.
While road closures and detours

will be in place for this area,
emergency service vehicle and local
access will be maintained at all times.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Paul
McLeish, said this section of road is
the first step to reconstruct Jumping
Creek Road and improve safety
along this significant road through
Manningham.
“We know this is an important
connector road for many local
residents, visitors and commuters
who travel through Manningham
and we want to minimise disruption
to road users as much as possible.
“Due to the nature of construction
in this area and the works required to
improve the road level, it will not be
possible to have the roadway open to
through traffic while construction is
underway.
“We have been working with
emergency services and our
community reference panel to
understand the impacts and have
been working with our appointed
contractors to minimise disruption
along the road,” Cr McLeish said.
For more information, visit
yoursay.manningham.vic.gov.au/
jumping-creek-road-upgrade

Warrandyte power
failures explained
By DAVID HOGG
AUSNET SERVICES has responded
to an article in the Diary’s February
edition, Ongoing power failures hit
Warrandyte.
Helina Lilley explains “With regard
to the three New Year faults in
January 2020, one was caused by a
possum, the second was caused by
vegetation in the lines from strong
winds and the third was third party
damage.
“ The possum guards have
significantly reduced the number of
outages since the trial was rolled out
and expanded.
“The Somers Road area was not
included in last year’s possum disc
installation works.
“From January 2019 to July 2019
there were 20 faults and following the
installation of the possum discs in
July/August, this decreased to three

faults from July 2019 to December
2019, with two of the three faults on
December 25 and 26,” Ms Lilley said.

Corey remembers the billion animal casualties of the catastrophic fires
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Research Road truck safety questioned
By SANDI MILLER
SINCE THE truck crash at the bottom
of Research-Warrandyte Road in
January (see story below), the fourth
incident in the area in the last three
years, a group, headed by local activist,
Ben Ramcharan, has been working on
having the safety of the road addressed.
He said the south end of ResearchWarrandyte Road has seen four serious
truck crashes since November 2017.
“We can be thankful that there have
been no more serious incidents since
the truck crash in January but we had
a sobering reminder of the danger
on Friday, February 28, when a local
resident, was forced to swerve their
car into the turning lane at Warrandyte
Bridge to avoid being hit by a truck,” Mr
Ramcharan said.
In yet another incident, in November
2019, Simone Mariani was involved in
a crash with a beer truck near Stony
Creek, which she narrowly escaped.
Ms Mariani said she only survived the
crash by putting her car in reverse and
turning the steering wheel.
M r R a m c ha ra n s a i d , “ i t i s a

your say
Dear Diary,
My son and daughter were in a car crash
in Warrandyte on January 16.
My son was driving my car through a green
light at the Kangaroo Ground Road and
Research Road intersection, an oil tanker
lost control of the brakes coming down
Research Road and ploughed into our car.
My son Conor managed to get out and
tried to free his sister Ana but she was
trapped, it took two hours and lots of
emergency services to get her out.
They airlifted her to Alfred Hospital.
Conor was taken to the Royal Melbourne.
A lovely paramedic took me to Conor first
as she knew it would take a long time to
process Ana.
I got to see my beautiful boy standing
there in shock, covered in glass, cuts
and used motor oil, which came from
the tanker.
I had to leave him to go to the Alfred,
but feeling a little better knowing his old
friend from school had heard and came
straight to him and stayed with him.
I got to the Alfred and waited with Ana’s
boyfriend, Jake, for about four or five
hours.
Then the list of injuries came: broken
collar bone, collapsed lung, several
broken ribs, broken fibula, split aorta,
grade three lacerations to the liver and
spleen and a blood clot in the abdomen.

miracle that nobody has died… the
psychological trauma felt by those
involved will be with them for the rest
of their lives”.
Physically, Ms Mariani said she
ended up with a single small scratch,
but she has been mentally scarred.
She said a numb face has been one
of the symptoms of her regular panic
attacks since the incident.
Ms Mariani says her panic attacks
have now subsided, and she is strongly
focussed on continuing with her life
as normal.
She says she has done so for the sake
of her children and now she wants to
help make a difference, so others don’t
have to go through what she has for the
past four months.
As reported in last month’s Diary,
VicRoads has said that according to
their five-year crash data, there has
been no increase in heavy vehicle
crashes on the road.
Mr Ramcharan said he dreads to
think how long this issue has persisted
if this is the case.
“The fact is, people have been
traumatised and people have almost

died and that warrants strong action,”
he said.
“Good decisions are made in politics
when you ask the community what
they want and ask the experts how it
can be done.
“The community has said that they
want improved safety, fairness to our
hard-working truck drivers, minimised
environmental impact and minimised
impact on local character — now it’s
time to take the next step”.
He said the group met with Member
for Warrandyte Ryan Smith in late
February.
Mr Smith told the Diary: “it is
clear that residents are becoming
increasingly concerned about the
incidence of truck related accidents
on our local roads.
“It is important that local motorists’
safety is first and foremost as solutions
are considered to alleviate those
concerns.”
Mr Ramcharan said MPs Rod Barton
and Bruce Atkinson are also taking the
matter to Parliament “and Council has
referred the matter to Vic Roads and we
are waiting for a response”.

Miraculous escape

After this onslaught of injuries was
revealed the doctor had to repeat the list
again to my husband, who at the time
was overseas.
Then Jake and I could go and see her in a
Trauma Unit.
That first look of her lying there I will
never forget.
I reluctantly stepped over the “red line”,
which felt so unreal, I couldn’t quite grasp
this place.
“My daughter is here?”
I am having a little cry just thinking about
that moment.
My son had arrived at the Alfred as I came
out for a breather.
I then had to tell him the list of injuries
which was even more heart breaking
because he started saying “If I only did
this, or this”.
I told him this was not his fault and it was
completely out of his control — “you can
go over and over a million times — it’s
not your fault”.
My son Conor is in the ADF, is six foot tall
and has big shoulders, but this was too
heavy for him, he broke down and again
after seeing Ana, a time I wish no parent
had to witness.
At this point Ana had stabilised, they were
moving her to ICU, which can also take
time, so we were advised to get some rest.
So, I took my broken boy home with the
help of friends.
Again heartbreaking, was having to tell all

our family in the UK.
My husband Peter arrived the following
day, goodness knows how he got through
that day.
Early the next day Conor, Jake and I drove
back to the Alfred, to see our girl in ICU
wired up to everything.
We also received more injuries to add to
Ana’s list, glass in her hand, which later
revealed she had severed tendons.
They operated on that a few days later, plus
lots of glass all over her body and doused
in the used Motor oil which smelled foul.
After two days in ICU she just stormed
ahead with her recovery.
Her first words were, “it’s not your fault
Conor” and then “can I still go to the
twins 21st?”
I knew she was back.
Ana came home after 10 days.
Ana is doing amazing, she has lots of
appointments and check-ups, also her big
six week CT scan was on Friday, which we
hope brings better news next week.
We all want to thank all the emergency
services that helped her as the Police
have told me that they didn’t think she
would make it.
And thanks to my dear friends Marion
and Terry who got to the scene almost
immediately, they went above and beyond
our friendship.
They saw more than they should have
really, but we are so grateful for their
incredible support, and the ongoing
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First responders at the scene of crash at Warrandyte Bridge on January 16, 2020

support from friends and the Police, who
are in contact with regular updates.
We are very lucky, grateful and blessed for
Ana’s strength to get through this, she has
some amazing guardian angels watching
over her.
Most of all we need to change the traffic
on the roads of Warrandyte as there are
too many big trucks, too much speeding,
overtaking, and quite basically there are
some really nasty drivers on our roads.
I am hoping with the help of the residents
of Warrandyte we can come up with
ideas to get the ball rolling on making
Warrandyte safe.
Best regards
Benita, Peter, Conor and most of all
Ana Quine
Address supplied
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Nillumbik unhappy with Hurstbridge Line plan
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By DAVID HOGG
THE VICTORIAN Government has
announced the plans and timelines
for the $530 million Second Stage of
the Hurstbridge line upgrade, but this
has met with detailed opposition from
Nillumbik council.
The improvements include:
• More regular train services from
Greensborough, Montmorency,
Eltham, Diamond Creek, Wattle
Glen and Hurstbridge in the
morning peak.
• The duplication of around three
kilometres of track between
Greensborough and Montmorency.
• The duplication of around 1.5
kilometres of track between
Diamond Creek and Wattle Glen.
• A new and modern station at
Greensborough.
• An upgrade to Montmorency
station.
This upgrade will allow for two
additional express services from
Hurstbridge during the morning peak
and more frequent train services on
the Hurstbridge line.
There will still be single track
operation between Montmorency
and Eltham, and again between

Eltham and Wattle Glen, so at least
the historic and socially significant
timber trestle rail bridge at Eltham is
unaffected.
Early designs are on the table now
and community consultation is in
progress.
Final designs will be released in the
middle of the year and construction
will begin late this year and be
completed in 2022.
As part of his 2018 election campaign
Victorian Premier Daniel Andrews
said the works would allow trains to
run every six-and-a-half minutes at
Greensborough, every 10 minutes
at Eltham and every 20 minutes at
Hurstbridge.
At that time, the Liberal candidate for
Eltham, Nick McGowan, said Labor’s
plan was not a true duplication and
would create a bottleneck on the line.
However, Nillumbik Council has now
called on the Victorian Government to
make significant safety improvements
to the proposed plans.
Having considered a report on
the project at the Council Meeting
on January 28, Nillumbik Mayor
Karen Egan said while the project
will provide residents with improved

rail services, Council had identified
significant safety shortcomings that
the Victorian Government must
address as part of the project.
“These include providing safe
pedestrian crossing points for
students near schools, upgrades to
the Diamond Creek Station and works
to enable the future removal of the
level crossing in Diamond Creek,” Cr
Egan said.
“And the opportunity to provide a
shared trail from Greensborough to
Eltham has also been ignored.”
Council has written to the Minister
for Transport Infrastructure Jacinta
Allan urging that the improvements be
included as part of the project.
Ellis Ward Councillor Peter Perkins
had major concerns as Diamond
Creek students would have to cross
two tracks instead of one, and that
Platform 2 at Diamond Creek which
will become the primary platform for
city-bound trains is very narrow and
has limited shelter and needs to be
upgraded.
Cr Egan said a major issue was the
lack of any plan to remove the level
crossing on Main Hurstbridge Road,
Diamond Creek, now or in the future.
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Recycling — new purple bin details unclear
By DAVID HOGG
THE STATE Government has released
its economy strategy — Recycling
Victoria — a 10-year $300 million
plan, which it claims will completely
overhaul Victoria’s recycling sector,
create 3,900 jobs and reduce waste
going to landfill.
The key components are to deliver
to every ratepayer in Victoria a new
purple bin for glass recycling by
the end of 2022, and to introduce
a container deposit scheme to
commence in 2023.
Whilst it is claimed that the bins
will not come at a cost to ratepayers
because they will be paid for out of
the Sustainability Fund, it is inevitable
that our rates will rise in the next few

years as councils will face significant
extra costs.
Firstly, although the purple bins
for glass may be provided from State
funds, councils still must fund the
extra costs of collection, management
and delivery to the glass recyclers.
But the sting in the tail is that the
state landfill levy, revenue from which
goes into the Sustainability Fund
which councils pay into for waste
delivered to landfill, will rise from the
current $66 per tonne to $126 over the
next three years.
So this tariff is set to double, causing
a greater drain on council funds, whist
the purple bin initiative is not actually
reducing any waste going to landfill.
The Diary spoke with both Nillumbik

By DAVID HOGG
MORE THAN 20 people took advantage
of Manningham Council’s free tour of
the Banyule Rethink Centre at the Visy
Heidelberg recycling plant, which is
where Manningham’s yellow recycling
bin waste is taken.
A coach took us from the
Manningham Civic Offices to the
centre where we were ushered
into a wonderfully quiet, and well
provisioned, lecture theatre containing
a display of furniture and artwork
made from recycled material.
Douglas was our presenter for the
evening and explained that we were
now in what he called a “Merf”, in fact
one of Visy’s many Material Recycling
Facilities (MRF).
Here in Heidelberg, the material
from the yellow bins is emptied onto
a floor and then moved by loaders
onto the first of many conveyor belts
which take it through a multitude of
complex machinery, which sorts it
into paper, steel, aluminium, plastic,

glass and waste (material that cannot
be recycled).
At certain points, there is some
manual sorting of the material stream.
Douglas took us in great detail, and
with good visual diagrams, through
each stage of the process, which is far
too complex to explain here.
Suffice it to say that the material goes
through manual processes, through six
different large rotating drums, called
trummels, which separate out the
various categories, and is subjected to
all forms of air pressures, magnetism,
bouncing, weighing, optical sensing
and piercing to extract each category
at each stage.
Th e M R F d o e s n o t have a ny
stockpiling facilities, so all the waste
sorted there has to be processed
quickly and the various outputs taken
away to different places for processing.
Douglas then opened a large leadlined door at the side of the lecture
theatre, our quietness was shattered
and we were given the opportunity

and Manningham councils they are
working towards implementing the
new initiatives.
Nillumbik
Nillumbik has welcomed the
Recycle Victoria initiatives, including
the introduction of a container
deposit scheme.
Mayor Karen Egan said the State
Government would now consult with
Council about the glass recycling
collection.
“We will need to determine a
disposal location, the collection
service, including frequency and
any associated costs to be borne by
Council,” Cr Egan said.
“We welcome the investment of the
Municipal and Industrial Landfill

Levy in the improvement of the
recovery of recyclables in Victoria
and the introduction of a container
deposit scheme, which are two
initiatives Council has previously
advocated to the State Government.
“We will also continue to advocate
for a regional waste processing facility
to help close the market gap in waste
processing.”
Under changes to Nillumbik
Council’s kerbside waste collection
services starting on July 1, 2020, an
expanded range of bin and collection
options will be available for residents
and more details will be available
closer to their launch.
However, these new options will
not include the new glass recycling

bin, which will be introduced at
a later date, following the State
Government’s consultation with
Council.
Manningham
Leigh Harrison, Director City
Services, told us “Following an initial
briefing, Manningham Council is
working with the State Government
to better understand the future
changes to waste collection services,
including how and when this may be
implemented in Manningham.
“ Ma n n i n g h a m C o u n c i l i s a
member of the Metropolitan Waste
Resource Recovery Group, which is
collaborating on waste management
and planning.”

to go out onto a viewing platform and
see the whole operation; all very dirty,
dusty and noisy!
Back to the quiet of the lecture theatre
and Douglas told us about items which
are a big problem: shredded paper
(too small), coffee cups (we don’t
know what each one is made of), pizza
boxes (half of them still have pizza or
crusts in), liquid paperboard cartons
(only good for burning for energy
creation), till receipts (contaminated
with chemicals), soft plastics (take
them to your Woolworths or Coles
supermarket).
He also expressed doubt about the
new state government purple bin
announcement; yes, it would certainly
reduce contamination of paper by
glass and solve most of the glass
extraction processes, but he asked at
what huge costs and described these
government announcements as “a
public relations exercise”.
Douglas then amused us with tales
of some of the things they have found

in the recycling waste: jewellery,
including watches, a horse’s head, two
hand guns, Budda statues and an urn
of grandpa’s ashes!
The Rethink centre is well equipped
and the presentation very interesting,
it hosts a number of school outings

and conveys the messages of “reduce,
refuse, reuse, repair, renew, reclaim,
recover, recycle, reprocess, replenish,
rethink, redesign and remake”.
Thank you to Linda Kenworthy, Waste
Education Officer at Manningham
Council for organising this tour.

Discovering how our yellow bin recycling is processed

weddings celebrations events
RAID YOUR CELLAR
WEDNESDAY STEAK
& BYO NIGHT AT FONDATA

$29

MID-WEEK TWO COURSE
LUNCH MENU
WEDNESDAY — FRIDAY LUNCH ONLY
INCLUDES TEA & COFFEE

$38
150 Eltham – Yarra Glen Rd, Kangaroo Ground
ph 03 9712 0742
fondata1872.com
@fondata1872
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Fireball all boxed up
By KATE MURPHY
THE FOURTH and final Fireball will
take place on Friday, October 23, 2020
at Bramleigh Estate in Warrandyte.
Funds raised from this year’s Gala
will assist Wonga Park CFA with the
purchase of a light tanker to enhance
their firefighting capabilities.
Following this final event all CFA
brigades in the Greater Warrandyte
area: North Warrandyte, Warrandyte,
South Warrandyte and Wonga Park,
will have received significant funding
towards the purchase or replacement
of a firefighting vehicle for each station.
While this year’s event may see the
end for Fireball locally, the Warrandyte
Fireball Committee are still focused
on helping volunteer brigades that
do not have the time or resources to
fundraise, by taking this successful
formula to other regional and interstate
communities.
The Fireball Committee, consisting
of a small group of passionate,
committed Warrandyte residents,
have demonstrated what is possible
when they create a direction and
enable residents, community groups,
organisations and businesses to unite
for a common cause.
Captain of Warrandyte Fire Brigade,
Adrian Mullens said “Fireball has
raised significant funds that the brigade
simply wouldn’t be able to achieve.
“We were blown away that the Fireball
Committee could, in one night, raise so
much money, which otherwise would
take us 10 years to make in donations.”
Fireball Committee Chair Michelle
Lambert said, “Other communities
out there are also struggling to raise
significant funds for their emergency
services volunteers and are just not sure
how to go about it.
“CFA equipment is expensive, and a
weekly sausage sizzle simply does not
raise sufficient funds to cover the costs
of running a CFA brigade.

“Fireball is all about the community
taking accountability to raise money
for the local CFA brigades, so that their
volunteers don’t have to.”
Warrandyte Fireball Committee is
sharing their fundraising expertise with
volunteers around Australia, in hope
they can emulate similar fundraising
success stories for their well-deserving
local volunteer fire brigades.
In 2017, the committee successfully
applied for an Emergency Services
Volunteer Sustainability Grant enabling
the development to franchise Fireball
into “Fireball in a Box”.
“Fireball in a Box is a comprehensive
toolkit providing step-by-step guidance
for local community groups, to form
their very own committee, organise
and deliver a Gala Ball event, with the
opportunity to raise significant funds
for CFA brigades or other Emergency
Services.
“Through this detailed toolkit, we
have painstakingly tried to think of
everything a community group needs
to know and follow to create their own
gala,” said Michelle.
The tool kit has the resources and
information for community groups to
be working smarter and not harder for
even better results.
“Fireball in a Box provides a road
map; it shares the decisions we made
and why we made them.
“It shares our learnings that drove
the direction of those decisions and
also highlights any legal or commercial
obligations, the structure we developed
and templates that we have created,”
she said.
Thanks to Mary-Anne Lowe, owner
of Bramleigh Estate, Fireball in a Box
will officially launch later this month.
Not only is Bra ml eigh E st ate
sponsoring the 2020 Fireball Finale,
but Mary-Anne Lowe was integral when
the committee forged the necessary
PR partnerships to launch the new

Photos supplied

product.
“We are incredibly grateful for
Mary-Anne and Bramleigh’s support.”
Michelle said.
“Their generosity is beyond words.
“It means so much to us and the CFA
volunteers themselves, that a local
business is so eager to sponsor, endorse
and promote both the Fireball Finale as
well as Fireball in a Box.”
Keep an eye out later this month for
the Bramleigh Estate Fireball float in
the Warrandyte Festival Parade.
Tickets for this year’s Fireball Finale
will go on sale mid-year.
Anyone interested in attending the
event should register early because
tickets are expected to sell out fast.
The committee is currently seeking
donations and sponsorship to
achieve their goal of raising
$100,000 net profit from this year’s
event.
If you are in a position to give and
support our CFA volunteers, please
make contact with the committee
via their website.
Those who are interested in
attending the event can register
their interest at www.fireball.org.au

ARE YOU READY TO CATCH SOME APPLES??

LOOK OUT FOR US IN THE PARADE
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Getting behind Our Hall
By SANDI MILLER
NOT MANY people are aware that
the Mechanics’ Institute Hall is a true
community asset, it belongs to anyone,
and everyone, lucky enough to live
within a two-mile radius of the Hall.
And it is up to us all to give “our
hall” the care it has provided to the
community over the years.
While the Warrandyte Mechanics’
Institute is more than 140 years old,
the current Mechanics’ Institute Hall
is coming up on 95 years.
A recent grant from Warrandyte
C o m mu n i t y Ba n k f o r o n g o i n g
renovations continues a long history
of community love for our little green
hall.
A board of trustees was established in
1878, and the trustees were given the
original schoolhouse in Forbes Street
for use as a Mechanics’ Institute for the
nominal sum of £1.
The next decade saw a concerted
effort to construct a new building.
A meeting in July 1890 saw that good
progress had been made to establish a
building fund, having raised some £23
5s 9d towards a new building.
In December of that year the new
building had passed inspection by
the Board of Health and was ready for
operation.
The Mechanics’ Institutes Hall
opened on December 19, 1890 at the
North West corner of Yarra Street and
Web Street, on the site of what is now
Rush and Hampshire Lawyers.
In 1925, they began fundraising for a
new hall as the old hall was considered
too small for the community’s needs.
The current hall was built on the site
of the Warrandyte Hotel, which burned
down in April, 1925.
A public meeting was held in the
new hall to approve a set of rules and
regulations and granting membership
of the Institute to those residents
over 21 years who lived “for not less
than three months within a two-mile
radius”.
The hall was immediately put to use
with the first wedding taking place on
December 8, 1928 between Alice (Pap)
Schneider, the town’s first telephonist,
and stonemason George Stringer.
The new hall also became the regular
venue for the school’s Fancy Dress
Ball and the Lilac Time Ball from 1930
until 1954.

There was an annual New Year’s Eve
dance with locals gathering in the hall
until midnight, then dancing along
behind a Scottish pipe band to the
bridge to ring in the new year — some
years the young lads would let off a
stick of gelignite to welcome in the new
year with a bang.
Following WWII there were also
regular Debutant Balls.
Moving pictures came to Warrandyte
and were shown at the Mechanics’
Hall on Friday nights, providing a
regular source of entertainment for
the townsfolk.
O ne lo cal rememb ers it cost
ninepence to enter, however she only
earned threepence delivering milk, so
she saved her money for a month to
go to the pictures, with threepence left
over for an ice cream.
Then came Friday, January 13,
1939, and the disastrous Black Friday
bushfires.
The fires destroyed some 160 homes
— with all three churches, the post
office, both cricket pavilions and the
South Warrandyte Hall all falling to
the flames.
The Mechanics’ became a Relief
Centre for the community, which
operated for some months, providing
assistance to those in need.
On February 4, 1939 a dance was held
at the Hall to raise money for the Lord
Mayor’s Bushfire Fund.
Organised by Miss Renton and Miss
Wagner (Popsy Bone) the dance raised
£11 15s 6d for the cause.
Then WWII struck and the hall was
the scene of some very emotional
farewells to the departing troops, many
whom never returned.
For the next six years, the Hall was
host to many patriotic events to raise
money for the war effort.
During this time, Warrandyte was
given a fire fighting truck, and a fire
station was constructed at the rear of
the hall to house it.
The Fire Brigade leased the land from
the hall for a rental of one shilling per
year and a building was constructed
with stone quarried from Whipstick
Gully.
The shed was built in 1944 by George
Stringer at a cost of £67.
During the 1962 fires the Hall was
again used as a Bushfire Relief Centre.
In 1956, the Warrandyte Arts

The day the Folkart
sign came down
By CHERRY MANDERS
The day the Folkart sign came down was the day the colour drained from
Warrandyte.
The fabulous clothes, the rings and bracelets, and the semi-precious stones.
Never too late or too long to choose, I’d rummage around.
A welcome and chat was always in order.
A place to go where time stood still to ponder and pick… and no rush,
just chill.
Freda Kahlo hanging on the wall… Maybe this would suit? Why not browse
and look some more.
Serenity, charm and always a smile — Last week I stopped to look, but
all was gone.
A quietness hung over the door, all that was left to see was a single vase
of Belladonna lilies.
Passing the door the spirit still shines… such fun and laughter.
Fond memories linger on.
But now a renaissance time begins.
Time now for you to take your leave sift softly through the swaying grasses
where elders have trod and gentle waters flow.
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Association (WAA) was formed, and
became an important tenant for the
Hall.
Consisting of Craft, Drama, Musical,
Paining and Pottery Groups, the main
focus of the Association’s activities
were classes for children.
The Arts Association was born as a
result of a public meeting in November
1955 and the various groups emerged
over the following months.
No t o n l y c o u l d l o c a l p e o p l e
participate in the various groups, but
professional musicians, for example,
were brought out to perform in the
Hall.
During the 50s and 60s the
Mechanics’ Institute committee of
management faced a constant battle
to maintain the hall.
With a lack of film screenings, and
lack of attendance at dances, the
committee considered selling the land
to developers and build a new hall at
the Recreation Reserve.
Several meetings were held over the
years to consider options, and at one
well attended meeting in 1973 the
members voted to stop negotiations
on the sale of the hall.
While an important turning point for
the hall, it did nothing to improve the
financial position of the Institute.
WAA members maintained the
building through fundraising, sale of
debentures, loans from committee
members, hours of voluntary labour
and, above all, the drive to maintain
the Hall.
At a public meeting in 1986, WAA
was given the go-ahead to take over
the full responsibility of the Hall and a
new, incorporated association — the
Warrandyte Mechanics’ Institute and
Arts Association — was born.
Grandiose plans for extension as
a fully-fledged theatre with foyer,
exhibition space, storage et cetera were
not fulfilled.
However, the association has devoted
hours of work and thousands of dollars
raised from theatrical productions,
especially the annual Festival Follies,
exhibitions and sales to undertake
major refurbishment and purchase of
equipment.
Major renovations began in 1991 and
included, re-stumping, re-plastering
and lining, insulation, internal and
external painting and electrical

work, installation of ducted heating,
purchase of a new piano and lighting
equipment.
This involved a huge investment
of money and countless working
bees and fund-raising concerts by
members.
The renovations continued into the
21st century with the purchase of a new
sound board, new tables, new chairs,
new stage curtain, refurbishment of
the committee room with cupboards,
benches and flooring, installation
of air conditioning, re-roofing and
external painting and the creation of
a garden with ramp access depicting
the activities of the association through
mosaics and dedicated to the memory
of an outstanding volunteer.
More additions and improvements
include the sealing of the rear car
park, a professional building check
for asbestos and some resulting
modifications, purchase of additional
theatre lighting, digital equipment
and a motorised screen, as well as
replacement of the rear stage doors
and improved access in general.
President of the WMIAA, David
Tynan, told the Diar y that the
Association has found funds largely
from its theatre productions and from
hiring the hall for community events.
“However, large expenses, such
as improving the toilets, preventing
the regular flood damage and major
rotting of wooden structures in our
buildings are beyond our modest
budget.
“We have been very lucky to have
forged an excellent relationship
with the Warrandyte Community
Bank, which has meant that we have
been able to secure grant funding to
refurbish the toilets and foyer area,

and recently we have completed a
major overhaul of our drainage so
that future floods do not impact the
buildings as severely as they have in
the past,” he said.
Additional improvements are made
each year, such as the installation of a
toilet in the pottery studio, improved
theatrical lighting and digital sound
and light equipment, a rear deck and
termite prevention work.
To date, the Bank has contributed
almost $120,000 towards maintenance
and refurbishment of the Hall.
This includes a recent contribution
of $32,000 toward current essential
renovations.
“As custodians of the hall, we are
conscious of our responsibility to
maintain this historic building for
future generations of Warrandyte
residents, and we deeply appreciate the
support of the Warrandyte Community
Bank in completing this work,” David
said.
He said that grants that come from
the Bank “feel like support from our
community”.
“The strength of the bank comes from
our community’s investment in it, and
the breadth and size of the Bendigo
Bank Community grant schemes
are what helps the local community
groups to continue to thrive,” he said.
Direct assistance to the WMAII is
also always appreciated, in the form
of donations, labour, membership, or
attending one of the many events the
WMIAA holds each year.
Sources:
Bruce Bence, Celebrating the one
hundredth anniversary of the first
Warrandyte Mechanics Institute
Hall.
Mechanics’ Institute of Victoria

Latest phase of Old Dairy completed

Photos courtesy Melbourne Water
THE OLD Warrandyte Dairy project is almost complete.
It has been reduced to essentially its foundations, similar to the treatment Taffy’s received.
The roof has been removed and the sides opened up, with the remaining walls painted an off-white colour.
Bruce Jackson from GoldReverre has replicated the original text on the remaining rear wall.
The project is a collaboration between Melbourne Water, Manningham Council, the Warrandyte Historical Society
and Warrandyte Community Association.
The works have been a way of preserving the heritage of the area and turn the previously unsafe and dilapidated
graffiti magnet, into a usable area of parkland.
The final phase is to complete the landscaping, and produce some interpretive signage.

Photo: JAMES POYNER, 2017
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Pottery paradise in Warrandyte
By JO FRENCH
THE SUN SHONE on Warrandyte for
the 20th Warrandyte Pottery Expo over
the weekend of February 22–23.
T h i s y e a r, t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l
contingent of potters were from the
UK, exhibiting their wares alongside
Australian potters, both local and
interstate.
Local potter, Jane Annois has been
organising the event for 20 years, and
over that time the Pottery Expo has
developed a reputation for attracting
the highest calibre of potters.
“Exhibitors are selected as the best
in Australia
“They are incredible artists, the
quality of work is very high and the
reputation and success of this expo has
taken a long time to build,” said Jane.
This is also reflected in the popularity
of the expo over the weekend.
Whilst the influx of visitors caused
increased congestion and made
parking a nightmare, the Warrandyte
community should be proud of the
expo’s reputation.
This year’s Pottery Expo coincided
with a group exhibition held at
Manningham Art Gallery.
Seven of the potters, including
Jane and visiting UK potters Richard
Phethean and John Higgins, exhibited
a selection of works exploring the
history, character and use of terracotta.
Take it out of the Garden ran from

February 13 to March 1, highlighting
Jane’s potters are masters in their
field, bringing the best of the best to
Warrandyte.
“Usually in Australia, it is stoneware
at the forefront and terracotta is
considered a humble medium, but
in Europe it is equally valued with
stoneware.
“The exhibition at Manningham
showcased what is possible with
terracotta — bolder colours are
possible,” said Jane.
While 70 ceramic artists showcased
their wares on the riverbank there
was an atmosphere of joy with coffee,
ice cream, French crepes and wine
on offer.
There was music and tent talks
with potters sharing stories of their
inspiration and their studios, there
were demonstrations and clay
activities for all ages and a light show
over the river on Saturday evening.
The word on the street was that the
light show was extraordinary.
Pie Bolton from The Kiln Room said,
“I liked sitting back a little, it was all
centred around the music, I enjoyed
the leakage of light beyond the central
focus.”
Pick of the pots
Given that terracotta is not as highly
regarded in Australia as it is in Europe,
Jane says Richard and John took a big

Photos: BILL SANDEL

risk coming to Australia.
“The international potters take
an enormous risk and leap of faith
bringing their work [to Australia]”,
said Jane.
But both Richard and John say the
risk is worth it.
Richard Phethean is an artist potter
and pottery tutor in Cornwall.
“It’s a great opportunity and it has
been fabulous.
“It is about having the trip, enjoying
life and meeting other potters.
“Everyone has been super kind and
the work has been really well received,
possibly better received than at home.
“I feel like I have met some lifelong
friends.
“My colours are so Australia, with
the ochres and the yellows and the hot
colours, so they flew off the shelf — it
was very satisfying.”
When I asked John Higgins why he
accepted the invitation his reply was
quick and to the point.
“Life is too short not to, you don’t get
these opportunities twice, and you just
have to get on and do it — this weekend
has been good, everyone is so friendly.”
For Daylesford potter, Minna Graham
it was her 10th expo.
“It’s the best one so far,” said Minna,
“Jane has done such a great job,
and there has been more interest in
technique and how things are made.”
Tasmanian potter Neil Hoffmann

UK Potters John Higgins and Rhichard Phethean
Photo: TARA MOORE

brought his work over on the boat.
“The risk is the weather, if it was total
fire ban it would have been cancelled,
but it is such a well organised event
and a terrific venue, it is worth it.”
Neil echoes the thoughts of many
and says engagement with other
potters has been a highlight of the
weekend.
“We are a good tribe, and the
collegiality makes it fantastic.
“Sales are good, but you can also
enjoy the other potters, friends, it’s like
family — a good catch up.
“Warrandyte is lucky to have
something like this,” said Neil.
The expo seems to get a little better

year on year.
Whatever direction Jane takes the
expo next year, it is sure to be amazing.
Prized potters
Winner of this year’s Michael
Hallam INCA Award for innovative
contemporary ceramics, presented
by Warrandyte Riverside Market, was
UK potter Emma J V Parker, who has
recently relocated to Melbourne.
Best presented stand — presented
by Lions Club Warrandyte went to
Jack Latti, who is also a landscape
gardener and combines both pottery
and landscaping in his display.
His stand made a spectacular
entrance from the southern end.

Throwing a pot on a wheel

Lidded jar with sword handle by John Stroomer

Black Cat Bone entertain the crowd

Potters say thank you

Jack Latti’s display at the river entrance

A BIG THANK you to the Warrandyte
Community who supported the 20th
anniversary of the Pottery Expo this
year.
You came in droves, met the potters
from all over Australia and our
special guests from the UK, made
clay leaves for the new Lions Park
near the bridge.
You enjoyed the music from some
of our best local musicians.
You enjoyed a glass or two from
Hops and Vine in Yarra Street, crepes
from Stephane, coffee from NANY.
You learnt so much about the art
and passion for ceramics in all its
diversity and supported the potters
hit hardest by the bushfires.
So many people have supported
this event including the Lions Club,

Warrandyte Community Market,
the Warrandyte Community Bank
branch of the Bendigo Bank and
our major sponsor Manningham
Council.
Your goodwill has been infectious
and encouraging.
Our volunteers have been cheerful,
welcoming and helpful.
So lucky with perfect weather,
Warrandyte showed itself at its
best as we continue its enduring
engagement and vision with the arts
and ceramics.
We acknowledge and apologise for
the parking issues that were raised
and are currently working with
Manningham Council to resolve the
problem.
— Jane Annois
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The darkest day in Australian history
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
MARCH 25 marks the anniversary of
the most momentous, but least known
day in Australian history.
It is the day in 1789 that smallpox was
deliberately released on the Australian
public, by the Lieutenant Governor of
the Sydney colony, Major Robert Ross.
Being a disease-free environment,
Australians had no resistance to
European diseases.
Even the common cold could kill.
The smallpox therefore spread
rapidly through the whole continent,
and like it had done when introduced
into South America, North America
and Southern Africa, it killed 90per
cent of the local population.
With a base population of at least
three million people, this means that
the 1789 smallpox plague killed around
two and a half million Australians.
Little meaningful study has been
made of this catastrophe, so tracking
down how it occurred was rather like
the plot of a detective novel.
The disease suddenly appeared
on April 15, 1789 and everyone was
mystified.
Was it already here?
Could the French have brought it?
Did the First Fleet Chief Surgeon,
John White, bring bottles of smallpox
scabs with him from England?
Captain Arthur Phillip immediately
questioned White, who cryptically
replied that he had one bottle, but the
seals were intact.
That may well have been technically
true right then, but what medico would
purchase only one bottle when there
were 1,400 people in the First Fleet to
immunise?
Captain Watkin Tench in fact noted
in his diary that the surgeons had
bottles in their possession, “but there
had been no sign of the disease in the

17 months since they had quit the Cape
of Good Hope.”
Now why would Tench mention the
Cape of Good Hope, unless that was
where bottles were bought?
Tench was actually speaking from
first-hand knowledge, because he was
a passenger on the Charlotte, the same
ship as White.
So why and how had the smallpox
suddenly appeared, 15 months after
the First Fleet landed?
The key to answering this question
lay in a seeming contradiction.
Some history books said that no
white man died in the plague, while
others said one sailor died.
The ship’s passenger lists gave the
answer and both statements proved
to be correct.
Joseph Jeffries, a sailor from the ship
Supply, became symptomatic with
smallpox on May 2, two weeks after it
broke out.
He was, however, not a white man.
Jeffries had been recruited in the
stopover at Rio and was in fact a Native
American Indian.
I know from personal experience that
Native American and Native Australian
people get on famously, because they
have similar cultures.
When I then read the circumstances
of his death, what was not said came
through the loudest.
No surprise or disapproval was
expressed about him having visited the
local native people, and this can only
mean that he had approval — because
it was mandatory.
This approval could therefore
have only come from Captain James
Campbell, who was the sole delegated
authority.
The plot thickens.
Captain Campbell was in fact the
only friend and ally of the Lieutenant
Governor, Major Robert Ross, who
was implacably opposed to Governor
Phillip.
Ross believed that Phillip was soft
and incompetent and that war with

the natives was inevitable.
Ross and Campbell knew what
needed to be done.
They had both served 15 years before
in the American Indian Wars, when
General Amherst had handed out
smallpox infected materials to the
Indians.
Fortunately, the First Fleet was the
most documented event in human
history, so if you know what you are
looking for, it is all there.
A l l t h e d i s p a rat e, s e e m i n g l y
disconnected information suddenly
unravelled to show the pattern.
Surgeon White had bought jars of
scabs in Cape Town and all except
one ended up in the government store.
Six Marines, who were supposed to
be guarding the store, were caught
robbing it in March 1789.
Ross and Campbell did an inventory,
found the jars and decided to release
it, thereby avoiding the need for war.
Campbell knew that Joseph Jeffries
had formed friendships with the local
people and always took presents when
he visited.
Jeffries arrived back from Norfolk
Island on the ship Supply on March
24 and Captain Campbell gave him
the clothing and blankets that he and
Major Ross had infected.
This infected material was then given
to the local Australians on March 25,
1789, the same day the Marines were
hanged.
The virulence of the scabs is much
reduced, so the first people who
caught it had a greater chance of
survival, but they then passed it on in
full virulence over a longer period to
greater numbers.
The incubation period for the disease
is seven to 17 days, but commonly 10
to 12 days.
It then takes about a week to die.
The arithmetic is simple and
compelling.
Jeffries arrived back on March 24 and
the disease broke out a fortnight later.
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Proudly supporting the community since 2002
Committed local osteopaths, Dr Richard
Pearce and Dr Sharni Leon established
practice in Warrandyte in 2002 with a
vision to provide patients the highest
quality of Osteopathic care; treating
“injuries” as well as maintaining the
“health and wellness” of the body.
We spend longer with you to

sciatica

accurately assess, diagnose and treat
your condition, resulting in fast and

sports injuries

effective results.

frozen shoulder
back & neck pain
headache & migraines
jaw pain treatment (TMJ)

Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Road, Warrandyte (next to Ruby Tuesdays)

Ph 9844 2465

www.osteopathymelbourne.org

Reconciliation Manningham proudly presents
a major 2020 Australian Heritage Festival event

A Digital Tour of
Aboriginal Manningham
Hosted by Wurundjeri Elder

Uncle Bill Nicholson
and local historian

Jim Poulter
In the comfort of your chair, Bill and Jim will take you on a visual,
story-telling tour of Manningham’s many Aboriginal sites that are
known of through our local oral history and ongoing research.
You will see the present day locations of Aboriginal camp sites,
meeting places, birthing places, burial sites, fish traps, mussel
farms and myrnong farms, as well as the traditional Songline
travel routes that are the basis of our present day road system.
WHEN:

7:30 to 9:30pm Wednesday April 22, 2020

WHERE:

Upstairs Function Room, Manningham Civic Centre
699 Doncaster Rd, Doncaster (Melway 33 F12)

BOOKINGS: Google: ‘A Digital Tour of Aboriginal Manningham’

RECONCILIATION MANNINGHAM

Photo: BARBARA OEHRING

Bill Nicholson and Jim Poulter
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#climateactionnow
green edge
By CHARLOTTE STERRETT
WarrandyteCAN

AS WE NEAR the end of this year’s fire
season, and communities affected by
the extraordinary fires start the long
journey to recovery, we cannot ignore
the link between the bushfires and
climate change.
Scientists tell us that temperature,
fuel load, dryness, wind speed and
humidity all affect fire risk and are
compounded by global heating.
And while the link is complex, it is
clear.
Our country is becoming hotter — an
update from the Bureau of Meteorology
released in January showed Australia

recorded its hottest and driest year
on record in 2019, with temperatures
1.52C above the long-term average.
However, Scott Morrison — the
man who brought a lump of coal to
Parliament — lacks a plan to secure
our future and his government fails
to recognise that we need to urgently
address the causes of global heating,
not just the symptoms.
Other politicians recognise this,
conceding that more needs to be done
to match the growing level of public
concern about the links between
climate change and Australia’s drying
climate.
One politician taking the lead is Zali
Steggall, Independent MP in the seat
of Warringah (Tony Abbott’s old seat).
She is working across political
divides to introduce the Climate
Change (National Framework for
Adaptation and Mitigation) Bill 2020
— a Bill that will enable Australia to
make an immediate, positive and
nationally supported response to the
risks, challenges and opportunities of
climate change.
This Bill sets out a clear framework
for national plans to be put in place
and updated by the Australian

Government, and for progress to be
rigorously monitored and reported.
This national framework will ensure
that Australia has:
• a positive response to the challenges
of climate change that is transparent
and effective, and that pursues new
opportunities, generational equity
and just transitions;
• national plans for adapting to
a changing climate, so that the
different parts of our continent and
economy can respond positively to
changing physical conditions and
international policies;
• national plans for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, to meet
emissions reduction targets that
align with scientific imperatives and
State government and international
commitments;
• transparent monitoring, reporting
and accountability for national
adaptation planning and
emission reduction actions, with
an independent Climate Change
Commission (CCC ) to advise
Government and Parliament.
The Bill aims to ensure Australia has
a clear and positive national response
to the challenges of climate change.

Building a financially
healthy relationship

By DR JOZICA KUTIN
IT IS VALENTINE’S Day and in the staff
room prior to our strategic planning
day, a new colleague asks me about
my research.
Basically, its about money and love,
not money or love, but money and love.
Specifically, how are young adults
negotiating money and love in their
romantic relationships in this modern
era.
“And what’s the answer?,” he asks.
“It’s complicated”, I say, as if I was
updating my relationship status.
It doesn’t take long before he has a
story to tell about a friend.
She was dating a guy, they both had
families overseas, and she visited home
regularly.
He couldn’t afford it, so she paid for
his trips.
She was 25.
“As her friends, we could see this guy

That is what a large and growing
majority of Australians call for, and
what Australia needs.
The framework leaves national action
in the hands of our elected Government
but mandates an effective process for
national targets, actions and reporting.
On March 23, Steggall will introduce
a private member’s bill to Parliament
and call for a conscience vote.
Australia needs sensible climate
change legislation to transition to the
future.
What can you do?
• Sign the petition, share on social
media, and make your voice heard.
• Urge your MP to cast a conscience
vote for the Climate Change BiIl.

• Be there to show your support on
March 23.
Already over 60,000 ordinar y
Australians have signed the petition
calling on the government to work
together to address the nation’s biggest
crisis.
Will you join them?
Sign on at:
www.climateactnow.com.au and
show your support for the Climate
Change Bill.
Charlotte Sterrett is a member
of local climate change action
group WarrandyteCAN. If you’d like
to become a climate change hero,
join us. We’re on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/warrandytecan

Repair Café network
gets its newest member

was taking her for a ride, we couldn’t
make her see reality .
“When she said she was no longer
able to pay for the trips to save money
for her own visa application — he
ghosted her — the ‘relationship’ was
over,” he said.
“Holiday-related financial
exploitation, I’ve just been writing
about it”, I say.
“What! It’s a thing?,” he said.
Yes, unfortunately, it is.
Money and love, it is complicated.
It can make or break a relationship;
it can make or break your financial
future.
For International Women’s Day I’ll
be talking about what a money-healthy
relationship looks like.
We’ll explore our attitudes about
money and money management.
I’ll have some resources you can take
with you and stories of craft-related
financial independence and freedom.
The first step is to start talking about
money.
Join the conversation at 7pm, Friday,
March 13, 2020 at the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House.

Dr Jozica Kutin is a researcher at
RMIT University who has lived in
Warrandyte for 16 years.
She’s also a WNH crochet tutor and
member of the Warrandyte River
Runners and Warrandyte Mountain
Bike Club.
Her research focuses on financial
capability, financial education,
financial abuse and money, and
love in young adult relationships.
You can contact her at
jozica.kutin@rmit.edu.au

By SANDI MILLER
THE ROTARY Club of Manningham
in collaboration with Kevin Heinze
GROW is launching the Manningham
Repair Café.
The inaugural Café will be held on
March 21, at the Kevin Heinze GROW
Autumn Festival, 39 Wetherby Road,
Doncaster.
David Rosenwax from Manningham
Rotary told the Diary, the club will join
some 2,000 repair cafés around the
world which are registered with the
international Repair Café Foundation.
Locally, they join the monthly
Warrandyte Repair Café and Ringwood
Repair Café, who run the first Sunday
and third Saturday of the month
respectively, and around 20 other
Repair Café’s across Melbourne.
“We fix Bikes, toys, wooden objects,
sewing, textiles, computers and other
non 240-volt items, crockery, furniture,
tools — just about anything,” David
said.
Repair Café’s help reduce waste,
save money and resources and can
help reduce CO2 emissions, as well as
prolonging the life of our purchases
and combatting our throw-away
culture.
The club is looking to bolster its
stable of volunteer repairers, if you
have an interest (and skill) in fixing or

It can even access information
beyond our logical understanding.
We also now know the heart has its
own brain.
As we look further into ancient
cultures, we discover a theme:
• in Taoism/Confucianism, the yinyang symbol represents heart-mind;
• in The Bible, the word “heart”
appears over 1,000 times;
• in Christianity, the cross and the
heart are united;
• in Catholic theology, the sacred
heart of Jesus is the most used
Catholic devotion.
In today’s world, the Dali Lama sums
it up nicely:
“Never give up. No matter what is
going on. Never give up. Develop the
heart. Too much energy in your country
is spent developing the mind instead
of the heart. Be compassionate not
just to your friends but to everyone.
Be compassionate. Work for peace in
your heart and in the world. Work for
peace. And I say again. Never give up.
No matter what is going on around you.
Never give up.”

It all makes sense when you give it
some thought.
So how did we lose the heart soul
connection, where did it go?
Dr Joe Dispenza states in his book
Becoming Supernatural:
“In the 17th century, during the
early years of the scientific revolution,
French philosopher Rene Descartes
argues that the mind and body were
two radically distinct substances.
Through this mechanistic view of
the universe, people began to view
the heart as an extraordinary machine.
The mechanism of the heart as a
physical pump began to overshadow
its nature as humanity’s connection to
an innate intelligence.
Through scientific inquiry, the heart
slowly ceased to be recognised as our
connection to feelings, emotions, and
our higher selves.
It has only been through the new
science of the last few decades that we
have begun to reconcile, understand,
and recognise the true significance
of the heart both as a source that
generates electromagnetic fields and
as our connection to the unified field.”

Find your self
Are you ready to try a little test?
Get your finger and point to you,
yourself.
Now, where did you point?
Most people will point to the heart
or chest area.
Is that a coincidence, or is this
because our heart is connected to
our spirit?
Find your heart
To reconnect with your innate being,
your soul and heart, you can do some
of the following:
• Meditation
• Yoga
• Church or religious services
• Time in nature
• Time around children and pets
And focus on your heart and allow
yourself to gently breathe in and out
and allow positive feelings to radiate
within it and around it.
When you quieten the mind, the
heart will speak to you, the voice may
be quiet, or it may be booming.
It’s that intuition you have.
You may say “my heart”, or “my gut”

Photo: MALCOM FERGUSON
mending things then get in touch with
Kevin Heinze GROW.
R e p a i r Ca f é s n o t o n l y a l l ow
volunteers to give back to their
community through their unique
skillsets, but are also a place for people
to socialise and learn about repairing
things themselves, which promotes
sustainability and positive mental
health.
As well as reminding people that
what often can seem “broken” is
usually pretty simple, and fun, to fix.
D av i d i s l o o k i n g f o r w a rd t o
welcoming the community into the
latest Repair Café in the suburbs but
said due to insurance concerns, the
club are currently unable to repair
240v items, and cannot admit children
under 12 to the venue.

says yes or no.
Learn to reconnect and trust it.
Listen to your heart
In his book, The Heart’s Code, Dr Paul
Pearsall, talks about a young girl who
had a heart transplant.
After the successful transfer, the
young girl started to have nightmares.
As the heart came from a young girl
that was murdered, her dreams were
taken seriously.
Her dreams were so accurate, that
it led to the capture and conviction of
the murderer.
Remember when the head and heart
take opposing sides of an issue, don’t
decide until they align, or you listen
to your heart.
By doing this, you will reduce the “I
should have listened to my instincts,
heart or gut.”
If you feel lost, disconnected, hurt,
anxious, remember to stop the mind
chatter, by switching your attention to
the heart and doing things that bring
you to a state of calm, and ease helps.
If the condition moves beyond
normal, seek professional help.

Could your heart hold your answers?
wellness
By MAREE ZINNY
HAVE YOU ever given thought to when
we talk about emotions, why we talk
about our heart so much more than
any other parts of our body?
We don’t say your words hurt my liver
or kidney;” we blurt out, “you hurt me”,
“you hurt my feelings”, which means
you hurt my heart.
Let’s explore this further.
Science has finally caught up with
what the ancient people and mystics
have always believed; that our heart is
more than just an organ that pumps
blood throughout our body.
In ancient history, we discover the
heart is at the centre of all spiritual
traditions.
As we dig deeper into many sacred
texts, they often refer to the heart as
the place where God and spirits dwell.
Most religious traditions talk about
the heart not just as an organ but that
it also feels, ponders, and remembers
things.
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Investing in the
local economy

By SUSAN FOREMAN
THE WARRANDYTE Riverside Market
Committee has recently announced
several grants.
Dick Davies, of the Market committee
told the Diary that it has given almost
$10,000 in grants to four worthy
projects.
Wonga Park CFA is in need of
upgrading their light tanker, and so the
Market Committee have contributed
$5,000 towards the new appliance.
“After the recent terrible bushfires,
the benefit to the community, and
indeed the State, is obvious,” said Dick.
Manningham Neighbourhood Watch
has been granted $2,200 for its program
which covers about 26,000 homes
across the municipality.
The market also covered the costs
($1,673) of roadside advertising
b i l l b o a rd s f o r t h e Wa r ra n d y t e
Community Association’s Be Ready
Warrandyte Bushfire Forum held in
North Warrandyte in November.
Young Scout, 15-year-old Orlando
Yen, is a keen sailor and has his
sights set on the 2020 Laser 4.7 World
Championships on Lake Garda in Italy
in July.
The committee granted $1,000
towards funding his trip.
“Orlando helps at every market on the
scout stall and we are proud to support

his efforts,” said Dick.
As reported in August 2019 Diary,
the Warrandyte Riverside Market, last
financial year, contributed $128,000
back into the local community in the
form of “grants, donations and jobs”.
The Warrandyte Riverside Market
Committee is a sub-committee of
the Rotary Club of Warrandyte and
Donvale and includes the Warrandyte
Community Association, the Lions
Club of Warrandyte, the North
Warrandyte CFA and the Warrandyte
Community Church.

Sign swiped
your say
Dear Diary
It is the usual practice for the Market
Committee to erect road signs (property of
Manningham Council) on the main road
on the Friday afternoon, prior to taking up
position by 4am on the next market day.
This last market, March 7, the guys arrived
to find the signs stolen — possibly trashed.

So far they still have not been recovered.
Sometime ago all the wooden chairs
which we used for people having coffee
on the Church lawn were stolen.
It’s a bit much given that the market is run
by volunteers.
Where do these people come from?
Did anyone see what happened?
Dick Davies
Warrandyte Riverside Market
Committee

Bushfire Scenario event
ticks all the boxes
By DAVID HOGG
TERRIBLE THURSDAY February 13,
the hypothetical date for the firestorm
scenario acted out in November has
been and gone, and we have been
spared the worst-case scenario without
any significant bushfires in the area.
Instead, this summer has seen hail,
rain and mud!
Theresa Dawson, from Be Ready
Warrandyte (BRW), a branch of the
Warrandyte Community Association
has done an amazing job compiling the
feedback forms and results have been
compiled in the table below.
Dick Davies, Chair of Be Ready
Warrandyte said the feedback form
generated “a very positive response”.
Note: Not all people answered all the
questions, and some ticked multiple
answers.
What worked, what did not work?
As well as the simple yes/no
questions, the feedback also had room
for detailed feedback.

Attendees thought the following was
done well:
• Community volunteers running
it. Was good to swap between
presenters. Dick is always brilliant,
clear presenter.
• Tomorrow we sit down to write a
fire plan.
• Personal accounts/experience,
various agencies represented (CFA,
Police, WCA, Councils).
• Educated new residents.
• The scenario aspect — very effective.
Knowledgeable information.
• Making people aware of the dangers
and not be complacent. The photos
were graphic enough to impact on
those who attended.
• Making you think beyond “leave
early” or if your Plan A doesn’t work.
• Informative — well spoken and clear
speakers.
• Excellent researched scenario,
brilliant display photos and great
screen.
Always looking to improve, BRW

Questions
Do you have a written Fire Plan?
Is your family aware of the plan and their roles?
Have you practiced your Fire Plan?
Do you consider your plan to be effective?
If you cannot leave early, do you have a Plan B, C, D?
How useful did you find the presentation

also asked attendees what could be
done better:
• Hold it where parking is available.
• The Councils need to know where
the emergency centres will be.
• Mention Fire Alarms and how to
register for text alerts.
• Ha n d ou t f o r c o nt a c t s — Vi c
Emergency App, phone numbers of
shires et cetera.
• I’d like to see an example of a written
fire plan with ABCD.
• Police to say which roads are likely to
be closed for the scenario.
• Council were very poorly prepared
— corporate speaker that said “you
are on your own”, couldn’t answer
questions.
• Hold scenario earlier in the month.
More information, less time.
The feedback form also asked
attendees have they found out about
the event. 82 per cent said roadside
signage, Warrandyte Diary (26 per
cent), Facebook (18 per cent), email (8
per cent), word of mouth (10 per cent).

Useful
(%)
82

Yes (%)
49
46
10
44
51
Partially
(%)
8

No (%)
46
46
77
12
39
Not at all
(%)
0

World class café in the heart of Warrandyte
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI
COCOA MOON, under the guidance
of Warrandyte’s favourite Bolivian,
Andres, has won yet another award
— the LUXlife Magazine 2019 Award.
LUXlife Magazine covers all aspects
of high-end lifestyles including finest
food and drink, hotels and resorts,
health and beauty, automotive,
jewellery, art and technology.
The magazine is designed to inform,
entertain and inspire.
It is an international magazine, and
this is the second time Andres has won
the award.
The Award is given for certain
criteria such as : high customer
service, innovation, business history,
re-investment in the business, keeping
up with trends, and the ability to look
after and retain staff — along with
contributions to the community and
awards received.
Although reviews from the public are
considered, their opinion is not part of
the decision making.
Cocoa Moon has also won the
Australian Good Food Guide awards
in 2019 and 2020, the Trip Adviser
Award three years in a row — judged
on reputation of business, quality of
food and reviews — Contemporary

Café of the Year Award, 2020, for
North/Eastern Melbourne, and LUX
Customer Service Excellence for 2020.
Fire fundraising
Cocoa Moon Café and Riverview Café
recently teamed up to raise funds, the
money collected was donated to the
Red Cross for bushfire relief.
Profits from the sale of Cocoa
Moon’s innovative T-shirts, sighted
internationally as well as nationally,
promoting Warrandyte in general, were
also donated to the fire victims.
Long road to success
Andres has had an interesting
business background.
At 16 he borrowed US$100 off his
grandmother and joined forces with his
cousin who borrowed US$100 from his
mother and they opened a mini soccer
tournament business next door to a
university back in Bolivia.
It was so successful, so quickly, that
he was able to pay his grandmother
back within the first week.
Andres and his brothers, Alvaro
and Pedro, followed their mother to
England when Pedro was in need of
serious medical treatment.
As the boys could not speak English
at the time, Alvaro took care of Pedro

while Andres and his mum — like so
many migrants everywhere — worked
as cleaners to keep the family going.
In 1997, Andres met his future wife
Michelle, an Aussie.
He followed her to Australia in 2000
where he first had a transport business,
then cafes in South Melbourne and
the city, along with producing three
beautiful daughters.
When the now middle daughter was a
baby, Andres suffered an arteriovenous
malformation.
Once again, the family came to the
rescue with older brother Alvaro and
his family travelling to Australia to look
after Andres and his family.
Andres commented that came from
a very strong and committed family,
supporting each other whenever it is
needed.
Andres purchased the business now
known as Cocoa Moon back in 2011,
and the rest as they say, is history.
Andres, with his outgoing personality,
his respect for and from his staff,
the ambience of the café — all his
“innovations” — and of course the
lovely food — have contributed
significantly to Warrandyte being a
place to come to for good hospitality.

Photo: JAMES POYNER
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Evolution and the art of parenting teens
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
VACANTLY GAZING across the war
zone of my kitchen, I scratch my head
with bewilderment.
Had a male baboon and two of
his female “friends with benefits”
stopped by for a midnight snack, on
their way from escaping an unwanted
vasectomy at a local human hospital?
Picking through the debris I spot
some size 11 footprints in the crushed
cornflakes on the floor.
Following them down the hallway,
the prints do a right angle into a
teenage bedroom.
Initially I’m impress ed that
baboons know how to use a bowl and
spoon, how to splash some milk into
said bowl and leave it precariously
balanced on the edge of a desk.
Then it dawns on me, the house is
eerily quiet.
So quiet in fact, that it would appear
that I am the only living soul in our
humble abode (although the resident
huntsman spider that guards our
ensuite may respectfully disagree).
Turns out I had the right genus, just
the wrong species.
No baboons required when you
have three teenagers to destroy your
prime real estate.
Cautiously heading back to the
kitchen, I observe smeared vegemite
on the kitchen bench, three packets
of Tip Top with only crusts left in each
one and a lidless bottle of orange
juice on the hot plate.
The final piece of the puzzle slides
into place when I bark my shin on the
Tupperware drawer that has been left
fully open with random lids strewn
across the floor.
School. Lunches.

If school lunches had been made it
would be reasonable to assume that
those lunches would have run out
the door inside the bags of students
who were running out the door to
catch a bus that would deliver them
to school.
Yes.
That magical word — school.
Slumping onto the nearest breakfast
stool, flattening a kilo of toast crumbs
and a random sock, a slow, lazy smile
slides across my face.

The most magical day of the year
has finally arrived.
And this year, it’s not just any first
day of school, it’s the first day of all
the kids being in secondary school.
No more school drop offs.
No more pick-ups.
I feel my life of leisure lapping at
my feet.
Turns out I was getting ahead of
myself.
The only thing lapping at my
feet was the aquatic remains of an

overturned water bottle.
How had I missed this milestone?
Surely the 3,568 trips to Eastland in
the last week had alerted me to the
impending Term One?
Days on end that had gone along
the lines of…
“Mum, my runners don’t fit.”
Go shopping, buy runners, get
home.
Spot their manky old school shoes
and ask the question.
“If your runners don’t fit then I’m
guessing the shoes I bought at the
exact same time don’t fit either!”
Go shopping, buy shoes, get home.
Spot their brother who has never
had to wear school shoes, therefore
has never owned a pair before,
glance at the bags and ask “Did you
buy me any shoes?”
Go shopping, buy…
Arguments over whose jumper
belongs to who, with eight discarded
jumpers inside out on the floor, four
of them the same size and apparently
the only ones that happened to fit
anyone were the wrong colour.
Ties with suspicious stains on
them.
Blazers without buttons or — in the
case of the one blazer — that actually
fitted and had buttons on it, it was
missing a shoulder???
Explain that to your teacher in
an attempt to get out of a uniform
detention.
Or my personal favourite.
“Mum did you order my school
books?”
Oh, you mean from that list that I
asked 38 times over the 10 weeks you
had off over summer to let me know
which ones you actually needed.
No. No I didn’t.
I assumed that you weren’t doing
four different maths, eight humanity
subjects or randomly taking up

Mandarin for the first time in VCE.
It’s fair to say that I was not alone.
The queue at Lilydale Books
snaked its way out the door, along
the footpath and quite possibly
all the way through the eastern
suburbs to Camberwell, with a kink
in it as people detoured through
Officeworks to pick up all their
stationery.
No way we’re buying that from the
bookshop — highway robbery.
So yes, there I was, day dreaming of
a whole day stretching out in front of
me, a whole day to myself.
Sure, I had to clean the house, do
19 loads of washing and go to work
but there were NO KIDS.
I was practically one step away
from sucking down pina coladas
from a swim-up bar.
The phone rings.
Oh, for goodness sake, it’s my
partner.
Had I dropped off his car for a
service yet?
Or chased up the insurance
company
about
the
#2020theyearofweirdstorms?
How could I have forgotten about
the biggest child of all?
I hang up on him.
Check my texts.
The latest one to come through
reads “Hi Katrina, don’t forget we
have a chair with your name on it,
for today at 10am.
See you soon!
Thanks, Australian Red Cross
Lifeblood”
That figures.
Along with my will to live, I’m
about to get the last of my “lifeblood”
sucked out of me.

Faminlyt
Eve

Sunday

22 March
10am-4pm

Farms and businesses across
Nillumbik are opening their
gates to showcase farming
on Melbourne’s fringe.

Visit working farms and meet
local farmers.
• Farm tours
• Demonstrations
• Farm animals
• Produce tastings
NEW IN 2020! Camp under the stars
in Hurstbridge on Saturday 21 March.
See the website for details.
Bookings essential.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/openfarmday

|

9433 3128

|

facebook.com/openfarmday
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Trees of significance in Warrandyte
By VALERIE POLLEY
A RECENT post on the Warrandyte
Historical Society’s Facebook page
(below right) caught the attention of
many local residents.
A 1974 newspaper report was
posted which gave some historical
background to the old oak tree that
stands on the corner of Russell and
Mullens Roads.
The newspaper report centred on
the early pioneer Schult and Russell
families and stated that the oak tree,
which stands as a memorial to the
pioneer families, was planted by the
family.
Russell Road was named after miner
James Grey Russell, (born in England)
and Ruth Russell (nee Houghton).
James Junior, their infant son died on
November 3, 1863, aged six months,
due to diarrhoea.
He was buried at Templestowe
because the Anderson’s Creek
Cemetery had not yet opened.
The Russell family and other
founding mining families of the early
mining settlement of Andersons
Creek became related through various
marriages.
Carl Ludwig Conrad Schult (who
came from Germany about 1850)
married Mary Russell and had four
children.
It is said Mary Schult planted the oak
tree in the late 1890s where the family
home once stood.
Mary died in 1902 and Carl in 1911.
Questions have ar is en ab out
protection for the oak tree and indeed
for other significant trees around
Warrandyte.
This tree was cited in Council’s
1991 Heritage Study as being of local
significance as a local landmark.
The study described it as an old and
once large oak tree (Quercus robur)
originally within a private garden with
extensive die back on upper limbs.
An embankment cutting along
Warrandyte Road severed and exposed
its root system.
However, despite its landmark
citation the tree was not included in
Council’s 2006 Heritage Garden and
Significant Tree Study.
This may have been due to the die
back and shortened life expectancy.
Yet, despite its failings, the tree
— now well over 100 years old —
continues to stand as a landmark tree
and questions about why it is not listed
as deserving of protection remain.
Other significant trees in
Warrandyte
There are a number of trees in
Warrandyte that are listed on the
Significant Tree Register, and/or other
registers and the various overlays

which influence the planning scheme.
For example, the D i a r y Tre e
(Monterey cypress), situated in the
pub carpark near the pedestrian
crossing, is on Manningham’s Heritage
Overlay, the National Trust Database
and the Victorian Heritage Register
as it is considered to be of regional
significance.
It has been slowly declining over time
and the study recommended cuttings
be taken and the tree monitored.
It is not known if this has been done.
The Peppercorn tree behind the
Museum at 111 Yarra Street is also
considered to be over 100 years old
and slowly declining.
The tree has had assessments done
since the Study in 2006.
Other significant trees include:
Th e tw o la r g e Ma n na G um s
(Eucalyptus viminalis) near the old
Gospel Chapel: These trees form an
impressive canopy presence in the
streetscape and are significant for their
imposing size.
They are listed on the Heritage
Overlay being considered locally
significant for their contribution to
the landscape and their high aesthetic
value.
Three English Oaks at 77 Yarra
Street: They are considered to be of
local significance for their aesthetic
value and historical context, having
had Presbyterian Church services
conducted under the canopy of one
of the trees, following the 1939 Black
Friday bushfires, which destroyed the
church.
The Yellow B ox (Eucalyptus
melliodora), located in the nature
strip at the Harris Gully roundabout:
This tree is considered to be locally
significant for its aesthetic value and
position in a prominent location.
Which trees do you think are
significant?
Which additional trees do you
consider should be added to our list
of landmark trees?
Which trees would be missed if they
were to go?
The January hailstorm that stripped
the trees of their leaves left many
residents feeling bereft as — suddenly
— a treeless landscape could be
imagined.
Although the trees have re-leafed
and recovered amazingly quickly,
the remembrance of a very different
landscape lingers.
The loss of many large and significant
eucalypts along the riverbank due to
weather events has been remarked
upon and none of our pre-European
riverside trees appear to have been
individually assessed or protected.
Some trees that have been suggested
worthy of inclusion of the Significant

Tree Register include the large oak trees
in Yarra Street, one near the old Dairy,
the other opposite the Grand Hotel.
These are large and beautiful trees
and while their history is obscure, their
loss would be significant.
There is little doubt early settlers
brought seeds to ensure trees they
knew and loved would flourish in their
new country.
There are a number of introduced
species on the riverbank around the
carpark opposite the hotel, which do
not receive much attention, but would
be missed if they were to disappear.
Then there is the copse of English
elms (Ulmus procera) opposite the
Mechanics’ Institute, which form an
important element of the Warrandyte
streetscape and provide a beautiful
golden backdrop during autumn —
these trees require active management
to keep them healthy and non-invasive
but without some form of registration
or protection this is not happening.
Likewise, the cherry plums (prunus
cerasifera).
While somewhat controversial they
have formed a flowering and fruiting
backdrop to Yarra Street for decades
with appreciative visitors and birdlife
alike.
The Significant Tree Study concluded
its register will require periodic review
and updating to maintain its validity
and relevance to tree protection
initiatives in the City of Manningham.
It stated that regular reviews would
ensure that account is taken of listed
trees that die through senescence or
are otherwise lost, as well as adding
new listings that come to Council’s
notice.
It recommended that a review should
be repeated on a 10–15 year basis.
Given the study dates from 2006 it
is nearing the 15th year since the last
review.
Comments on the Warrandyte
Historical Society Facebook post
suggest residents would welcome
the opportunity to nominate further
important trees to the register.
Let us know
The Historical Society would like
to know what trees you think are
significant.
It can be for heritage, social or
environmental reasons — maybe even
all three.
With the recent weather, now is the
best time for interested residents to
nominate trees they feel worthy of
registration and protection.
So, if you have a significant tree you
would like to nominate, let the Diary
or the Warrandyte Historical Society
know via email, social media or pop
into the Warrandyte Museum on the
weekend.

Courtesy Warrandyte Historical Society

Warrandyte Historical Society
22 January 2020
Thanks Russ Haines for sharing this interesting 1974 newspaper article
about the Schult family and the old oak tree at the corner of Mullens
and Russell Roads (opposite the Stonehouse Cafe). Here is an extract
from the article and recent picture of the old oak tree which must now be
about 126 years old:
“A page in the history of Warrandyte was turned on September 17 when
two brothers, sons of district pioneers, passed away on the same day.
They were Arthur Conrad Schult (aged 84) and Carl Frederick Schult
(aged 81), youngest children of Carl Ludwig Conrad Schult.
Schult senior came from Germany about 1850 and mined for gold
at Beechworth and the Mudgee district of NSW before settling in
Warrandyte, and later turning to fruit growing in South Warrandyte. He
married Mary Russell from another pioneer family and had four children
including Alice and Matilda, who passed away several years ago. Carl
was well known as an expert axeman throughout Warrandyte district
where he remained until his death. Conrad married Helen Houghton and
had four children - three daughters still live in the district. Carl married
Beatrice Day and had three children. An oak tree stands as a memorial
to this pioneer family near Russell and Mullens Rd, Warrandyte. Mary
Schult planted this tree over 80 years ago on the spot where the family
home once stood”.
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Honour system stands the test of time
By SANDI MILLER
CHO CO’S HU T at the Weeping
Grevillea Nursery in Kangaroo Ground
turned 25 at the start of March.
Wayne and Vikki Tonissen originally
established the Weeping Grevillea to
give them something to do when they
retired.
Wayne says he started grafting
grevilleas in the 1970s after reading a
book by Don Burke.
“I started to graft — and it worked
— so I have been doing it ever since
and I am getting better and better
as the years go past, perfecting the
technique,” he said.
Then in the early 80s, he registered
the business Weeping Grevillea.
He says the business “stumbled
along”, until they moved to the property
in Kangaroo Ground in 1993.
Professionally, Wayne worked in
Industrial Relations, growing the
business from a hobby as he developed
his skills.
“I found coming home from work
and coming out to talk to my plants
very therapeutic, then a few years
ago I went to Horticultural College at
Burnley to learn the theory behind the
practice of grafting and propagation, I
have done the units I needed, but most

of it is hard knocks,” he said.
“We trade on the weekends which
has become our weekdays, and then
our weekend is Monday to Friday so
we can go away and do what we want,
now that we are not working full time”.
Then in 1995 their son had a crop of
excess pumpkins he wanted to sell.
“I told him to put them out on the
wheelbarrow with a tin — a Milo tin
wired to the barrow — and that night
he came in with $100, so we realised
that selling stuff out on the roadside
was an attractive proposition for
people, so ever since then we have sold
excess fruit and vegies,” Wayne said.
Since then, they have planted lemons
and limes and various other citrus to
be able to have good supplies for the
roadside stall.
“About four years ago I upgraded it
to a hut on the property and opened
the gates.
“We have power out there so there
are lights and security and everything
else — and of course it is a bit more
sheltered to be able to put a wider
variety of products out there,” he said.
The Tonissen’s make jams and
chutneys and jellies to sell in the
hut — and have a range of herbs
and flowering plants, as well as the

grevilleas.
“It is there twenty-four/seven — and
I have a board there that talks about
karma,” he said.
Although, he says, the honour system
works really well.
He says people appreciate the
honesty arrangement, and they do
honour it.
“You would be staggered by the notes
we get about — ‘I was a dollar short so
I will drop it off tomorrow’ or ‘I didn’t
have any money so I took them, could
you email me your bank details and I
will pay you’ — it happens all the time
that people will rush in and put money
in — ‘I owe you this from two weeks
ago’, it works out pretty well.”
Wayne’s passion for his plants is
palpable, as he gave the Diary a tour of
the nursery, and excitedly showed us
his recently developed hybrid.
“I grew a plant from seed, which is
quite difficult — and you can see how
those are different to those,” he said,
showing us flowers from two different
plants.
“Which means I have a new hybrid!”
he announced proudly.
He says he is calling it “Grevillea
Bonty”.
“Because I am a Bulldogs supporter,”
he said.

Gardening – just what the
doctor ordered

By SUSAN FOREMAN
PUT SUNDAY, March 22 in your
calendar, it is the sixth annual National
Garden Releaf Day in Australia.
30 minutes of garden therapy a week
(in one session) is good for us all and
more time spent in a garden will have
an even greater impact.
Help yourself by getting involved and
help loved ones across generations by
encouraging them to take part as well.
Garden Releaf Australia’s core aim
is to generate greater awareness of
the health and wellbeing benefits
associated with getting in a garden
and surrounding yourself in living
greenery.
Sensory stimulation has the power to
destress and relax, invoke memories
and heighten sensory awareness and
what better place is there to immerse
all of your senses than in a garden.
In fact, recent research tells us that
people getting a minimum dose of 30
green minutes a week are likely to have

healthier emotional, physical, social
and mental wellbeing than those who
do not.
Knowing the role garden therapy
can play in supporting positive mental
health, Garden Releaf Day also aims
to raise money to support the work of
Beyond Blue.
“Being outside in a garden, in a park
or hiking along a trail can do wonders
for your physical health and mental
wellbeing,” Beyond Blue CEO Georgie
Harman said.
“G a r d e n R e l e a f i s a l l a b o u t
encouraging people to stop and smell
the roses, to enjoy nature and take their
minds off the stress in their lives.
“In total, Garden Releaf has raised
more than $226,000 for Beyond Blue.
“This is an amazing contribution
which has provided free and immediate
mental health support to more than
4,700 people via our Support Service.
“We are extremely grateful to have
the continued support of the Garden

Releaf campaign,” she said.
So take on the #30greenminutes
challenge and “Get in a garden, get
healthy and have fun”.
Participating locally owned garden
centres across Australia will join
together to support Garden Releaf
2020 by hosting plant parties to help
you immerse your senses in perfumed,
edible, textured and colourful plants.
T h e y w i l l p rov i d e i d e a s a n d
inspiration on creating living sensory
spots (potted or planted) to bring the
sounds and health benefits of nature
into your gardens and homes.
Some of Warrandyte’s favourite
nurseries are participating.
Locally, Warran Glen Garden Centre
and Beasley’s Nursery are supporting
the Garden Releaf Challenge.
Share your pictures, activities and
ideas to encourage more people to get
involved via #gardenreleafaustralia
#30greenminutes

The whys and wherefores of fence laws
By SANDI MILLER
AS THE saying goes, “good fences
make good neighbours”.
But everyone has their own idea
about what constitutes a “good fence”
— what suits their property and their
neighbourhood.
A fence between properties is usually
in joint ownership and so both parties
need to be in agreement prior to any
alterations or additions.
In general, the cost of a standard
dividing fence is shared equally
between property owners.
Manningham Director of City
Planning and Community Angelo
Kourambas says residents who wish
to build or repair a dividing fence are
encouraged to talk to their neighbours
in the first instance.
The Fences Act 1986 outlines who
is responsible for paying for jointly
owned boundary fences.
The Act contains rules surrounding
the costs, the type of fence to be built
and notices neighbours are required to
give one another.
“In the case that one party wants
a fence of a higher standard and
an agreement cannot be reached,
the party who wants this, pays the
difference in costs,” Mr Kourambas
said.

If there is disagreement regarding
who pays for the fence, these are
resolved via the Magistrates’ Court
process.
According to the Fences Act 1968,
residents cannot build a fence or
complete repairs without their
neighbour’s agreement.
If an agreement is not reached,
residents must provide their
neighbours with a Fencing Notice
containing information about the
proposed work, before any works can
be carried out.
Nillumbik Chief Executive Officer
Carl Cowie said a building permit is
required for any fence exceeding two
metres in height and whenever it is
proposed to vary from the Building
Regulations through the Report and
Consent process.
“In addition to permit requirements,
the owner must ensure compliance
with any restrictions or covenants
that maybe registered on title, and
depending on the location of the land
and any applicable planning overlays,
a planning permit may be required.”
Mr Kourambas said residents
should check with Council around
any planning or building permit
requirements if they are unsure.

If Council happens to be your
neighbour
If your land joins a Council-owned
property, then Council will contribute
half towards the cost of fencing.
If an existing fence between your
property and Council’s land needs to
be replaced, Council will arrange an
inspection of the fence.
If you require a higher fence, a gate,
or any other variation to a standard
fence, you will be required to pay the
full cost of the variation, as well as a
half share of a standard fence.
Front fences
Rules around front fences can
be different depending on zoning
and consideration like heritage or
landscape overlays, in many instances
front fences are discouraged or
required to be kept low and at least 50
per cent transparent.
However, a fence along a designated
road is permitted to be solid and
at least two metres tall for sound
proofing.
Generally, a Building Permit is
required if a fence is within three
metres of a boundary facing a street
and is made of brick or masonry
(including brick piers) and greater

than 1.2 metres in height, or if it is
made of timber or other lightweight
construction and greater than 1.5
metres in height.
It is advisable to check your
properties specific zoning and overlays
to determine what sort of fence, if any,
can be constructed.
M r Ko u r a m b a s s a i d C o u n c i l
encourages residents to be aware of

their responsibilities around boundary
fencing by familiarising themselves
with the fencing laws in Victoria.
Fencing laws are available
to read at: justice.vic.gov.
au/justice-system/lawsand-regulation/civil-law/
fencing-law-in-victoria.
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Yoga and pavlova Fostering local
relationships

corner of my eye
By JO FRENCH
PAVLOVA — that mag nificent,
billowing cloud of cream and meringue
topped with whatever you fancy is the
stalwart of thousands of summer
gatherings.
Although it is not always at the height
of fashion, it is always a joy to behold.
She, or he, that brings the pav, is sure
to receive accolades in abundance as
it takes its rightful place at the centre
of the table.
It has been made in kitchens around
the country and around the world
for decades and has sparked many
a debate over its country of origin —
come on New Zealand, just give us the
pav, you have Jacinda.
Celebrity chefs like to fancy it up
and style it with decadent fruits and
crushed nuts, drizzle it with honey and
serve it with freshly made raspberry
coulis.
My mother-in-law sprinkles crushed
chocolate bars (who hasn’t had pav
with Peppermint Crisp?)
Either way, it will bring a similar
response from all present.
But it is the making of the pav that can
strike fear deep in the heart of many a
good cook.
Over the last few years I have taken
up the challenge of the pav and have
had to shroud many of my efforts
in whipped cream to cover their
shortcomings.
It is the meringue base that separates
a good pav from a truly great pav and
crafting the perfect meringue is a skill
to be admired.
Recipe book after recipe book will
list the somewhat basic steps for
this classic dessert but, often, the
end product will not meet the cook’s
expectations.

Some are quick to share their words
of pav-making wisdom, “leave it to cool
in the oven overnight”, “don’t leave it to
cool in the oven overnight”, “whatever
you do, do not open the door to take a
peek”… the tales of pavs past could fill
a kitchen drawer.
But success comes down to following
a few basic rules — however, the details
hidden within those rules are key…
• eggs at room temperature (not just
out of the fridge half an hour before
hand)
• separate your eggs with utmost care,
not a trace of yolk (not a trace means
not a trace)
• have a scrupulously clean glass or
metal bowl (not even a hint of any
residual grease or soap)
All these I can do, but here is the
clincher, that one line that can bring
it all undone.
“whisk in the sugar, one spoonful at
a time…”
That’s a lot of spoonful’s — a cup of
sugar, one spoonful at a time — and
how much time exactly?
“Until it is glossy” — yes but how
glossy?
Well the magic number is forty
seconds according to at least one
chef — forty seconds between each
spoonful of sugar — that is a lot of
seconds.

So, this summer, when it was my
turn to bring this glorious, indulgent
dish to the party, I cleared the decks,
set myself up and brought yoga to the
kitchen.
Years of yoga practice have gone into
learning how to stand still, quieten
my mind, even out my breathing and
focus, and this was the time for yoga
and pavlova to meet.
While the electric mixer did its thing,
I stood very still and just counted the
seconds with slow breathing and let
the sugar do what that sugar needed
to do.
One spoonful after the other until the
cup of sugar was empty.
That’s a lot of counting but it worked
a treat — a sweet, sticky, glossy, bowl
full of treat.
Yoga and pavlova.
This summer I brought the two
together and the reward was perfection
— soft, billowy, perfection.
As the year accelerates away from
lazy summer lunches, this leads me
to ask myself, what else can I bring
yoga to?
Perhaps to the morning whirlwind of
packing lunchboxes and finding socks?
We will see how that goes.
After years “on the mat” my practice
has begun to spill over…
I guess it took the magic of pavlova
for me to see it.

GALA OPENING
Warrandyte Community Church, Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Friday, March 20 at 7pm
ALL WELCOME
$25 entry to be paid at door
A great night out and a chance to view and buy some great value paintings whilst
enjoying good food and refreshments.

PUBLIC VIEWING
Saturday, March 21 – 9am-5pm, Sunday, March 22, 9am-3:30pm

WARRANDYTE COMMUNITY Bank
Branch recently welcomed David
Burdett to its team in the role of
Customer Relationship Manager.
An experienced banker with almost
20 years under his belt, David is looking
forward to meeting new and existing
customers and helping our community
with all its banking needs.

David in the
spotlight!
Q: How many years have you
worked in the banking sector?
A: I joined the Banking Sector in April
1983 with the State Bank of Victoria
which was subsequently acquired by
Commonwealth Bank of Australia in
1991.
I have worked at Bendigo Bank since
January 2006.
Q: You are very passionate about
banking, what drives this motivation?
A: I enjoy helping people reach their
financial goals.
I also enjoy building valued long term
relationships with our clients.
Banking provides opportunity to
develop many skills.
I also enjoy working in team
environments.
Q: Warrandyte Community Bank
Branch returns 80 per cent of its
profit directly into our community.
What do you feel are the benefits of
banking locally?

A: It’s a “win-win-win” concept.
Customers win because they get
access to a great product range and
excellent, friendly service.
The Bank wins and benefits by having
these customers bank with us.
And the local community ultimately
benefits because the Community
Bank concept provides communities
with a means for facilitating economic
revitalisation and the enhancement
of local services and infrastructure
through its Community Investment
Program.
Q: What do you enjoy doing when
you’re not at work?
A: Going on long walks with my wife
Michelle.
We also love going out and sampling
different cafes and restaurants either
together or with our friends.
I also enjoy watching sports (go
Blues!) and I ver y much enjoy
gardening at home.
Q: What brought you to Warrandyte?
A: My wife and I have been enjoying
Warrandyte, and its local shops,
restaurants, cafes, markets and river
walk for the past 30 years.
When the opportunity presented to
work at the Warrandyte Community
Bank Branch I did not hesitate.
Drop into the branch at 144 Yarra
St, Warrandyte and introduce
yourself to David.
He along with all the staff will be
glad to serve you.
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What’s cooking at the Festival in 2020?

CHERIE MOSELEN
lifts the lid for a taste of
what’s on offer during
Warrandyte’s biggest
weekend.
Films
Film Feast is back for its fourth year.
This popular evening of short films
will, this year, be staged at the Riverbank
Stage on the Lower Riverbank.
About 20 films from different genres
will be screened from 8pm, on Friday,
March 20.
Live music, food and drink available
from 6pm.
Significant prizes for Best Film
and People’s Choice sponsored by
Riverside Market, Australia Online,
Cocoa Moon, Now and Not Yet, Terry
White Chemmart, Ember, Ozflix, and
Palace Films.
Note: Films are not classified and some
content may offend.
Tickets available at:
www.trybooking.com/BHHDM
Parade
Festival monarchs Valerie Polley and
Tom Bone will lead parade marchers
from the Community Centre in Yarra

Street to Stiggants Reserve on Saturday
at 11am.
Marvel at the costumes and cheer on
your favourite floats as they celebrate
the 2020 festival theme Show us your
Colours.
Look out for roving circus performers!
Battle
Stake out a spot in front of the Main
Stage on Saturday at 3:30pm to watch
local youth bands battle for the top
prize: a day in a recording studio.
Runner up prizes of $200 vouchers
proudly contributed by Hans Music
in Croydon and Five Star Music in
Ringwood.
Admission is FREE.
Slide
Hosted and supervised by
Warrandyte/Park Orchards Scout
group, the Giant Water Slide is an allweekend festival favourite.
BYO bathers and towel; change tent
available.
Get set… get wet!
It’s funbelievable. (Charges apply).
Ride
Marshall at Beasley’s Nursery, 195
Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road on
Sunday at 8:30am to enjoy a family
mountain bike ride through Tikalara

Park, taking in mountain bike single
tracks, fire-tracks and paths.
Riders must participate with a good
working mountain bike and Australian
standard helmet as well as provide own
safety equipment, drinks and snacks.
A responsible adult must accompany
children under 14.
Register online before midnight
on March 21 at online.mtba.org.au/
ERegister.aspx?E=7884
Enquiries:
bikeride@warrandytefestival.org or
call 0420 558 411.
Lounge
Located on the Lower Reserve below
the Community Church, the Lounge
offers circus experiences for everyone
on Saturday, 12:30pm–4:30pm.
Ruccis Circus School will run
workshops and, for daring festivalgoers,
experienced coaches offer an aerial
skills workshop.
Watch specialists perform acrobatics
on large aerial rigs.
L o u n g e a ro u n d a n d re l a x o n
Sunday from 11:30am with musical
entertainment from a range of terrific
young local bands.
Don’t miss the Lounge’s closing Jam
Session from 4:10pm ‘til whenever!
Kids craft
Find beautiful hand-made art and
craft items at the Kids’ Market on
Sunday, 10am–12pm.
Note, no food items sold due to food
handling requirements.
Cart!
Thrills? Near spills? Epic saves? It’s
the festival Billy Cart Derby, of course!
Register a cart for $10 on Sunday
between 8:30am and 9:15am at the
top of Police Street.
Races are open to children aged 8 to

15 years.
Win a prize or a trophy! Remember
— billycarts must meet strict safety
criteria.
Registration forms available on the
day or at: www.warrandytefestival.org.
Disco
Suitable for kids and adults, the Silent
Disco (Upper Reserve) is everyone’s
chance to boogie-oogie-oogie!
Wireless headphones primed with
number-one dance tunes will have you
busting your best moves from 12pm to
6pm on both Saturday and Sunday.
Get down on it!
Pets
Who doesn’t love a pampered pooch?
The festival’s popular Dog Show and
Pet Parade is hosted by Warrandyte
High School on the Riverbank Stage,
Sunday at 9:30am.
All animals welcome, but must be
under owner’s control.
Register for FREE at the event.
Stalls
Local groups and service providers
situated along the riverbank offer
information and a range of
opportunities.
Check the programme for a complete
list of displays.
If you get tired of travelling in the same
circles, why not stride the riverbank on
a camel, or conquer the rock-climbing
wall?
Street art
Blender Studios Street Art offers FREE
workshops over the weekend (next
to the Lounge, Lower Riverbank),
Saturday between 12pm and
3:45pm, students’ aged 8+ can watch
a professional demonstration before
creating their own art piece using precut stencils.

Sunday sessions between 12pm and
4:15pm are suitable for ages 10+.
This w orkshop w ill teach the
foundations of large scale mural design
using spray-paint.
Limited places.
Secure a spot via the festival website:
www.warrandytefestival.org
Tread Sculptures
Local artist Tim Read has a passion for
working with steel, preferring reclaimed
material in its second stage of life.
Tim’s handmade metal sculptures
are available for purchase and will be
displayed on the Upper Reserve all
weekend.
Yoga and/or sound bath
Relax and experience the incredible
power of sound and vibrations of the
gongs when you receive a Cosmic
Sound Bath from Saskia Rashad-Cleary
in this FREE session at the Lounge,
Lower Riverbank, on Sunday from
7am–7:30am.
Suitable for most abilities, Tori’s yoga
is a joyous exploration of yoga postures,
breathing, connection and relaxation.
No handstands required.
Bring a mat to the Lounge on Sunday
from 7:35am–8:35am for this FREE
session.
Call Tori on 0432 712 340 or email
tori@swedosh.com for enquiries.
...and much more
See the full program on pages 18–19,
visit the Festival website or find it
on Facebook to find out what else
there is to see and do at Warrandyte
Festival 2020.
Or visit the Warrandyte Diary
w e b s i t e ’s Fe s t i v a l p a g e f o r a n
electronic copy of the program and
to read thorough our Festival story
archive.

WARRANDYTE THEATRE COMPANY PRESENTS
An Amateur Production BY ARRANGEMENT WITH ORiGiNTM THEATRICAL, ON BEHALF OF SAMUEL FRENCH, LTD

7pm Tuesday 24 March
Grand Hotel Warrandyte
Warrandyte’s annual literary highlight is an entertaining
and relaxed evening of poetry and prose, brought to you
by Warrandyte Festival.
This year’s featured guest is internationally recognised,
award-winning poet Dr Robyn Rowland AO, whose poetry
is celebrated for its rhetorical power. The diverse lineup of local writers also includes Kevin Bonnett, Olivia
Wykes, Sandy Jeffs, Rachel Smith, John Jenkins, Karen
Throssell and Seamus Foley.

Tickets $20 | Purchase at trybooking.com/BIDBO
Ticket includes light supper. Music by Jay Smith & Friends. 110 Yarra Street,
Warrandyte upstairs in the River View Room.

Written by Tim Firth  Directed by Susan Rundle

20,21,27,28 MARCH 2,3,4 APRIL

Matinee 2:30pm 28 March  Mechanics Institute Hall

www.trybooking.com/BGINF
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Your guide to everything happening
Saturday 21 March
Warrandyte Festival Grand Parade

20 to 22 March 2020
www.warrandytefestival.org

The Warrandyte Festival is a NO SMOKING
event across the entire Reserve, ALL WEEKEND.

Friday Night 20 March

11am – 12pm Yarra Street
(from Mitchell Ave to Stiggant St)
Don’t miss Warrandyte Festival’s iconic
procession! Home-grown and high-spirited,
the festival street parade features local
school children, community groups, sports
clubs, vintage cars, CFA trucks and fabulous
floats. This year’s celebration is inspired by
the theme ‘Show Us Your Colours’.
Commentary provided at:
• The Community Centre
• The Grand, Warrandyte
• East of Forbes Street
• Stiggants Reserve
Registration and marshalling information
available at www.warrandytefestival.org
Enquiries: parade@warrandytefestival.org
Please note that Ringwood-Warrandyte Rd/
Yarra St (between Falconer Rd and Harris Gully
Rd roundabout) will be closed to traffic from
approximately 10.30am until noon Saturday 21 March.

RIVERBANK STAGE: Lower Riverbank
Warrandyte Film Feast –

Riverbank Stage from 6pm
Film lovers – It’s back for
the fourth year! The festival’s
fabulous evening of shortfilms comes to The Riverbank
Stage on the Lower
Riverbank of Stiggants
Reserve. About 20 short
films from different genres
will be screened, including Dia Taylor’s Blue,
Lachlan Stephen’s Fallout and locally made
film Sync or Swim. MCs are Australian actor
and comedian Peter D Flaherty and actor
Luke Toniolo.
Prizes proudly sponsored by Riverside
Market, Australia Online, TerryWhite
Chemmart, Now and Not Yet Café, ember,
Ozflix, Palace Films and Cocoa Moon – will be
awarded to the most popular films. This event
is brought to you by Warrandyte Festival and
Striking Productions. Limited Places!
Live music with food and drink available to
purchase from 6.00pm. Films commence
at 8.00pm. Intermission followed by
remaining films and awards.
NOTE: Films are not classified
and some content may offend.
Tickets: $20 per person Book online:
trybooking.com/BHHDM

36th Warrandyte Art Show Gala
Opening presented by Rotary Club

of Warrandyte Donvale. Over 500 paintings
on display from local and interstate artists.
Time: 7.00pm Location: Warrandyte
Community Church, 57 Yarra Street
Cost: $20 inclusive of refreshments, food
and festivities (tickets at the door)

12.00pm
12.45pm
1.30pm
2.15pm
3.05pm

Magic Happens (magician)
Caribvic Steelband
Daniel Connel (comedian)
Geoff Achison
Julian James

MAIN STAGE: Upper Reserve
12.00pm Official Festival Opening.
Welcome to Country with Wurundjeri Elder,
Uncle Ian Hunter. Introduction of 2020
Festival monarchs and local councillors.
Announcement of Grand Parade and
Best Dressed Duck winners.
12.15pm Warrandyte Primary School
12.45pm Anderson’s Creek
Primary School
1.15pm Park Orchards Primary School
1.45pm Warrandyte High School
2.15pm Wonga Park Primary School
2.30pm CFA Fire Safety Demonstration
3.30pm BATTLE OF THE BANDS
7.15pm Lunar Tide
8.15pm Leslie D King &
The Trembling Shakes
9.15pm The Scrims

THE LOUNGE:

Downhill from the Community Church

Ruccis Circus School
What better way to entertain younger
festivalgoers after the parade, than to
enjoy the magic and wonder of circus
performances?
12.30pm – 4.30pm Circus Workshops
12.00pm – 4.00pm Free Face Painting
for all ages

Sunday 22 March – Events
Billy Cart Derby 8.30am

Location: Police Street
Register 8.30am – 9.15am
Racing begins at 9.30am
Info: Ages 8 – 15, plus a race for the parents.
Great prizes and trophies for participants.
Registration: Billycarts must meet
strict safety criteria. Registration forms
available at www.warrandytefestival.org
or call 0418 357 282. Enquiries:
contact@warrandytefestival.org
Cost: $10 per person

Family Mountain Bike Ride

8.30am – 10.00am Marshall at
Beasley’s Nursery, 195 Heidelberg
Warrandyte Road, Doncaster East
Info: Families can enjoy a ride through
Tikalara Park into Candlebark. Riders must
provide their own safety equipment and
under 14s must be accompanied by a
responsible adult. Registration: Free
Hand forms to officials on the day Enquiries:
bikeride@warrandytefestival.org

RIVERBANK STAGE: Lower Riverbank
9.30am
11.00am
11.50am
12.40pm
1.30pm
2.20pm

Pet Parade
WildlifeXposure
Riffmasters
Velvet Lounge
Sunday Lemonade
Mondegreen

MAIN STAGE: Upper Reserve
10.30am
11.30am
12.30pm
1.30pm
2.30pm
3.30pm
4.30pm
5.30pm
6.30pm
7.30pm
MC:

Amelia White (USA)
Chocolate Lilies
Jay Smith & Friends
Ben de la Cour (USA)
Gretta Ziller
Humbuckin’ Pickups
Roller One
Ben Mastwyk and his Millions
Blues Arcadia
BABBA
Collin Bogaars

THE LOUNGE:

Downhill from the Community Church
11.30am – 4.10pm (and beyond!)
Youth Band Entertainment:
11.30am Sideglance: Local trio
performing pop, rock and funk
12.25pm Cosmic Hyperdrive: Smooth,
original modern jazz tunes
1.20pm Scout: Alternative pop outfit,
with upbeat, original tunes
2.15pm Level 61: Classic tunes and
original funky dance music
3.10pm The Anecdote: Indie-folk trio
with original reggae and jazz
4.10pm JAM SESSION: Open invitation
to Lounge performers to participate in a
free-form jam session. What a way to close
out the Lounge for 2020!
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in Warrandyte on Festival weekend
Location: The Lounge, Lower Riverbank
downhill from the Community Church
Info: A church family service with a special
musical presentation. All welcome. Cost: Free

St. Stephen’s Anglican Church
Location: 5 Stiggant Street (opposite the
festival reserve) Info: Find peace and
tranquillity in St. Stephen’s Church
throughout the weekend. Cost: Free

Historical Gold Mine Tour

2.00pm – 3.30pm
Location: Meet, by 2pm, at 104 Webb St
Info: Since 1978, the Hanson family has
been shining a light on the history and
workings of an 1850s gold mine.
Registration: Not required
Enquiries: 9844 3906

Dog Show and Pet Parade 9.30am
Location: Riverbank Stage,
Lower Riverbank
Info: Can your dog do tricks? Is your cat
the fluffiest cat in Warrandyte? All pets are
welcome to join in the fun (must be safe
to the public and under owner’s control at
all times). This event is proudly hosted by
Warrandyte High School.

Manningham Council and
Arena Theatre Co present
‘Hidden Creature Gallery’

Saturday Hourly from 11.00am – 3.00pm
Sunday Hourly from 10.00am – 3.00pm
Create amazing animated creatures and then
hide them around Stiggants Reserve using
your smart devices. Cost: Free
Location: Riverside Rotunda,
Lower Riverbank

Street Art Workshops

Sat. 12.00pm – 3.45pm
Ages 8+
Sun. 12.00pm – 4.15pm
Ages 10+
Info: For aspiring street artists.
Location: Next to the Lounge
on the Lower Riverbank Cost: Free

Silent Disco

Sat. & Sun. 12.00pm – 6.00pm
Info: Kids and adults get your boogie on!
Location: Upper Reserve Cost: Free

Static Information Displays

Sat. 8.30am – 5.00pm / Sun. 8.30am – 4.00pm
Location: Lower Riverbank
Discover a range of opportunities available
through local groups and service providers.

Camel Rides

(times subject to change)

Sat. 8.30am – 5.00pm / Sun. 8.30am – 4.00pm
Location: Camel rides depart from the
bottom of Police Street Cost: Charges apply

Art and Craft Market

Kids’ Market 10.00am – 12.00pm

Sat. 9.00am – 4.00pm / Sun. 9.30am – 4.30pm
Info: Home-grown and hand-made products
and services from talented local artisans.
Location: Upper Reserve

Location: Upper Reserve, by Main Stage

Kid’s Art and Craft Activities

Registration: Free at the event

Info: Warrandyte youngsters are a talented
bunch – and the Kids’ Market showcases
their home-made and hand-made creations.
Art and goodies to make your day.

Saturday & Sunday 12.00pm – 4.00pm
Info: A great opportunity for some ‘quiet time’
as kids explore their creative side. Cost: Free
Location: The Top Tent, Upper Reserve

Jellybean Races 1.15pm

Sat. 12.00pm – 5.00pm / Sun. 12.00pm – 4.00pm
Location: Upper Reserve, between
Main Stage and Stiggant Street
Info: Have fun on the giant water slide. BYO
bathers and towel. Change tent available.
Cost: Charges apply

Location: Upper Reserve, adjacent to
Information Caravan
Info: Youngsters are invited to test their skills
by balancing a jellybean on a wooden spoon.
Everyone’s a winner in these fun races.
Hosted by Warrandyte Netball Club.
Registration: Free, at the event

Warrandyte Festival Annual Duck Race
Location: Yarra River 2.30pm
Info: Over 1000 yellow plastic ducks
launched at the bottom of Police St.
Race ends at the bottom of Stiggant St.
Ducks available at the Information Caravan
during Festival weekend. Note: Our yellow
ducks are “going green”! To keep our
river healthy, only undecorated ducks will
compete in the race this year.
See also ‘Best Dressed Ducks’.
Registration: $3 Enquiries:
duckrace@warrandytefestival.org

Scouts’ Giant Water Slide

Radio Eastern FM 98.1
broadcasting live from the Festival

Location: Lower Riverbank, adjacent to
the Rotunda near the The Lounge

36th Warrandyte Art Show presented
by Rotary Club of Warrandyte Donvale

Location: Warrandyte
Community Church, 57 Yarra St
Sat. 9.00am – 5.00pm / Sun. 9.00am – 3.30pm
Info: This is the largest art show in north-east
Melbourne. Cost: $5 Tickets at door

Tuesday 24 March
Grand Read – The Grand, 110 Yarra St

(upstairs in the River View Room) 7.00pm
Info: Warrandyte’s annual literary evening
of poetry and prose featuring talented poet
Dr Robyn Rowland AO. Cost: $20
Tickets: www.trybooking.com/BIDBO

Services & Amenities
First Aid: Lower Riverbank at the
Stiggant Street car park. First aid is
provided by St John Ambulance.
Festival Feasting: A wide range of
tempting food and drink will be
available all weekend.
Parking: Please note that during the
festival, street parking is free but may
be limited in the streets surrounding
Stiggants Reserve. Permit parking areas are
strictly reserved for permit holders only.
Permits must be displayed at all times.
Information Caravan: Upper Reserve.
Festival volunteers will operate the
Information Caravan all weekend.
Volunteers on site will be wearing
‘Warrandyte Festival’ red t-shirts.
ATM: Located at Upper Reserve
(near information caravan) all weekend.
Accessibility including:
Reserved accessible parking
Drop-off zones
Unisex toilets
Wheelchair recharge facility (240 volt)
Sheltered viewing area Info. Van
Guide from: www.warrandytefestival
.org/location/accessibility
Please refer to the map (in the festival
programme) and our website for further
details or at the Information Caravan.

Warrandyte Festival Online:

www.warrandytefestival.org
www.facebook.com/
warrandytefestival
contact@warrandytefestival.org

PLEASE NOTE
BOTTLED WATER
WILL NOT BE SOLD
ONSITE THIS YEAR.
Please bring a reuseable
bottle to the festival and
refill it at a water station.

WATER BOTTLE

Warrandyte Community Church
Musical Presentation 10.00 – 11.00am

All Weekend Events

BYO

Sunday 22 March – Events

Thank you to our Major Sponsors:

Warrandyte Historical Society Museum

Sat. 10.00am – 5.00pm / Sun. 12.00pm – 4.30pm
Location: 111 Yarra Street
Info: Hosting a special exhibit called Pure
Gold during festival weekend. Cost: Free

This event is funded by a Manningham Council
Strategic Partnership Grant

Details correct at time of printing. We reserve the right
to change times and advertised content. E&OE.
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All the fun of the festival stages
By CHERIE MOSELEN
WARRANDYTE Festival audiences can
expect top-notch entertainment across
the weekend of March 20–22.
Music governs the mix, but a variety
of acts have been included to keep
things fresh.
This year’s Riverbank Stage line up
kicks off on Saturday at 12pm with a
show from Magic Happens, which is
astonishing and funny with its escape
acts, unicycling, dove magic and
juggling.
Talented magician Anthony de Masi
has performed his magic tricks all over
the world.
Later, comedian Daniel Connell
(described as “the ideal Aussie
comedian: affable, loveable and
hilarious”) will tickle audience funny
bones.
Musical acts follow, among them sets
from blues-influenced singer-guitarist
Geoff Achison, and Julian James (many
will know him as the front man of
Catfish Voodoo).
The Main Stage features school
bands from Saturday at 12:15pm
before the Battle of the Bands (BOB)
fronts the audience faithful at 3:30pm.
Psych-blues band from Melbourne,
Lunar Tide, will take it up another level
once local youth bands have pulled
the plug.
Fans of American blues/rock bands
like Alabama Shakes are in for a thrill
at 8:15pm.
Hailing from Cobden in Victoria,
Leslie D King (& the Trembling Shakes)
creates a unique blend of music with
an Americana twist.
The soulful rocker describes his lyrics
as “nakedly honest”, as they “shine
a light of transparency on everyday
struggles with family, friends, the
search for identity and everything in
between”.
Festival favourites, high energy, folk/
bluegrass band The Scrims, close out
the evening.

It is worth getting up early next
morning to grab a seat at Sunday’s
Riverbank Stage for the festival’s
much-loved Pet Parade.
And, if it’s an “off-lead” experience
you want, see handlers put pythons
through their paces in a fun and
educational session with Wildlife
Xposure.
Just on 12pm, local band Riffmasters
acknowledges the extraordinary
cultural gift of the African-Americans
to modern music, interpreting a
heady mix of Chicago Blues, soul and
Motown classics.
Then set your volume to “cruise”
as Velvet Lounge combines original
songs with some reworked covers to
create a moody, smooth sound.
Blues driven, soulful music artfully
delivered, this local band creates a
unique presence and is a pleasure to
see live.
From 1:30pm, catch melodic, folky
duo Sunday Lemonade, followed by
local band, Mondegreen.
Sunday’s Main Stage music gets
underway at 10:30am with American
(East Nashville) folk artist Amelia
White.
Emcee for the day is versatile
entertainer — juggler, unicyclist and
whacky clown — Collin Bogaars.
Audiences will hear music from local
guitar teacher Jay Smith & Friends,
Gretta Ziller, and Ben Mastwyk and his
Millions, among others, before Blues
Arcadia shakes the stage at 6:30pm.
Given that number three on the
blues band’s “top five attributes of the
best band you can imagine” is “a killer
rhythm section that grooves together
like a red-hot Saturday night in New
Orleans”, Blues Arcadia are sure to
bring the house down.
And if you’re not “having the time of
your life” by then, BABBA will surely
get you up and about.
The most exciting and musically
accurate tribute to ABBA in the world…
“How could I ever refuse?”

Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS
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High tech hide and seek
Kids create their own moving, speaking
creatures using motion capture technology
ON WEDNESDAY, Februar y 19,
student artists at Warrandyte Primary
School experienced augmented reality
and the artistic process in a workshop
called Hidden Creature Gallery by
Arena Theatre Co.
Students from Grades 5 and 6 were
invited to create and ‘hide’ their
own animated creatures at Stiggants
Reserve using augmented reality
technology.
Students participated in a reflective
senses activity identifying what they
could hear, see, smell, touch, feel and
remember about Stiggants Reserve.
They were divided into smaller
groups and found a special place in
the reserve to photograph key visual
elements.
Artists from Arena Theatre Co
a c c o m p a n i e d e a c h g ro u p a n d
documented their shared personal
responses.
In a workshop setting the students
developed distinctive personalities for
their creatures via ‘I’ statements.
A favourite amongst the class was
Antropoulos a territorial, cheeky
creature who lives near an ant nest in

the reserve and declares that the “ants
are my security”.
Motion capture technology helped
the children animate their character
using their own voice and facial
expressions.
The kids practiced bringing their
creatures to life by creating unique
voices and performing for their peers
using augmented reality technology.
Hidden Creature Gallery premiered
at the 2019 Castlemaine State Festival.
This year Hidden Creature Gallery
will feature at the Warrandyte Festival
brought to you by Manningham
Council.
Primar y school aged children
(accompanied by a parent/guardian)
can participate in hourly workshops
in the riverside rotunda to create their
own creatures.
Festival-goers can download the
Hidden Creatures Gallery app by
Arena Theatre Co and watch the
creatures come alive throughout the
reserve.
Don’t miss out in creating your
unique animated creature and joining
in the virtual treasure hunt.

Hidden Creature Gallery
workshops will run at
Warrandyte Festival on;
Saturday 21
11.00am, 12.00pm, 1.00pm,
2.00pm and 3.00pm
Sunday 22
10.00am, 11.00am, 12.00pm
1.00pm 2.00pm and 3.00pm
Visit the riverside rotunda on the
lower riverbank to book.
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Grand Read roars into another decade
By CHERIE MOSELEN
BACK UNDER the War randyte
Festival umbrella where it all began,
Grand Read organisers are pleased
to announce talented poet Robyn
Rowland as this year’s Feature Reader.
A key celebration in a community
that values its literar y ar tists,
Warrandyte’s Grand Read roars into
its 23rd consecutive year.
Warrandyte Festival Committee
member Marion Winter originally
staged this relaxed evening of poetry
and prose in 1998, under the banner
Words Unplugged.
Joan Rogers from the Old Bakery
Cotttage Bookshop (now Yarra Cottage
Books) ran the event from 2000 to 2003,
when it was briefly known as Food and
Thoughts.
In 2004, Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House (WNH) took it over and local
poet Karen Throssell promoted the
event for the next decade.
The name of Warrandyte’s literary
night-of-nights may have changed
over the years, but what has not is the
event’s regular ability to deliver a line
up of authentic voices.
Poets and writers from Warrandyte
and surrounds thriving literary
community, plus an acclaimed guest
reader from out of town, make up
the bill.
Thanks to valuable support from
WNH, the Grand Read has prospered
significantly to attract such past
memorable readers as Melbournebased poet and neuropsychiatrist
Dr Jennifer Harrison (most notably,
awarded the Christopher Brennan

Aw a r d f o r s u s t a i n e d l i f e t i m e
contribution to Australian poetry);
writer, novelist and human rights
advocate Arnold Zable and awardwinning poet and short story writer
Lisa Jacobson.
Last year, audiences experienced an
extraordinary performance from poet,
playwright and actor Felix Nobis.
This year’s featured reader Dr Robyn
Rowland AO has written 15 books, 12
of poetry.
She is widely represented in national
and international journals and has
been awarded prizes for her work all
over the world.
A former professor of social inquiry
and women’s studies at Deakin
University, and member of the National
Advisory Council for Australian Poetry,
Robyn’s poetry is celebrated for its
rhetorical power.
Grand Read 2020 returns local writer
and musician Kevin Bonnett (who
took a turn on the trumpet last year
during the mid-evening break) and
newly minted OAM recipient and selfconfessed madwoman, Sandy Jeffs.
Karen Throssell, whose poetry
embraces the personal and political
and lively poet John Jenkins, (his
work reflects “an infectious delight in
language” — Mike Ladd, reviewing
Dark River in Australian Book Review)
both have recently published work to
share.
Warrandyte Guitar Studio’s Jay
Smith (& Friends) — guitar teacher to
musicians the likes of Chris Cheney
from the Living End and Madonna
(no, really) — will add extra spice to

Photos: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

the atmosphere.
Warrandyte’s Grand Read has
continued to grow from humble
beginnings, enchanting audiences for
more than two decades.
A $20 ticket includes a light supper,
drinks are available at bar prices.
All proceeds return to Warrandyte
Festival coffers.
The literary love affair kicks off at
7pm on Tuesday March 24, upstairs
in the Riverview Room at the Grand,
Warrandyte.
Don’t miss it!
Tickets available at:
www.trybooking.com/BIDBO
For enquiries, email:
read@warrandytefestival.org
NB: Event will be cancelled and
money refunded in the event of a
Code Red fire danger rating.

John Jenkins

Karen Throssell

Keeping mental illness front of mind
Photo: CASAMENTO
PHOTOGRAPHY

By JO FRENCH
LOCAL AUTHOR and poet, Sandy Jeffs
OAM’s latest book Out of the Madhouse
— from Asylum to Caring Community?
was officially launched last month.
Co-written by SANE Australia
Patron and co-founder Dr Margaret
Leggatt AM, the book is the end of a
10 year project, interviewing nearly 80
patients, carers, health professionals
and staff at the former Larundel
Psychiatric Hospital, in Bundoora.
For decades, Sandy has been
an eloquent advocate for greater
understanding of, and support for,
people with schizophrenia, a diagnosis
she has lived with since the age of 23.
As mentioned in February’s Diary,

Sandy spent a long time at Larundel,
with poetry becoming a lifeline for her.
Poetry and literature have been a
large part of her role as an advocate
for mental health and this new book
is aimed at helping to keep what went
on at Larundel in collective memory.
“It is important for people to
know these places existed and what
happened within them.
“I wanted to remind the community
that Larundel existed and in closing it,
we may have lost a collective wisdom
of how to treat mental illnesses.
“We can’t go back to Larundel,
but we now have a system that is
vastly underfunded, over stressed and
inadequate.
“The current Royal Commission
into Victoria’s Mental Health System
suggests there is something very
broken and wrong with how we treat
the mentally ill,” she said.
Out of the Madhouse looks at what
has been gained and what has been
lost with the closing of institutions
such as Larundel.
“Larundel was shrouded in mystery,”
said Sandy.
“There were some unhealthy aspects
of it, but there was also a good side —
rehabilitation.”

Sandy says writing the book was a
labour of love.
“I did 71 face to face interviews,
but transcribing the interviews was
paralysing, so I reached out to a friend,
Margaret Leggatt.”
Dr Margaret Leggatt has over 40 years
of experience in the mental health
sector working as a sociologist and
occupational therapist.
She was the founding director of
the Schizophrenia Fellowship in 1978
(now known as Wellways) where
she remained for 17 years, and a cofounder of SANE Australia.
Margaret is a passionate advocate for
carers and families affected by complex
mental illness, is a Board Member for
Tandem, the peak body representing
family and friends supporting people
living with mental health issues in
Victoria.
“When Sandy reached out and asked
me to help write this book, I saw how
important the testimonials were and
knew we needed to bring them to life.
“There are as many perspectives of
Larundel as there were people who
were there; each bringing their own
experience and emotional response
to it.
“As we await the final report from

the Royal Commission into Victoria’s
Ment al He alth System w e may
question: ‘is this what we do to care
therapeutically for those living with
mental illnesses in 2020 any better than
what Larundel offered?’”
Sandy said, “Psych wards are now
so toxic, women do not feel safe, and
they are not about restoring sanity and
being curative, rather they are about
stabilising [the patient] and getting
them out the door, because someone
else needs the bed.
“Staff never see people get better, the
pressure for beds is enormous.
“At Larundel, the nurses had a
fabulous time, they learnt a lot and
they loved the place.’”
One of Sandy’s favourite chapters in
the book is Faithful Ministering, the
stories of the Chaplains that worked
with both the patients and their
families.
“Their purpose was to offer soul
searching support, I love that chapter.”
It is a chapter about empathy and
learning to listen, about compassion
and concern.
The book inspired Sandy and
Margaret to ask, “What have we gained
and what have we lost by closing this
‘madhouse on the edge of town’”?

Sandy told us she “hopes it makes
people question how we treat the
mentally ill and are we more humane
with treatment?”
Out of the Madhouse — From
Asylums to Caring Community?
is published by Australian
Scholarly Publishing.
To purchase a copy of the book go
to www.scholarly.info
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what’s on
Event: Marks in Time: Artwork on Paper
When: Now until March 26
Where: Art at St. Francis’, 326 Lonsdale Street
Info:
Local artist Denise Keele-bedford’s latest exhibition.
Gallery open Monday to Friday, 9am–5pm and Sunday 9am–3pm.
Entry is free. Visit www.stfrancismelbourne.com/art for more info.
Event:
When:
Where:

Community Drop-In Session, Fitzsimons Lane Upgrade
Wednesday, March 11, 6pm–8pm
Eltham Library, multi-purpose room,
Panther Place, Eltham
Info:
Find out the latest information regarding the Fitzsimons
Lane Upgrade project and ask Major Road Projects Victoria
questions about the forthcoming works.

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

Event: Landscape Photography
When: Thursday, March 12, 2pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168–178 Yarra Street
Info:
Join local photographer Alwyn Hanson, as he covers the
basics of landscape photography and shares his tips on how to take
outstanding landscape photographs.
Register online www.wml.vic.gov.au or contact 9895 4250
Event: Love, Money and Crochet
When: Friday, March 13, 7pm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
Hosted by Jozica Kutin an expert in women’s financial
wellbeing and our crochet teacher. Spend the evening making a
collective fibre art work, as she weaves together a most eclectic
money management session with her craft. Supper and a glass of
bubbles included. Costs $20 ($5 for 15–17 year olds).
See below to register.
Event:
When:
Where:
Info:

Park Orchards BMX Open Day
Saturday, March 14, 11am–1pm
Park Orchards BMX Club, Commercial Road
www.popmx.com.au

Event:
When:
Where:

Strawberry Fair
Saturday, March 14, from 9am
St Anne’s Parish Primary, 60 Knees Road, Park Orchards

Event: Doncaster VIEW Club Lunch
When: Tuesday , March 17, 11am
Where: Manningham Club, 1 Thompsons Road, Bulleen
Info:
Shirley: 9879 2380 for more details.
Guest speaker, Sue Pethick, on women in the Police Force.
Event: Exploring Mental and Emotional Power
When: Thursday, March 19, 2pm–3:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168–178 Yarra Street
Info:
Devika Dey has studied psychotherapy, coaching,
Tantra, Yoga and QjGong. Come and hear her help people create
an empowered narrative around their relationships, love, lives
and themselves. Please bring journals and pens to this workshop.
Register online www.wml.vic.gov.au or 9895 4250
Event:
When:
Where:
Info:

Polymer Clay Jewellery Workshop with Projekt Frankie
Thursday, March 19, 7:30pm–9:30pm
Calla Collective, 142 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
www.callacollective.com.au

Event: Film Society: Loving Vincent
When: Friday, March 20, 7pm for 7:30pm start
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
Nibbles prior to film, coffee and conversation afterwards.
Wine is sold by the glass. DVD’s available to hire, free of charge
to members. Friendly social group — come along and meet new
people. See below to register.
Event:
When:
Where:

Ringwood Repair Cafe
Saturday, March 21, 2pm–4pm
30-32 Station Street, Ringwood

Warrandyte Diary What’s On guide would not
be possible without the contribution of the In
Your Backyard Facebook Group.
For more events across the Yarra Valley
Search for @IYBinyourbackyard on Facebook

Tel: 9844 1839
Email: admin@wnh.org.au
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au

Event: Open Farm Day 2020
When: Sunday, March 22, 10am–4pm
Where: Various locations across Nillumbik
Info:
Ever wondered what it would be like to be a farmer or to
eat your own produce? Well, now you can get a taste of rural life.
For more info visit www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/People-and-family/
About-Open-Farm-Day
Event: Lion King Jr.
When: March 28–April 5
Where: Warrandyte High School Theatre
Info:
Presented by Diamond Valley Singers The Lion King Jr.
tells the story of the epic adventures of a curious cub named Simba
as he struggles to accept the responsibilities of adulthood and his
destiny as king. Tickets through Try Booking
www.trybooking.com/BGQMB
Adults $27, Children $15, Concession $22.
Event: Baby Karaoke (0–18 months)
When: Wednesdays during term time, 2:30pm–3pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168–178 Yarra Street
Info:
Come along, weekly during school terms, and join in
singing some simple nursery rhymes.
Event:
When:

Pre-school Storytime
Wednesday mornings during school terms,
11am–11:45am
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168–178 Yarra Street
Info:
Stories, rhymes and craft activities. Lots of fun and
socialising in a relaxed environment.
Event:
When:

Holiday Program at the Library
Commencing Monday, April 30, through the school 		
holidays.
Where: Warrandyte Library, 168–178 Yarra Street
Info:
Come along with the kids and enjoy a variety of programs.
LEGO*/Megablocks freeplay.LEGO*WeDo Robotics. Teddy Bears
Picnic Storytime and Sensory Play. Contact the library for more
details on each of these wonderful programs. 9895 4250.
Event: Yarra Valley VIEW Club Lunch
When: Tuesday, March 31, 12pm
Where: Yering Meadows Golf Club
Info:
Val on 0419 007 728 — Bookings essentials. Janet Hand —
How to encourage birds into your garden.
Event: Cycle Dindi
When: Saturday, April 4
Where: The Great Victorian Rail Trail
Info:
For registration and more information, email
cycledindi20@gmail.com
Event:
When:
Where:

Warrandyte Repair Cafe
Sunday, April 5, 10:30am–12:30pm
Warrandyte Mechanics Hall,
Corner Yarra Street and Mitchell Avenue
Info:
Bring along your items for repair or give us a hand
repairing them.

Local markets
Park Orchards
Farmers’ Market
Saturday, March 21
9am–1pm
Park Orchards Primary,
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,
Park Orchards
Wonga Park
Farmers’ Market
Saturday, March 28
9am–1pm
Dudley Road, Wonga Park
Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Saturday, April 4
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve

Eltham Craft and
Produce Market
Sunday, March 15
8:30am–1pm
Alistair Knox Park
Eltham Farmers’ Market
and Food Swap
Sunday, March 29
9am–1pm
(food swap 9:30–10:30am)
Eltham Town Mall
Park Orchards
Strawberry Fair
Saturday, March 14
St Anne’s Primary,
60 Knees Road,
Park Orchards

ADVERTISE IN
WARRANDYTE DIARY
What is Art, but a way of Seeing?

Support the paper that
supports your local
community

Supporting the Warrandyte/Donvale Rotary Art Show
Contact us for your next spectacles or contact lenses
Ask about our no gap options with extras cover

Mon to Thu 9 to 5.30•Fri 9 to 7•Sat 9 to 1
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

REMINDER

Information Warrandyte Inc. is holding a Special
General Meeting at the Warrandyte office on Thursday,
March 12 at 10am. All members are invited to attend.

Contact Briony
P: 9844 0555
E : briony@warrandytediary.com.au
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your say
Letters to the Diary must include full name, address and phone number, even if not intended for publication. Content may
be edited for reasons of style, length or legality. editor@warrandytediary.com.au

Clean up your act, Nillumbik

Dear Diary,
Sunday, March 1 was Clean Up Australia Day.
I organised a clean-up in Kangaroo Ground.
Six volunteers attended and spent two hours cleaning up litter along
the footpath by the main road. In the short 1km stretch, they collected
a massive 83kgs of litter.
While the level of litter was disturbing, what was more disturbing was
the attitude that has been taken towards it by the local council.
Grass cutters had taken blades to the sides of the main road without first
clearing the litter, meaning plastic wrappers were torn into tiny shreds,
making them impossible to clean up in amongst the cut grass which
was left behind and has now dried out and become fuel for bushfires.
The north side of the main road through North Warrandyte is plagued by
litter, most of which has come from over-filled domestic bins.
Sadly, a clean-up event was made impossible in this area due to road
conditions.
As the shoulder is very narrow on most of Kangaroo Ground-Warrandyte
Road, a clean-up event would have required Council approval and a
40km/h speed limit.
This means the litter situation along that section of the road will continue
to worsen.
Litter has a devastating impact on our environment and local wildlife,
something that should be protected in the Green Wedge Shire.
Council must answer some questions about the current situation:
How does Council plan to deal with the issue of litter created by overfilled domestic bins? How will Council’s ability to address this issue be
affected by their recent decision to lay off staff and outsource garbage
collection to an external provider?
Why does Council prioritise the cutting of grass over the collection of
litter and is Council aware of the impact caused when grass cutters
allowed to go through an area before litter is removed?
What measures does Council plan to put in place to reduce levels of litter
across the shire, including in our precious Green Wedge?
What awareness campaigns can Council run to increase community
awareness of the issue?
Ben Ramcharan
North Warrandyte

Climate emergency

Dear Diary,
We have been warned by scientists for many years that the over-heating
of our planet caused by the burning of fossil fuels is leading us to a
dangerous tipping point of ecological collapse from which there may
be no return.
Despite the fact that, we have the ability to tackle this problem while
we still have time and that over 80 per cent of Australians are calling
for urgent and effective climate action, the Lib/National Coalition has
wilfully blocked any meaningful climate policies for nearly 20 years.
It’s going to take courage and real leadership and all of us working
together if we are to solve this climate crisis.
On Tuesday, January 28, Manningham councillors unanimously passed
a very important motion.
The first part of the motion acknowledges that we are indeed in a state
of serious climate and environmental change and that this climate
emergency requires urgent action by all levels of government including
local government.
I commend Warrandyte CAN’s hard work lobbying Council over a long
period on this issue.
I congratulate the Councillor Mike Zafiropoulos AM for showing real
leadership in proposing the motion and Manningham Councillors for
their unanimous support.
We will all look forward with great interest to seeing how this decision
will continue to reverberate positively and urgently across the full gamut
of council decisions.
Bronwyn Elmore
Warrandyte

Insurance hikes
Dear Diary,
We have just had an interesting talk with RACV and thought it would
be interesting to find out about other insurance companies.
We just received our home insurance payment form and it has jumped
by $700!
That’s a 45 per cent increase in the last year.
We have been with RACV for close to 15 years without a claim.
We have just put in a claim for the hail damage and have to pay an
excess of $700.
When my husband rang them, they have said that Warrandyte and
North Warrandyte are now classed as high risk areas because of the
storm damage (a random act of nature, that cut a path through our
area but missed most other areas completely) and lots because of
claims in the area!
We could understand inflation et cetera but this is so wrong ... I would
really like to know how everyone else has gone on with their insurance
claims and if anyone else has got a new rate for this year.
Jane Collins
Warrandyte

Fire Danger Signs
Dear Diary,
On several days in February it has been raining down “cats and dogs”
(much as shown on page 3 of the February Diary) — water is flowing
down the roads spreading gravel with it, some waterways are running
over banks, and local farm dams around Warrandyte South are
overflowing (very unusual for February).
Yet the Fire Danger Sign on Warrandyte Road just down from the service
station shows fire danger as “ High” or “Very High”.
How can this be?
Is it supposed to indicate the fire rating for this local area, or is it an
average fire rating for the whole of Melbourne?
In either case the information for locals is pretty useless.
Can we please have a more realistic fire rating shown to us?
Michael Hubbert
Warrandyte South

Stories, videos, news, and more...

Facebook. Instrgram. YouTube

CYRIL

The remains of the dairy

Dear Diary,
I am appalled to see that the ugly structure we call the big urinal is
being painted white.
How insensitive to our beautiful riverside can you get?
Julie Skouden
Warrandyte

By PAUL WILLIAMS

0400 548 468

local reliable experienced
TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

DIARY MINI ADS
CHAUFFURED TR ANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 8
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071

PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Andrew John
Managing Director

‘We cover all areas of painting and decorating’
p: 0412 765 210 e: fwpd10@gmail.com
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

The Diary bids a fond farewell to Cyril, and revisits his very first cartoon from 1987. Thank you Paul Williams for 33 years of laughter.

Call Damien for a quote on 0438 537 773, 9844 2287
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What makes a great photograph?
talking images
By BILL McAULEY
IS THERE A magic formula for the
photographer to follow that will make
his/her images great?
The answer is yes!
There are certain rules to follow
concerning composition and lighting
and technique.
When we follow these rules, we can
“take” an attractive image that has
the composition and soul to grab the
viewer’s attention and also make them
feel something.
Making a great picture is problem
solving.
The photographer has six problems
to solve.
They are, composition, lighting,
focus, exposure, story telling and
emotion.
Your task as a photographer is to
have all the six problems solved at the
moment you press the shutter of your
camera.
When you do, you have created a
great photo.
Number one is composition; I
believe it’s the most important aspect

of making a “good” image.
Without a strong composition, the
image will lose its power to hold the
viewers attention even if the other
requirements are met.
There is a place within the frame of
the image where all the components
sit exactly right and are correct.
When the compositional elements
harmoniously align, it creates poetry
for the photographer and the viewer.
Number two is story telling.
What message are you trying to
impart to the viewer?
What do you want to say about the
subjects?
For me, there is a reason you are
taking the photograph in the first place.
Hopefully you are trying to educate
the viewers on some point of view.
Perhaps it is to show the essence of an
individual in a portrait, or to illustrate
the truth of a scene, situation or news
event.
You need to understand the point
of view you want to make and try to
impart that idea to the viewer within
the image you are making.
Number three, four and five are the
technical aspects of the shoot, lighting,
focus and exposure.
The photographer must master

Home grown
groovy tunes

THE LONG-AWAITED album by local
Warrandyte band the Riffmasters is
about to drop.
The album will be launched at the
Warrandyte RSL in Brackenbury Street,
Warrandyte on March 14 at 8pm and
will also be a feature performance at
the Warrandyte Festival.
The CD is a collection of all original
songs written by Glenn Jameson and
the Riffmasters.
The music interprets a range of roots
music — blues, R’n’B jazz and soul to
craft music inspired by sense of place.
The CD opens with soaring harmonies
tracing the trajectory of Burning Man
exploring the possible fateful destiny
of a species seemingly bound to be a
victim of its own intelligence.
Crocodylus ponders the wisdom of
a camping holiday amidst crocodile
infested waters of the far north.
Swimming Hole wistfully remembers
the simple joys of growing up in
Warrandyte on the river and spending a
large portion of the Summer holidays at
your favourite swimming hole, without
crocodiles.
Reggae Cowboy recounts the perils
faced by a singer switching genres
halfway through their career.
Caught in between musical styles,
they tragically become nostalgic for a
simpler past.
Although Warrandyte has never been

on a train line, Platform Soul is a song
of unrequited love, a lost soul forever
waiting for the train of love to pick them
up from the platform of loneliness.
The true nature of Warrandyte’s
number one tourist attraction, The
Pound Bend Tunnel, is revealed as
an energy point for Love Magic as
Warrandyte girls lead their love-struck
beaus through the Tunnel of Love.
Carl Jung believed that every land
mass had a unique and mysterious
energy or spirit that in time affects the
temperament of those who live there.
Earths Wild Music dances across the
wondrous landscapes of land mass
we share in a paeon to the power of
nature and our good fortune to live in
Warrandyte.
Ho m e w a rd B o u n d c e l e b ra t e s
belonging to a community with a
sense of place.
Terminus Hotel is a haunting stadium
anthem of the inevitable fate of a
man who recoils from society and the
connections that bonds communities
together.
CD Launch Saturday, March 14,
2020 8pm–10pm
Warrandyte RSL 113 Brackenbury
Street Warrandyte.
Warrandyte Festival
22 March 1:50pm
River Stage, Stiggants Reserve

these aspects in order to become a
competent artist in much the same way
musicians must practice their scales
so that they can remain fluid during
the creative process of making music.
Photographers too, must practice
their technique so they can remain
fluid during the creative process of
making images.
Number six is emotion.
All great photographs have aspects of
humanity; vulnerability and honesty
portrayed within the work — the
viewer will always resonate with a
photograph that makes them feel
something.
It doesn’t matter what they feel, love,
hate, sadness, pity, joy, compassion or
disgust, they are all valid responses to
the power of an image.
Even abstract photography can be
intellectually stimulating and elicit a
great deal of emotion from the viewer.
They say beauty is in the eye of
the beholder and some people will
love or hate the same image, but I
have learnt one thing after 50 years
of photojournalism — most people,
regardless of their background in life,
will immediately respond emotionally
to a great image and recognise its value.

This image I took of a bell ringer in a Hobart church tower has
solved the six problems of image making. The photograph is well
exposed and in sharp focus. Its composition is well balanced and
pleasing to the eye. The ambient lighting is atmospheric. It places
the viewer inside the church tower and from that aspect solves the
problem of story telling. And there is emotion and poignancy in the
girls face and also for the viewer. This image asks the question:
“What will she do next?”

Orchestral manoeuvres in the Hills
By SANDY JEFFS
THE CHRISTMAS Hills Orchestral
Players (CHOPS) are putting on a
new concert called The Emperor’s
New Clothes: Beethoven and Ives Get
the CHOPS.
Playing once again with renowned
international concert pianist Donna
Coleman, after the success of the
2018 Baching Mad concert, CHOPS
and Donna will be playing the first
movement of Beethoven’s Emperor
Piano Concerto plus two pieces by
American composer Charles Ives.
All music has been arranged
especially for CHOPS by local
Warrandyte composer Barry McKimm.
As part of the concert, Bach’s very
beautiful Viol d Gamba Sonata in
G minor will also be performed by
Donna Coleman and Joanne Cannon
playing bassoon.
Yes, it’s on Saturday, April 18 at 8pm
at the Christmas Hills Mechanics’
Institute Hall, 787 Ridge Road,
Christmas Hills (the undisputed
cultural capital of the universe).
Admission is $20.

Please join us for a lovely evening of
music followed by supper, a glass of
wine or something, and some good
conversation.
Who or what is CHOPS?
CHOPS — Christmas Hills Orchestral
Players — is a small community
orchestra based in Christmas Hills
which has been going for about six
years.
The musicians hail from Christmas
Hills, Warrandyte, Healesville and
Eltham.
We rehearse in the Christmas Hills
Hall on Monday nights and play a vast
selection of music including Baroque,
classical and session tunes.
Joanne Cannon is the director and
Barry McKimm also helps out by
contributing his own compositions as
well as arranging music specifically to
suit CHOPS’ unique instrumentation.
We e m b ra c e mu s i c i a n s w i t h
different levels of proficiency and
aim to enable people to fulfill their
dreams to perform a range of music
with an orchestra.

We are always looking for new
players especially strings.
The Emperor’s New Clothes concert
is a challenge for the players but the
opportunity to play with such a fine
musician as Donna Coleman has
inspired them and they are looking
forward to the performance and
sharing this interesting programme
with an audience.
For more information about the
concert and or tickets as well as
an interest to join CHOPS please
contact either Sandy 0418 523 644,
or Jo 9730 1026.
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Bushfire Concert thrills

Photos: DAVID TYNAN

– and raises funds for bushfire relief
By DAVID HOGG
THE ONLY disappointed people from
this concert will be the hundreds who
tried to obtain tickets too late, because
this fantastic event was a sell-out
within the first few days.
Following a chance suggestion
from Francesca Carl to President of
Warrandyte Mechanics Institute and
Arts Association (WMIAA),David
Tynan, that they should do something
to help with the terrible Victorian
bushfire disaster, they took matters
in hand, called in the local talent,
advertised the concert with two shows
only on February 29, and it was fully
sold out within three days, raising
$6,435.09 in the process.
And what an evening it was.
It is quite mind-boggling to realise
that we have such a wealth and variety
of high-class talent on our doorstep.
Jock Macneish, dressed in his finest,
was our emcee for the evening and
capably introduced 12 stunning acts.
Chocolate Lilies, an acapella choir of
more than 40 dulcet tones entertained
us with three pieces which they
performed with great enthusiasm
— their concluding piece being a
rousing South African gospel number
accompanied by two very capable
bongo drummers.
John Milburn had us laughing our
heads off with his reprise of an old
Follies sketch in which he explained
the story of Little Red Riding Hood in
questionable German.
Francesca Carl, an accomplished
harpist, soothed us with a clever harp

piece before being joined by Michelle
Reeves with a wide and sultry voice
range to sing Memories from Cats.
Michelle was then joined on stage
by Jack Stringer on bass guitar to sing
a more raunchy number.
Favourites Simone Kiefer and
Noelene Cooper then had us falling
around with mirth as they came in
as two cows and, accompanied by
Jack Stringer on piano, gave us their
rendition of Will You Still Milk Me
Tomorrow?
Legendary performer of folk songs,
Graham Dodsworth, then amazed
us with his effortless flowing fingerpicking guitar skills, sang his great
variation of Waltzing Matilda and had
us singing along to the haunting Live
Another Day.
After an interval, The Jamesons,
Heather and Glenn, had us whooping
along to Rawhide and followed this
with a couple of other cowboy songs.
The Wazukers, a very colourful and
brightly dressed ukulele and string
group strummed out some great
numbers including I Wish I Could
Shimmy and These Boots Are Made For
Walkin’, and invited us to play our own
kazoos if we happened to have brought
one along.
The Twanky Sisters (aka Grant Purdy
and Noelene Cooper) accompanied by
Jack Stringer on piano reprised the Pot
and Kettle song from the Festivillain
and had us singing along about the
times “we need a latte and a muffin”.
The Vocal Agents, a six-piece acapella
vocal group, enthralled us with their

amazing vocal voice range and
repertoire from jazz to soul and reggae,
and for me their rendition of Queen’s
Bohemian Rhapsody was possibly
the highlight of the evening; but how
could anyone pick a winner from this
amazing night?
Our beloved Alan Cornell wrapped
up the evening and had us in hysterics
with reruns of his legendary Follies
sketches including Tony Abbott is
from Mars, Julia from Venus from
2012 and concluding with the classic
Beg Your Pardon Mrs Martin There’s
A Chicken In Your Garden which had
the entire audience doing chicken
impersonations.
A fantastic evening; every act a gem.
Congratulations to WMIAA, director
David Tynan, producer Grant Purdy,
the performers who gave so generously
of their time, all others involved and
particularly those who attended or
contributed to raise this money which
will go directly to the victims of the
bushfires.
Watch out for the next production of
the WMIAA, Calendar Girls.
Directed by Susan Rundle, it is a
wonderful, hilarious story about
ordinary people coming together and
creating something extraordinary to
raise money for a sofa.
Calendar Girls opens Festival
weekend, March 20, and runs until
April 4.
Tickets are selling fast for this one
too, with some performances already
close to sold out — so get in quickly to
avoid disappointment.

New lease on life for
Laughing Waters
By CHRIS RISBY
FOR DECADES Laughing Waters
has served as a unique and secluded
slice of heaven for our local artists-inresidence.
The property of Birrarung House was
gifted to the State in the mid 1980s by
Gordon and Gwen Ford to serve as an
artist residency.
In 2008 the program was expanded
to include the River Bend House which
was designed by renowned architect
Alistair Knox.
The artist-in-residence program
was initially led by esteemed curator
and inaugural director of the Heide
Museum of Modern Art, Maudie
Palmer, back in the 80s when the
properties were first placed in state
hands.
Laughing Waters, which is a stretch
of the Yarra Valley Parklands along
the Yarra River, has been an important
gathering place for the Wurunjeri
people for thousands of years.
Traditionally the area is called
Garambi Baan which is the Wurundjuri
name for Laughing Waters and is
an important site for growing and
harvesting food.
Wurundjuri iuk (eel) traps can be
seen at Garambi Baan to this day.
The two properties in Laughing
Waters consisting of two houses, with
a combined total of three studios, have

served as a hub for hundreds of artists
since the projects conception.
During the time in which the program
ran, it greatly benefited the rural
community by offering a number of
workshops and talks, as well as hosting
school visits and providing access to
contemporary art.
T h e re s i d e n c y p ro g r a m a l s o
presented an opportunity for urban
artists to experience life in a rural area
and engage with the locals, whilst
gaining a deeper connection with the
land through a fresh perspective.
Unfortunately, due to structural
damage to the buildings, and a lack of
funding for upkeep, the artist residency
program was forced to close in 2015.
But after two long years came a
glimmer of hope.
D i re c t e d by Eu g e n e Howa rd ,
the Residency Projects team, in
conjunction with the Wurundjeri Woi
wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation, set out on a mission
to renew the lease of the properties
and secure funding to restore the two
buildings.
Unfortunately, the State Government
was not able to fund the restoration
at the time, despite owning the two
properties at Laughing Waters.
Thankfully Residency Projects
secured funding from Creative
Victoria in 2018, as well as some minor
investment from the Department of

Enviroment Land Water and Planning
(DELWP).
Residency Projects are also receiving
$30,000 in annual program funding
from the Nillumbik Shire Council.
While the buildings are not completely
decrepit, Eugene Howard said that with
the current funding they can “get them
up to a relatively habitable standard
but to have decent dwellings for artists
and organisations it would require a
little more investment”.
Residency Projects is still looking
for around $150,000 to $200,000 to
complete the project in its entirety.
Eugene told the Diary: “We’d like
to endeavour towards accessibility
(disability access) as best as we can
under the heritage requirements for
the buildings, and that is costly.”
H o w e v e r, t h i s i s a s e p a r a t e
requirement to the initial maintenance
phase of the project.
This newly revived program will be
part of a long awaited return of the arts
and cultural richness that once defined
the Green Wedge.
Residency Projects is currently in
the process of securing leases for the
two buildings, which as Eugene said is
“looking quite positive”.
As it stands the artist-in-residence
program looks as if it should be revived
in the second half of 2020, which I think
we can all agree is very exciting.

The Wazukers
The Wazukers

Grant Purdy

John Milburn

Photos: JOHN GOLLINGS

Simone Kiefer and
Noelene Cooper
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Mountain of the Snow Monkeys
RESIDENT explorer DEBI
SLINGER has shared some
amazing places with Diary
readers over the last few
years, and this month is no
exception.
A trip to Japan is not
complete without a trip to a
Japanese bath, however she
has found one that provides
something other than a place
to soak a travellers weary
bones.

It’s easy to anthropomorphise
monkeys when they throw a snowball
at you, then pull back their lips to
show their teeth in what appears to be
a cheeky grin.
That was my introduction to the
Japanese snow monkey or more
accurately, the Japanese macaque,
who have become the symbol of
everything touristy in Japan.
As with many places across the
globe, habitat destruction changes
the natural way of life for animals and
for the snow monkey, it is no different.
Logging started in the 1950s along
with the construction of ski resorts,
forcing the snow monkeys from their
environment to find food and shelter in
the nearby farms, villages and resorts.
Raiding local orchards and crops
for food, angry farmers petitioned the
government who granted farmers the
right to hunt the monkeys.
However, in 1964 a conservation
area was established for the displaced
monkeys.
Soon after the park opened a female
snow monkey entered a hot spring at
their nearby hotel
Within days, she was joined by other
females who became regular visitors,
prompting the construction of a snow
monkey onsen.
The unfenced area soon drew the

snow monkeys away from the towns
and villages and back into the forest.
The park staff place food out for them
daily consisting of soybeans, berries,
bugs, fruit and raw barley, keeping the
monkeys close to the onsen.
This benefits the tourists but feels a
little artificial.
Now home to over 150 wild Japanese
macaques, who are hypnotic to watch
as they frolic and play in and around
the hot springs; their human-like faces
and antics are endearing.
The thick and long fur of maintains
their normal body temperature and
they are the only known group of
monkeys that indulge themselves in
hot spring baths.
For around five months of the year,
the mountains at the Jigokudani Snow
Monkey Park have decent coverage
of snow.
However, the weather this season has
been much warmer and therefore, the
day-to-day conditions vary.
Normally at this time of year there
is an abundance of snow across the
park, requiring regular maintenance
on the tracks.
During winter the park is open from
9am to 4pm.
Getting their earlier means beating
the throng of tourists.
A nice bonus is at the park entrance,
where there is a webcam so you can see
“live” what is happening at the springs
two kilometres away.
The walk to the springs takes around
30 minutes through stunning snowcovered forest on a well-designed,
gently uphill, marked path.
However, when I was there, the
conditions were chilly, the track was
muddy in some parts and icy in others.
The serenity of the walk is an
enchanting prelude to seeing the
monkeys.
With an altitude of 850 metres, it is
very cold in winter with regular snow
falls.
The temperature on the day I visited

was -3 degrees Celsius.
Although the area is somewhat
contrived in its design, if you’re coming
here to enjoy the site of seeing monkeys
savouring the warmth of the springs,
then you’ll be happy.
If you’re looking at the concrete pools
and handrails, you’ll feel duped.
The monkeys tend to congregate in
and around the hot springs but you’ll
be treated to a few scampering around
the hill as you make your way to the
springs.
The main troupe is made up primarily
of females and juveniles.
Their daily routine in winter appears
to be snacking on seeds, grooming
each other, napping in the pool or
showing their status within the group.
You’ll notice that there is a hierarchy
led by a rather pompous dominant
male named Tomamu96 (he was born
in 1996).
You can’t miss him because he’s
significantly larger than the other
monkeys and has a scar across his face.
Don’t get too close!
With the average lifespan of a male at
28 years (32 for females), Tomamu96 is
nearing the end of his dominant reign.
The monkeys are accustomed to
having tourists around and when
you’ve just set up the ideal photo,
they will randomly photobomb your
picture.
It’s important to remember that they
are wild animals so please curb the
natural urge to want to reach out and
touch them.
If in doubt, just look at their claws.
Selfies with the snow monkeys is
asking for your camera to be whipped
out of your hand by a curious monkey.
A photographer’s dream, I highly
recommend you charge your camera
or phone and take an extra power
source.
The cold weather tends to draw down
the battery power quickly and this is
one place you’ll want to snap endless
photos.
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Carolyn’s
Travel Tips

Facts not Fear!
THE WORLD is experiencing unprecedented times
as it grapples to control the outbreak of Covid19 also
known as Corona virus.
It is easy to get caught up in the intense media scrutiny
much of which is causing fear and confusion for
intending travellers.
The Government is monitoring the coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak closely, as well as its implications
for overseas travel.
On February 27, the Prime Minister said the virus could
become a pandemic.
They will continue to provide up to date travel advice
and are keeping all travel advisories under close review,
in consultation with the Chief Medical Officer and their
network of overseas Embassies and Consulates.
In most countries, they continue to advise Australians
to “exercise normal safety precautions”
For the coronavirus, this means taking sensible
measures to minimise your risk of exposure such as
practising good hand hygiene.
It does not mean reconsidering or cancelling your travel
plans to these countries.
As at March 2, they have raised the advice level for six
countries: China and Iran to “do not travel”; South Korea,
Japan, Italy and Mongolia to “exercise a high degree of
caution”.
Before you go, talk to your doctor if travelling with
young children, babies or an elderly person; if you are
pregnant; if you have a weak immune system, or have a
chronic medical condition.
Keep informed via Smartraveller about destination
advice, infectious diseases and medical assistance
overseas.
Understand that some travel plans may be disrupted.
Staying healthy whilst away involves avoiding high risk
areas such as farms and live animal markets.
Wash your hands often with soap and water or alcoholbased hand sanitiser.
Avoid physical contact with others especially if they
are sick.
Monitor your health closely — if you develop symptoms
such as fever, a cough or sore throat, seek medical advice.
You do not need to wear a face mask if you are well.
If you are returning from a destination with reported
cases, Australia has well established mechanisms to
respond to ill travellers at points of entry.
Airlines must report passengers on board showing signs
of an infectious disease, including fever, sweats or chills.
Unwell travellers are met on arrival by biosecurity
officers who make an assessment and take necessary
actions, such as isolation and referral to hospital, where
required.
I encourage people to refer to the Government’s
Smartraveller website for daily updates and factual
information. smartraveller.gov.au
Our travel expert, Carolyn Allen is Manager of
Warrandyte Travel and Cruise.
Contact her on Carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

Discover Antarctica
11 days from $9,995

(PP TWIN SHARE)

Embark in Ushuaia at the southern tip of South America aboard the spacious polar expedition vessel,
the Ocean Endeavour, and conquer the famed Drake Passage to bring you to the spectacular frozen
wilderness of the South Shetland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula.
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Warrandyte High Year 7 camp
Preps off to a flying start
By AMANDA CALLAWAY
THERE HAS been a lot of buzz and
excitement at Anderson’s Creek
Primary School (ACPS) as Foundation
(Prep) students embark on their
learning journey.
Anna Verga, Foundation teacher and
coordinator, says “The children have
had a great start to the year and have
settled in well.”
The students have commenced
forming their letters and numbers
through different mediums such
aspencils, chalk and the interactive
whiteboard.
After focusing on shapes in
mathematics, the children have
enjoyed applying their knowledge to
create shape pictures and colourful
paintings.
A highlight for the Prep students has
been meeting their Grade 6 buddies,
and working together to complete a
“getting to know you” activity.
The Senior students assisted their
buddies with cutting and pasting and
enjoyed discovering things they had
in common.
Anderson’s Creek prides itself on its
Buddy Program.
It promotes leadership skills
and focuses on modelling positive
behaviours, that senior students can
use in their secondary education.
The Grade 6 students play an
important role in helping to ease and
support the Prep students into their
new school environment.

The school places great importance
on student engagement and wellbeing.
The Buddy Program is designed to
enhance this by fostering relationships
across age groups.
It is an exciting time for these young
students to begin their school career
at ACPS.
The school community has worked
together to raise funds to replace the
synthetic grass oval.
The children will also experience
outdoor learning in the learning
shack, participate in the Visual and
Dramatic Arts Expo and explore
robotics as a part of the school’s
Science, Technology, Engineering, Art
and Mathematics (STEAM) program.

By LUKE MASON
THE ANNUAL Warrandyte High
School Year 7 camp was yet again a
great success.
Senior students from our VET
Recreation and Sport Program also
participated in a leadership role and
contributed towards the success of
the four day, three night camp.
The Roses Gap Camp was near
Halls Gap and occurred in the second
week of school, allowing students
to form strong friendship groups
through challenging and, at times,
exhilarating outdoor activities.
Many students participated in

abseiling for the very first time and
it was amazing to see some students
face their own fear of height.
An acknowledgement of the
professionalism and leadership
from the VET Rec students must
be given for their tireless work
and engagement with the younger
students.
Each night they created both
engaging and fun activities which
provided entertainment for all the
Year 7 students.
The Roses Gap camp leaders had
nothing but praise for these students
and have decided to recommend that

all schools follow a similar system,
our Warrandyte High system, for
future camps.
A massive thank you is also extended
to the teachers who attended, who
were both a massive support and
another contributing factor towards
the success of the camp.
The camp experience was an
excellent way to start the new 2020
school year.
Hopefully the friendships that were
formed will continue to grow across
the rest of the year and onwards
throughout their remaining time in
high school.
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Bush Craft at Warrandyte PS Warranwood’s Backyard Big Bash
By KATIE PELOSI and
KIAH WAQANIVALU
THIS TERM, Grade 1/2 students
at Warrandyte Primary School have
been reading the classic Snugglepot
and Cuddlepie by May Gibbs.
Whilst students followed the story,
they have also been participating
in a very special series of bush craft
lessons once a week.
The programme is organised
by a wonderful educator, Julie
Harmsworth, who works with the
children to create various crafts using
materials found within the school
grounds.
The crafts and tools are all completely
natural (sticks, rocks, leaves et cetera)
and students are learning to think
about how they might utilise the
environment around them.
The bush craft lessons have strong

links with our literacy program,
where our reading, spelling and
writing focus for the week is formed
around what students have seen and
experienced in the sessions.
Vocabulary building, understanding
of nouns, verbs and adjectives along
with the learning of spelling rules, and
writing tasks have all been formed
around the beautiful craft activities.
The students have so far created
a bush mobile, leaf head wreathes,
bracelets and necklaces.
This month, activities include
making a clay echidna, bush painting,
wet felting, and a simple shelter home
for a small animal or gumnut baby.
All the students (and teachers) have
thoroughly enjoyed the experience, as
the children have become more and
more creative and persistent as the
weeks go on.

By SUE CAMPBELL
THE SEVERITY of the devastating
fires on Australian bush communities
over summer sparked an idea for
Warranwood PS parent group Friends
of Warranwood (FoW).
After a quick meeting with School
Council and the Principal, the Backyard
Bash and BBQ for Bushfire relief came
to life before the school holidays had
even finished.
There was great enthusiasm for
a c ha n c e f o r t h e Wa r ra n w o o d
community to come together before
the start of term and generate some
financial support for the Buchan
Community Childcare Centre, in
regional Victoria.
A couple of mixed age group cricket
matches (four teams) were scheduled
and a call out for participants was
p o s t e d t h ro u g h o u t t h e s c h o o l
community.
The 48 places were quickly filled
with teams consisting of mums, dads,
teachers and students aged from
5–12, who bonded to do battle on the
Warranwood PS oval in front of the

gathered community as support.
The matches were great for a laugh
with a number of dad’s egos being
dented by seven-year-olds hitting them
to the boundary and the realisation
that they may not be as dynamic as
they once were.
The two matches had teams batting
10 Overs each, with a focus on
participation and fun.
The result was two very close last
ball decision outcomes to entertain
the picnicking crowd that gathered
around the oval.
Whilst the game was taking place,
the crowd were able to purchase food
and drink prepared by the FoW team
and volunteers, with all proceeds
going to the event partner at Buchan
Community Childcare Centre.
The centre acts as a great community
resource to provide some respite to the
youngest in the fire affected regions,
and gives them a time to play and forget
some of the hardships brought on by
the severity of the summer fires.
Students at Warranwood joined in
too and ran the Chocolate Coin Toss

game with donated chocolates and
lollies.
A donated jumping castle also
provided some fun for the little ones,
ensuring the night had something for
all the family.
Principal Shane Harrop reflected,
“The opportunity to come together as
a community so early in the year is a
win—win from such a negative and
sad origin.
“The feeling of connectedness is what
school communities are all about.
“ That w e ca n rea ch out to a
community who is struggling and
make a small difference is a wonderful
message to our students about being an
empowered citizen!
“This could be a great initiative each
year to bring our community together
to support another in need!”
Th e Ba ckya rd Ba s h a n d BB Q
raised over $2,200 and will enable
the Buchan Community Childcare
Centre to operate this year without any
need for fundraising to replenish toys
and supplies for some of the littlest
survivors from the summer of fire.

Photo: SHANE HARROP

Responding to
learning difficulties
education
By NIETA MANSER
FOR SOME children, despite having no
known physical or mental disability,
learning to read, write, spell, do maths,
or organise themselves is a daily
challenge in their classroom.
When a child is faced with a problem
with their learning it creates a barrier
between them and their capacity to
learn specific skills.
Student Learning Difficulty (SLD)
is an umbrella term used to describe
the 15–20 per cent of students who
experience difficulty with learning for
a wide variety of reasons.
Causes of SLDs can be environmental,
emotional, sensory, physical or
behavioural and often the difficulty
is isolated and most obvious in
the context of learning in a school
environment.
The problem can sometimes take
parents by surprise as it is only in the
classroom they begin to show signs of
the difficulty.
Some of the most common learning
difficulties in schools are dyslexia
(difficulty in reading), dyscalculia
(difficulty in calculations), and
dysgraphia (difficulty in writing).
According to the Australian Dyslexia
Association, it is estimated that up to 10
per cent of the Australian population is
affected by dyslexia.
This figure means that teachers are
likely to have one to three children with
dyslexia in each of their classes, and
so raises a discussion about not only
teacher instruction but for a greater
focus on training of teachers.
Australian Dyslexia Association
President Jodi Clements says the
research that has been gathered
surrounding dyslexia should inform
universities on how to train teachers
better.

“Universities need to improve teacher
training.
“We now have 40 years of scientific
research on how to best teach all
children to read and spell.”
Turning the research into evidence
based practice is a complex task and
there is no one size fits all, but Ms
Clements believes that we should take
what we currently know about reading
and translate it into teaching in the
classroom.
“The research base needs to reflect
the science of reading and content
should be aimed at taking the scientific
research to an educational, practical
teaching setting,” she says.
What is known of students with
learning difficulties is that if the right
support and intervention is put into
place, there is a strong chance that the
child will be able to increase their skills
and improve academically.
While the majority of students in
a classroom are able to adapt to a
one size fits all, a student with a SLD
requires systematic support tailored
to their unique needs.
With the right instruction, the
barriers begin to breakdown and create
an environment where the learning can
be successful.
The Victor ian D epar tment of
Education has delivered a Response
to Intervention model for schools that
delivers a three-tiered approach to
supporting students with SLDs.
This tiered approach scaffolds the
intervention according to need, and
builds a school culture where all
students have the opportunity to learn.
It has become increasingly important
for schools to address the issue of
tailoring learning to meet the many
needs of student with learning
difficulties.
Early detection, intervention and
application of evidence based practice
in the classroom is the key to unlocking
the potential of these students.
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Using super contributions to reduce your tax — Part B
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THIS MONTH’S column follows on
from Part A published in the February
issue of the Diary which you may
wish to revisit, as it lays a foundation
for the explanation of additional
opportunities for using concessional
(deductible) super contributions to
reduce your tax that discussed below.
New concessional contribution
catch-up concessions
New reforms effective from July 1,
2018 and applicable to the 2020 income
year provide the first opportunity to
take advantage of this concession.
Eligible taxpayers who did not
fully utilise the $25,000 concessional
contribution (CC) cap in the 2019
income year can use this concession
to make concessional contributions
to their fund in 2020 totaling up to
$50,000 by fully utilising the 2020
annual CC cap of $25,000 plus any
unused CC cap from the 2019 income
year.
This new opportunity is an ideal way
for anyone who did not fully utilise
their $25,000 concessional super

contributions cap in the 2019 income
year to catch-up if they have the funds
to do so, and thereby shield from tax
an amount of taxable income equal
to the total amount of their personal
concessional deductions contributed
in 2020 plus the shortfall catchup
amount from 2019.
Please note that employer super
guarantee contributions (SGC) also
count towards the annual $25,000
cap, so you will need to refer to your
2019 statement from your super
fund to identify the total of employer
SGC contributions, salary sacrificed
contributions and any personal
deductible contributions you have
made, in order to determine the
shortfall amount for 2019.
This new concession may also
provide an excellent opportunity for
those of you that have a taxable capital
gain in 2020 from the sale of shares
or an investment property to fund
the additional concessional super
contributions from the sale proceeds,
thus boosting your retirement fund and
at the same time gaining a significant
tax benefit by offsetting the deductible
super contribution against the taxable
capital gain.
Looking further down the track
Now here is the really good news

looking forward.
The carry forward rules span a
five-year rolling forward period
commencing with the 2019 income
year.
It will eventually be possible for an
eligible taxpayer to make CCs of up to
$150,000 i.e. (5 x $25,000 utilising the
unused carry forward amounts for the
previous five years, plus the taxpayer’s
$25,000 CC cap for the current year) in
one income year without breaching
their CC cap.
But there is a twist.

The first year when this maximum
benefit will be possible is the 2024
income year, subject to the taxpayer
having not used their CC cap in any of
the 2019 to 2023 income years.
This of course doesn’t deny you the
opportunity to access the catchup
concessions over a shorter time-period
by just utilising the shortfall amounts
when your circumstances permit.
Alternatively, it does open a generous
window of opportunity to undertake
longer term tax planning to both boost
your retirement fund and save tax by
offsetting the super deduction against
future abnormally high income or
capital gains.
It will be necessary for you to file away
your annual super fund statements in
order to have a cumulative record of
shortfall amounts for each year until
you have utilised the shortfall amounts
by taking advantage of the new catchup concession.
If you use a registered tax agent to
prepare your tax return you will need
to provide copies of these statements
to your agent.
Additional requirements to satisfy
to take advantage of the concession
• The catch-up rules require you
to have a total super fund or
funds balance (TSB) of less than

$500,000 on June 30 of the prior year.
So, if you wish to utilise the catchup opportunity in 2020 the relevant
date to check if you qualify to use the
catch-up is June 30, 2019.
• If you are aged 65–74, you will need
to satisfy the work test which at
present requires you to have worked
for at least 40 hours over any 30
consecutive day period during the
financial year you want to make
a voluntary super contribution.
You will need to advise your super
fund accordingly if this requirement
applies to you.
The content of this article is not
intended to be used as professional
advice and should not be used as
such. Given the complexity of our
superannuation rules it is highly
advisable to consult a professional
adviser before making any
decisions relating to your super or
tax situations.
Brian Spurrell FCPA, CTA,
Registered Tax Agent, is Director
of Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd. PO
Box 143 Warrandyte 3113. Mobile:
0412 011 946,
Email: bspurrell@
ptasaccountants.com.au, Web:
www.ptasaccountants.com.au

New faces at Research PO
By MAREE ZIMNY
MARK AND MELISSA Laidlay have
owned Research Post Office since 2013
and after building up this successful
local P.O., they have decided to move
onto new projects.
Mark and Melissa moved to Research
in 2001 just before their two daughters
were born; they did not imagine they
would one day own the local Post
Office.
In 2013 they were both ready to buy
a business where they could work
together, have family time and be part
of a community and get to know the
people.
They intended to offer an oldfashioned service; customer
satisfaction, friendship and care, as it
was not just about dollars.
There is something special about
using local businesses; the personal
touch, the human element, and when
you get to know them, the cheeky
jokers come to life.
That is how many locals found Mark
and Melissa.
Mark called himself the grumpy man,
but on the contrary, he was not.
He loved to banter with those who
would engage with him.

For more than 30 years, Mark was
a Business Analyst for Australia Post,
a role occupied by statistics and data
analysis, with not a lot of room for
human interaction, so when they
took on the post office, he welcomed
the one-on-one interaction and soon
realised running your own business is
not a job, but a passion.
“Anyone considering the change
from a job to business is to not be a
clock watcher,” he said.
Mark also discovered he has a love
for data, details and precision.
“One day I asked myself, ‘what
percentage of cars were on the road in
1962 that has a British heritage?’
“To my surprise, it was 44 per cent on
the road with current rego.”
At home, Mark has also built a vast
model railway replica of the Victorian
railway network, with several towns,
which takes up the equivalent space
of about three bedrooms.
He says, “it’s all running, but the
finishing touches are a lifelong
endeavour”.
So what is next for Mark and Melissa?
Melissa is a bookkeeper and will
continue to build up her clientele and
spend more time with their daughters.

Mark, well he has decided to pursue
his hobbies and passions and get into
all those household chores.
They also plan to travel more,
exploring anything and everything
histor y both domestically and
internationally.
The new owners, Renee and James
Qian, took over on March 2.
After many years of running a pizza
shop in Watsonia, they will now enjoy
the benefits of having nights off,
Sundays free and yes, public holidays
too.
Working together to be part of a
community and close to home is their
perfect business, they have always
wanted to own a Post Office.
They love the way Melissa and
Mark have built relationships with
their customers, and their goal is to
continue to offer the service they have
grown to love.
James also used to be a Victorian tour
guide, so hopefully he passed on some
hot travel tips to Mark and Melissa.
The community of Research, and
surrounding suburbs, welcome Renee
and James to the Research Post Office.

A boy and his boat
By DON HUGHES
DEVASTATION, shock, and dismay
were the gut-wrenching symptoms
recently experienced by one of
Warrandyte’s inspirational Scouts.
Fortunately, this story also reveals
some great glimpses of humanity.
In a criminal and devious act of
travesty, Warrandyte Scout, Evan
(aged 13), had his most treasured,
and recently refurbished, sailing boat
stolen from a supposedly secure boat
yard at Sugarloaf Reservoir.
Just before Chr istmas, his
adventurous and boyhood dreams
were shattered.
To rewind the story: an old, derelict,
hand me down Minnow class sailing
boat, was lovingly gifted to Evan a year
ago by his Scout Leader, Andrew Yen.
As well as scouting, Andrew is an
experienced sailor and boat-builder.
Not long after accepting this
wonderful gift, without any prompting,
Evan paid Andrew $134.30 from his
Piggy Bank for this dream boat.
It took a year for Evan and his father
John to restore the boat with fresh paint
and new fittings.
To have his dream stolen, even before
it was launched, was heart-breaking.

Andrew had a secret discussion with
his friends at the Victorian Scout Sailing
team in the days before Christmas.
Leaders David Bryar and Tony
Case immediately recognised what
a dedicated and resourceful Scout
Evan was.
They were determined to do him a
good turn.
The young Scout needed his faith in
humanity restored.
In January 2020, Evan was invited
to the World-renowned Scout Sailing
Centre in Sandringham and was
presented with a new craft, a catamaran
— which was surplus to Scouts needs!
The scout leaders even managed to
donate a serviceable road trailer to take
it home on.
Reinforcing the Scout system of
mateship: Orlando Yen, a Scout
Me d a l l i o n R e c i p i e n t , a n d t o p
competitive sailor, was by Evan’s side
throughout this time.
“Evan is a great person, and really
deserves this support,” Orlando said.
Evan’s new catamaran “Tangerine
Dream” was rigged and launched
recently at Sugarloaf — and Evan had
it racing through the waves, with a big
smile.
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Exercise your mind

fitness
By CHRIS SHARP
I HAVE MANY clients that suffer
some form of mental health issue and
I have been through highs and lows
myself, so I know how exercise helps
me mentally.
The physical health benefits of
exercise are well researched and
understood, and most people are wellversed in the importance of exercise
in warding off chronic illness such as
diabetes and heart disease.
But if you’re someone who uses
vigorous exercise to shake off stress, or
boost your mood, you will be pleased
to know that science agrees with you.
The latest studies have found that
people who exercise do have improved
mental health.
The findings show that
vigorous exercise boosts critical
neurotransmitters, which drives
communications between the brain
cells that regulate physical and
emotional health.
This discovery offers exciting new
insights into brain metabolism

and why exercise could become an
important part of treating depression.
Intense exercise increases levels
of two common neurotransmitters,
glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA), that are responsible for
chemical messaging within the brain.
A study has found that major
depressive disorder is often
characterised by depleted glutamate
and GABA, which return to normal
when mental health is restored.
Exercise activates the metabolic
pathway that replenishes these
neurotransmitters.
The researchers studied 38
healthy volunteers who exercised
on a stationar y bike, reaching
approximately 85 per cent of their
predicted maximum heart rate.
The team used a powerful MRI to
measure GABA and glutamate levels
in two different parts of the brain
immediately before and after three
vigorous exercise sessions lasting
between eight and 20 minutes.
The researchers also made similar
measurements for a control group that
did not exercise.
It w a s f o u n d t h a t g l u t a m a t e
and GABA levels increased in the
participants who exercised, but not
among the non-exercisers.
Significant increases were found
in the visual cortex, which processes
visual information, and the anterior
cortex, which helps regulate heart rate,
some cognitive functions and emotion.
These findings point to the possibility
that exercise could be used as an
alternative therapy for depression.
In addition, the research also offers
insight into how the brain uses fuel
during exercise.
The brain is an energy-intensive
organ that consumes a lot of fuel
in the form of glucose and other
carbohydrates during exercise

From a metabolic standpoint,
v i g o ro u s e x e rc i s e i s t h e m o s t
demanding activity the brain
encounters, much more intense than
calculus or chess, but nobody knows
what’s happening with all that energy
as yet.
The new findings do prove that one
of the things it is doing is making more
neurotransmitters — and that has to be
a good thing!
To reap these benefits, it’s generally
recommended you do 30 minutes of
‘vigorous’ exercise at least five times
a week.
This means you are putting in
enough effort that it’s hard to have a
conversation while you’re exercising.
Don’t get disheartened if these
guidelines feel unachievable.
It’s important to remember that while
more exercise is better than less — any
exercise is better than no exercise.
Of course, the hardest part is getting
started.
Especially if you’re experiencing
a mental health condition like
depression, where the idea of just
getting out of bed can seem hard
enough.
Exercise can play a major part in —
and should be in — your treatment or
management plan.
If you’re waiting for motivation to
magically appear before you start
exercising, you might be waiting a
long time.
The secret truth of motivation is that
it comes after you take action — not
before.
By starting small and experiencing
some benefits, you give motivation a
chance to develop — and it loves riding
on the momentum you’re building.
Get moving people!!
Chris Sharp is a Health Coach
who runs rivvaPT 4-5/266 Yarra St
Warrandyte Ph. 0419 553 058
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Developing WBA Coaches!
spotlight on
By BRIONY WYLDE,
WARRANDYTE BASKETBALL
ASSOCIATION
THE ASSOCIATION’S office closes for
five weeks over summer, but that does
not stop the wheels from turning.
This past summer has had some
particularly big events take place for
the WBA coaches.
In just one of the many opportunities
that has arisen through our deepening
affiliation with NBL team South
East Melbourne Phoenix (SEM),
Warrandyte Venom Under 18.1 Boys
Head Coach, Damian Clarke (pictured
above) was offered the opportunity to
“shadow” the coaching staff of SEM for
five consecutive days.
Damian was given access to a behind
the scenes experience attending the
team’s training sessions, personal
development sessions, and a chance
to be guided by these coaches who
have made it to the top of their game
coaching in the National Basketball
League in Australia.
It was a truly amazing experience for
Damian, who savoured every moment.
WBA are 100 per cent committed
to developing its coaches and have
provided two informative development
sessions over the last four months.
As reported upon late last year,

What’s on
at Living
& Learning
Nillumbik

Open Farm Day

Youth Week

Explore, discover and play when
working farms in Nillumbik open
their gates on Sunday 22 March.

Discover hundreds of events
for young people happening
throughout the state during
Youth Week, April 3 to 12.

– where people share,
learn and connect.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/openfarmday

Enrol now for the following
qualification courses starting soon:
•

Cert III in Individual
Support (Ageing, Home and
Community) – CHC33015

•

Cert III in Early Childhood
Education and Care – CHC30113

•

Diploma of Early Childhood
Education and Care – CHC50113

We offer a variety of short courses
and programs across our sites
at Eltham, Diamond Creek and
Panton Hill.
Enrolments are now open for
Term 2 classes in Auslan, Intro to
Horticulture, First Aid, languages,
arts and crafts and much more.

03 9433 3744 or
livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au

Meet the farmers and learn about fruit
and veggies, livestock and animals,
orchards and vineyards, flowers and food.
Plus, experience an overnight family
camping experience!

Youth Maker Lab
An after school program for
young people aged 10-18.
Learn new skills and work on projects like
programming, 3D printing, digital design
and gaming.
Tuesdays in Term 2 from 3.30pm to 6pm.
Places are limited – book now!
nillumbikyouth.vic.gov.au

A new community
directory
A new online directory of
Nillumbik community groups
has been launched.
To add your group’s free listing,
provide your details at
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/MyCity

Nillumbik Youth presents a diverse
program of workshops, music, festivals,
forums, film events, sport and dance
events. View the full program at
nillumbikyouth.vic.gov.au

Eltham Street
Food Festival
Alistair Knox Park
Saturday 4 and Sunday 5 April
11am-9pm
Enjoy fantastic street food from a huge
range of Melbourne’s best food trucks, live
entertainment, activities and more at this
dog-friendly festival for the whole family.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/food-truck-festival

Pet registrations
Registered pet owners were
sent registration renewal notices
in February.
Cat and dog registrations are due on
9 April. To update your details or
view more information, visit
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/petrego

SEM Phoenix Assistant Coach, Ian
Stacker hosted a fun and interactive
training session for WBA coaches,
sharing experiences and drills he
has accumulated over his fifty years
involved in Basketball.
And thanks to the continuing support
from the Warrandyte Community
Bendigo Bank Branch, WBA was
recently able to offer its coaches the
chance to attend a Positive Coaching
training session hosted by SALT Leading Sports and Life Training
specialists.
Presented by SALT Founder and
Director Dave Burt, the highly engaging
training included education around
understanding the younger generation
of today and how coaches can best
relate to them.
WBA coaches were offered tips and
alternatives in discovering a new way,
a more positive way, of coaching that
can help make the difference in today’s
world, between a good team dynamic
and an excellent team dynamic.
The session was well received by
the WBA coaches in attendance, with
WBA sharing the course notes to all
the Association’s coaches, aiming
to implement these tools into the
coaching skills set to help create a more
positive culture.
Warrandyte Basketball Association
is excited about offering its coaches
more opportunities for development
throughout 2020.

Community
grants available
Are you a community group
or organisation that has an
initiative, event or project that
you need help with?
Nillumbik Community Fund offers various
grant streams to support the community:
•
•
•
•

Community Support Grants
(Community, Youth and Indigenous)
Arts & Culture Grants
Community Event Grants
Quick Response Grants

For more information including
application guidelines, call 9433 3270 or
email grants@nillumbik.vic.gov.au
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/grants

Deer Information
Session
Find out more about feral deer
and their management.
Monday 16 March
7pm-9pm
Council Chambers, Civic Drive,
Greensborough
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/deerinfo
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Exercise like no one is watching

By SANDI MILLER
WOMEN ARE constantly bombarded
with imagery of women with so-called
“perfect” bodies working out without
even breaking a sweat.
It sends a message that there is
something wrong with us if we don’t
look like that.
Women should not feel like exercise
isn’t for them because they don’t have
a six-pack or the latest active wear.
That’s why This Girl Can celebrates
all women’s bodies getting active —
wrinkles, jiggles, red-faces and all.
The campaign, which features
re a l Vi c t o r i a n w o m e n i n s t e a d
of professional athletes or toned
Instagram models, last year inspired an
incredible one in five Victorian women
to get moving.
The campaign is empowering women
to smash their fears of judgement and
intimidation holding them back from
being active.
Before the campaign, VicHealth
research showed a staggering 52 per
cent of Victorian women worried about
being judged while exercising.
Now over three quarters of women
who’ve seen the campaign feel it
has helped women increase their
confidence and overcome their fear of
being judged when being active.
More than 400,000 Victorian women
have been empowered to get active as

a result of the This Girl Can campaign.
Th e Th is Gi rl Ca n lau n ch i n
Nillumbik was attended by Eltham
local and Richmond AFLW star Sabrina
Frederick, who said public life was a
“constant battle between what other
people think and what you are doing”.
“When I started playing football, it
was a very male-dominated sport and
you get it into your head that it’s not
for you or you’re not strong enough,”
she said.
“But as time goes on you get more
confident.
“Over time you realise it’s not about
other people, it’s about what you want
to do and what you want to achieve.”
VicHealth’s Melanie Fineberg says
the program isn’t about making women
feel bad about not exercising enough,
it’s about celebrating what they can do,
whether that’s a walk around the block
or a few laps of the pool.
“We want to help women focus on
the feeling of being active, instead of
their worries about being judged, by
showing a range of everyday women
being physically active regardless of
their background, ability, age or body
shape,” Melanie said.
Women can get involved in a range of
fun, inclusive, free or low-cost events
being held right across the state as
part of This Girl Can Week kicking off
on March 23.

Local councils are offering a range of
programs as part of the initiative.
Spokesperson for Manningham
said: “Council is committed to helping
women in Manningham to get more
active and lead healthy lifestyles”.
She said to support active living,
Council is focused on establishing
programs that encouraging physical
activity and reducing barriers to
participation.
Manningham Council is offering over
30 free classes and activities to women
of all ages.
A local highlight is free dancing in the
dark with No Lights No Lycra (NLNL).
On Wednesdays, March 18 and 25
2020 Manningham Council is hosting
NLNL in the Warrandyte Mechanics
Hall.
At this event the lights will be turned
off and the tunes will be cranked
up so participants can release their
inhibitions, move their moods and
work up a wild sweat.
NLNL organiser Kim Hunting
Thompson said these classes were
an extension of the existing popular
program she runs at the Mechanics
Hall each week.
Kim says Council have also invited
her to run the program in Templestowe
on Mondays during This Girl Can
Week.
Registration for these free sessions

is available through the Manningham
Council website.
Manningham are also hosting comeand-try clinics in AFL, Hockey, Netball,
Volleyball and Lawn Bowls, as well as
bike riding lessons and social walks.
Nillumbik Council’s Communications
Officer Natalie Town said Nillumbik
took part in the program for the first
time last year.
“It was such a success we are doing it
again this year,” she said.
All of Nillumbik’s five sport and
leisure centres and the Yarrambat Golf
Course are getting involved again, as
are many local sporting clubs.
Eltham Leisure Centre is offering
special free classes from March 23–29,
everything from Meditation to Spin

classes, to Zumba, with free childcare
for some sessions.
For more details and to register go to
elthamleisurecentre.com.au
Yarrambat Park Golf Course is
offering free golf for women during This
Girl Can Week, with clubs supplied,
plus special clinics for women.
Full details at mygolf.org.au and
search ‘Yarrambat’.
Or for something a bit different, head
to Skaterz in Eltham for some Roller
Derby action.
Find activities and register for events
at thisgirlcan.com.au or via your
Council’s website: nillumbik.vic.gov.
au/thisgirlcan or manningham.vic.
gov.au/thisgirl-can.

By JOSH HUNTLY
HO CKEYRO OS G oalkeeper and
Warrandyte local Rachael Lynch was
named 2019 Women’s Goalkeeper of
the Year by the International Hockey
Federation (FIH) capping off a strong
international season for one of
Australian Hockey’s stalwarts.
The two-time Commonwealth
Games Gold Medallist took out the
award following a strong season in the
recent FIH Pro League, after previously
being nominated in 2018.
With the voting format split 50 per
cent to National Associations, 25 per
cent fans and players, and the final 25
per cent made up of media votes, Lynch
held 35.2 per cent of the total votes to
edge out Japan’s Megumi Kageyama
and Spain’s Maria Ruiz.
It was a seemingly serious oncourt gathering at Australia’s Perth
Headquarters that suddenly turned
into a swarm of Hockeyroos players
congratulating their goal-keeper as
Head Coach Paul Gaudoin broke the
news to the squad.
Lynch told the Diary she was none
the wiser of the incoming accolade.
“Not at all!
“When we got called in for the
meeting, it was all very serious and we
were all a bit worried something had
happened,” she said.
“I was really flattered.
“I’m grateful the hockey community
and the Federations felt that I was

deserving, it was a really lovely surprise
when I found out.
“It’s one that I’m particularly proud
of, but also pretty surprised, as it was
my third time nominated.”
Throughout 2019, Lynch’s work as
last line of defence was pivotal in the
Hockeyroos push to the inaugural
Pro-League Final against Netherlands,
picking up a Silver medal in a 2-2
thriller in Amsterdam, narrowly beaten
on penalties.
On reflection of such an award,
influencing figures are often brought to
the forefront and for Lynch, family was
at the forefront of her mind.
“Obviously my family have played
a huge role, they’ve been there the
whole way through and I will be forever
grateful for their support.
The trophy was presented by Olympic
Gold Medallist, ex-Hockeyroos GoalKeeper and former teammate Rachel
Imison — an idol for Lynch and
someone who has inspired many of her
personal and professional endeavours.
“There have been a number of people
in the hockey world who have made a
really big difference, Rachel (Imison)
was one of those,” said Lynch
“She presented me with the award.
“She was my idol growing up and I
was lucky enough to play for Victoria
and Australia for some time with her.
“That’s every kid’s dream to play
beside the people they admire.”
More than just an on-field hero

however, Lynch says it was Imison’s
sway as an off-field role-model, to
instil a rock-solid arsenal of values, that
have held her in good stead, especially
considering their shared background
in health.
“She’s a pretty incredible person, she
worked full-time in health while she
was playing then went on to become
a doctor.
“She shaped my career not just off the
pitch but on it.
“She never let sport get in the way of
her other aspirations and paved the
way for someone like me, to show me
that you can do both, that you can be
successful off the pitch.
“I do nursing, I run my own business
and do a lot of charity work.
“I honestly believe, and Rach
(Imison) did too, that’s the sort of
perspective it gives you to be a better
athlete.”
“And that’s why I do it,” she said.
As these teachings have led Lynch
to a successful career on and off the
court, culminating in this most recent
accolade, now Lynch says this is how
she educates the next generation of
girls coming through.
“It’s how I sort of modelled myself for
the younger girls as well just to show
them that you don’t have to narrow in
to just doing your sport, that you can
still have a life outside.”
The mindset behind one of the
Hocke yroos greatest is that of

routine, discipline and, as previously
mentioned, thriving outside of the
game.
“Your disciplines and your routines
are really important.”
“You’ve got to be very well organised,
even just to eat properly when you’re
really busy and to look after your
recovery when you’re training really
hard.
“I teach a lot of the kids that I work
with, I guess, the general life skills
around communication with the
people that are helping you, being
disciplined with your life, your lifestyle
and having that balance as well, doing
the things you love and the things that
make you happy, and the things that
make you better as a person.
“Because I honestly believe that’s the

kind of stuff that makes you play better.”
Lynch’s Hockeyroos currently sit
fourth in the current edition of the ProLeague competition but as 2020 rolls
on, Tokyo becomes more ever-present
in the minds of Australia’s athletes.
Especially Australia’s Hockey players.
“We’re just training in Perth at the
moment, we’ve got some games
coming up in March,” says Lynch.
“It’s a big year obviously.
“We’ve got our Pro-League, which
goes basically right through to the
Olympics.
“Then we head to Japan for some
acclimatisation before the Olympics
— it’s going to come around pretty
quickly — it’s very exciting and pretty
cool to be a part of.”

Lynch anointed world’s best shot-stopper
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Running to build community
By JAMES POYNER
THE THEME of community was strong
at this year’s Run Warrandyte as our
community welcomed, encouraged
and celebrated the blind and vision
impaired community.
The event committee reports
registrations were up by 100
participants this year, proving the
event continues to showcase our
stunning bush surrounds to more and
more people, year on year.
Guide Dogs Victoria were the
official fundraising partner for Run
Warrandyte 2020 and the not-forprofit running group Achilles Australia
— who team up sighted and vision
impaired runners were also on course,
guiding a contingent of runners up and
down the hills and trails of The Pound,
as they ran the picturesque course.
Leah McFadzean, General Manager
of Guide Dog and Vision Services,
spoke to the Diary about what Guide
Dogs Victoria do and their reasons for
partnering with Run Warrandyte.
“It seemed like a natural fit.
“We tr y to come out into the
community because we like to ensure
that our blind and vision impaired
clients and families can be in the
community.
“Because that’s what it is about
— independence, inclusion and
accessibility.”
Leah explained that it takes two
years to raise a guide dog and the
organisation is reliant on volunteers
and donations to help prepare the
caring canines, but she also explained
that Guide Dogs Victoria is not just
about dogs.
“I am big on allowing individuals

and families to do what they want to
do independently.
“There may be someone here who
has a family member, or extended
family member, who is just starting
on the journey and doesn’t know
where to go.
“So if I say out loud ‘Guide Dogs
Victoria is more than just the dogs’,
then maybe they will ring us and
we can wrap our professional selves
around them and guide them where
they need to go,” she said.
While guide dogs drew the crowd
in the event village, the group from
Achilles Melbourne ran the course,
guiding six runners around one, two
or three laps of the course.
The Diary spoke with several blind
and vision impaired runners, and their
guides, after the run, to gauge their
experience of our annual community
event.
“What was really interesting was
the support we got from the fellow
runners, as well as the Marshalls and
the organisers — it has been a really
great, warm and welcoming run”, said
Carl de Campos, a vision impaired
runner from South Africa, who is in
the middle of a five-week holiday in
Australia.
Carl took on the 15km course,
completing the distance in 1:34:53.
“We were told we were going to run
along the river and there was going to
be some off-road track and I ran with
Rhi for the first time.
“Rhi” (Rhiannon Rowbotham) is a
regular guide with Achilles Melbourne,
as well as a passionate and experienced
trail runner in her own right.
“She did extremely well guiding

me, there were a few steep bits, a few
steep hills.
“But I am fairly fit and I found it
really, really, good,” he said.
Carl and Rhi were caught out by the
rocky Tank Track when Carl tripped on
a rock early on, but she said it did not
put a dent in either of their enjoyment
of the course.
“[Carl] is a really experienced trail
runner and he was fine — I asked him
if he was hurting and if he wanted to
stop but he was fine, he kept going.
“He bombed the downhills, even
though he said he was going to take
it easy, and when we got down to the
river he could hear the rapids and he
loved the birds.
“It is stunning out there, even for
someone with vision impairment he
was able to enjoy the course as well,”
she said.
Rhi had nothing but praise for the
encouragement by volunteers and
runners on course.
“It was incredible… we had so much
encouragement out there.
“I think the message about us is
spreading — we have a hashtag
#goachilles and often when we run
you hear quite a few people yell that.
“But today, on course, people were
yelling whether they knew Achilles
or not — it was great encouragement,
you have a really good crew out here.”
Peggy Soo took on the 10km distance
with her guide Lowell.
“I’ve always wanted to come to
Warrandyte and experience coming
through here.
“I didn’t know about Run Warrandyte
until I saw it on the Guide Dogs page
so thought this was the best time to get

Guide Dogs Victoria’s Samatha Moffat with Ryan Smith and the guide dog ambassadors

Carl de Campos running with
Achilles guide Rhiannon Rowbotham

on board,” Peggy said.
Peggy and Lowell told us the course
was quite challenging but Peggy is
looking forward to coming back.
“I like these sorts of runs that are a
little bit away from the city, less busy,
you just enjoy the run itself instead
of having to go around and through
people.”
Achilles Melbourne is always looking
for new runners, both vision impaired
and sighted.
The clubs social structure is building
a community, which means, regardless
of your level of sight, anything can be
achieved.
Achilles Melbourne helps the vision
impaired continue to be physically
and socially active and also gives their
sighted guides life perspective.
“I think we all get dire thoughts like
that sometimes, even as a sighted
runner”, said Rhi.
“When I get injured I get into the
doldrums straight away and I think
‘oh my god I can’t run all week, life is
horrible’ — there is not much anyone
can do to pull someone else out of a
funk when they have stuff going on
in their life.
“Whether I am guiding or not,
running is a community event and
guiding for Achilles has shown that to
be the case.”
Carl adds “What I have noticed with
my friends who have deteriorating
sight, what I find is they don’t want to
accept it straight away, so they don’t
want to run with somebody and it
becomes dangerous.
“It is not just a running club, it is also
a support group, a social running club
— because you go through depression

when you start to lose your eyesight
and a lot of us in South Africa we are
looking for a social club, whether it
be a church, or a coffee drinking club.
“And what is more healthy than
getting out and doing a race, whether
you walk or whether you run?
“What could be more of a confidence
booster than to get out there in nature?”
From showcasing local clubs and
businesses in the event village, to
the contingent of local volunteers
cheering everyone on course, and the
charity partners who strive to develop
independence and community for
the blind and vision impaired, Run
Warrandyte 2020 was a celebration
that strong community values improve
both physical and mental wellbeing.
Everybody who took part in the
event reflected Guide Dogs Victoria’s
values of independence, inclusion and
accessibility.
As local initiatives like the Warrandyte
Men’s Shed and Repair Café have also
reflected — inclusion, independence,
accessibility and socialisation are
important in maintaining positive
mental health — and Warrandyte, on
March 1, demonstrated its cup was
overflowing with this sentiment.
Guide Dogs Victoria
www.guidedogsvictoria.
com.au/
Achilles Melbourne:
www.achillesaustralia.
org.au/melbourne.html
Official photographs from the
event are available to purchase —
participants will have received an
email via Run Warrandyte about
how to select and buy official
photographs.

Lowell Wann from Achilles with vision impaired runner Peggy Soo
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Warrandyte women to return to the cricket pitch
By SANDI MILLER
FOLLOWING the success of the
Social Sixes program, Warrandyte
Cricket Club are seeking expressions
of interest from women of all ages to
form a Women’s Cricket team to play
in the 2020/21 Season.
Warrandyte Cricket Club has
historically led the pack in terms of
Women’s cricket, fielding a Women’s
team as early as 1906.
The first women’s match is reported
to have been played on Australia Day,
1906.
The Carlton Cricket Club came to
play Warrandyte on that day and
outclassed the local men’s team.
A Warrandyte Ladies team took on
a Carlton Ladies team and won by 29
runs to 19.
The following year Carlton came
back to Warrandyte for a return match
and again won but in a much closer
result.
Warrandyte Ladies also organised a

match against Coldstream Ladies, who
proved too strong, making 82 runs to
Warrandyte’s 19.
After an almost seventy-year absence
from the pitch, a regular women’s
team was formed in 1975/76 with a
squad of 16 players formed by sisters
Suzanne Martin (Chapman) and Jenny
Chapman.
Coached by Allan Chapman, the
team won every game of the 1975/76
season including an outright win in
the Grand Final.
The women who graced the field
in those early days are a who’s who
of Warrandyte in the 70s and 80s:
Suzanne Martin (Chapman) (C),
Jenny Chapman (VC), Sandra Jeffs,
Margaret World, Maria McGhee,
Sandra Burton, Debra Lamb, Jenni
Chapman (McLaws), Teresa Prince,
Judith Davis and Robin Dalli forming
the club’s first premiership team.
This continued until the mid 1990s
when the women’s team folded.
How ever, w omen’s cr icket is

really taking off in Victoria and so
WCC Women’s Convener, Michelle
Heffernan said the club are keen to
return women to the field.
“We’ll be running skills sessions
during the off season so if you’ve not
played for years, never played before
or just want to brush up, we will have
you game ready come December,”
she said.
Age is no barrier, with the age of
the Social Sixes women who are
contemplating picking up the bat
ranging from 15–55.
“Everybody is welcome, so come
join our exciting new team, make new
friends, have a blast and be part of the
amazing women’s history here at our
awesome club”
Contact Michelle Heffernan to
register interest and for more info.
0418143273
mheffernan1975@gmail.com
https://www.warrandytecc.com/
womens-info.html

South Warrandyte looking to cash in on historic season
THE SOUTH Warrandyte Hawks are
having an unprecedented season with
all four Senior teams on track to make
the finals and the vets narrowly losing
the Grand Final on the weekend.
The last time the whole club had such
a successful season was in 01/02 when
all three of its teams made the finals
that year, with the 1st XI winning Newey
that season.
The Firsts have been lifted by
experienced former Sri Lankan firstclass player Andy Solomons who has
made over 400 runs and taken 28
wickets.
His class was most on show in a rain
effected game versus Seville, with play
resuming close to 6pm and South
Warrandyte needing 131 for victory.
Andy hit 80* off just 22 balls, including
11 sixes.

The sixes were raining down so hard
that South Warrandyte players and
supporters were forced to surround the
ground during the innings to ensure no
balls were lost.
The team is currently third, needing
a victory against Croydon North in the
final game to secure a home final.
The 2nd XI are also third on the ladder
going into the last game.
The highlight of the season came in
the last game when club legend Troy
Donis took 9/38 off 36.2 overs against
arch rivals Wonga Park.
The spell included an incredible
19 maidens and equalled the clubs
greatest ever figures in its almost 90
year history.
The day started off well when Donis
beat Wonga Park batsmen Bailey
Mullens for pace and the wickets just

kept falling from there.
Donis (28 wickets) has ably supported
Darc y Pr ice and Captain S ean
McMahon who have made 343 and
391 runs respectively for the season.
The young 3rd XI side is also third on
the ladder with the club particularly
proud to see young guys like Kyan
Brasher, Lucas Brash, Will Fasan and
Lachie Vozzo at the top of the stats
sheets.
After not winning a game for almost
two years, the group of guys in the 4th
XI have hit form and find themselves
second on the ladder.
Ably led by Lachie Mcmahon who
made his first century this season at
the ripe old age of 60.
The club veterans side finished
runner up to Warranwood, losing a
tight Grand Final on the weekend.

Thank you!
WONGA PARK CFA | WARRANDYTE CFA
SOUTH WARRANDYTE CFA | NORTH WARRANDYTE CFA

Thank you
to our Local CFA Brigades for
keeping, not only our local
community safe during
this fire season, but also
helping in fire ravaged
New South Wales and
Regional Victoria

Ryan SMITH mp
MEMBER FOR WARRANDYTE

Suite 2, 1020 Doncaster Road, Doncaster East
9841 5166
MPRyanSmith

Ryan.Smith@parliament.vic.gov.au
RyanSmith.com.au

Authorised by Ryan Smith MP 2/1020 Doncaster Rd, East Doncaster | Funded from Parliamentary Budget

The side won the Semi Final in a
last ball thriller the week before, nine
wickets down.
However, Tim Rule’s boys could
not get the job done against a strong
Warranwood side, getting bowled out
for 171 (B. Careedy 41*, B, Hartrup 40*)
in 31.3 overs, chasing and imposing 202
for victory.
The club’s Junior side has had a
promising season in U14s, just missing
the finals.
The club hopes to have more junior
sides next season and is offering free
subs for all juniors.
Please contact junior coordinator
James Fayle at james.fayle@
hotmail.com if you would like more
information

Tegan Rule - record breaker
captains U12 Victorian side
South Warrandyte Junior Tegan Rule
has captained the U12 Victorian side
at the National Championships this
season.
Teagan finished with the most runs
at the tournament in either the boys or
girls with 241, including a tournament
best of 96.
Teagan also snagged five wickets.
A g re at k i d , Te aga n ha s a l s o
represented the U14 Outer East Eagles
this year.
She has also generously been helping
with SWCC’s Woolworths blast training
and has a bright future a head of her.
The South Warrandyte family is very
proud of you Teagan!.

Bloods sharpen up
for the footy season

By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Coach Anthony
McGregor is bullish about the potential
of the club’s young core to propel them
into finals for a second consecutive
year, amid several personnel changes
over the off-season.
Headlining the club’s new recruits is
Division 1 forward Ryan Phillips, who
crosses over from Upper Ferntree Gully
after topping their goal-kicking during
the 2019 season.
From the Northern Football Netball
League, South Morang Midfielder
and three-time NFL Team of the Year
player Luke Shelton is also slated to
join the club.
North Ringwood Premier Division
pair Jakeb Cullen-Hall and Josh
Kennedy have also made the move to
the Bloods with Cullen-Hall returning
after being a part of Warrandyte’s 2015
Under 19 Premiership.
McGregor is pleased with the offseason acquisitions and is adamant
that a mix of new players and youth
can carry Warrandyte to even greater
success in the short and long term.
“I think it’s been good, with the
inclusion of a multitude of youngsters,”
he said.
“We’ve got 24 players under the age
of 23 — that’s massive for a building
football club — the success of the
Junior ranks coming through as well,
it’s looking good at the Bloods.
“The club is looking really good, I’m
excited about it — training numbers
have been great.”
The Bloods will field a new-look
side after bidding farewell to several
players, including Tom and Nathan
Grimes and back-man Lewis Oliver,
who has moved up to Strathmerton to
play football with his brother.
Reigning best and fairest Jack Grimes
is currently considering his playing
capacity but McGregor is hopeful he’ll
feature in at least a few matches.

“It’s going to be a different look, our
side,” said McGregor.
“It’ll be interesting to see when we
start playing practice matches.
“I think we’ll be a bit quicker, a bit
nippier at ground level.”
At the heart of this pre-season lies a
burning desire to overturn last year’s
heart-breaking Semi Final defeat, and
for McGregor, the equation is simple.
“You have to aim for at least a Grand
Final (this season) because of the way
the cards fell last year,” he said.
“It’s in the past, but it has to be
acknowledged, there’s a lot of anger
there, there’s a lot of anger in the
playing group.
“I’m not focused on anything else
— you can’t go backward — it is that
simple.”
The club has locked in its 2020
leadership group with the player base
voting overwhelmingly for Michael
Cullum to continue for a third year
as Captain.
Nikoda Brooking will again support
him as Vice-Captain with the sole
inclusion into the leadership trio being
that of the newly appointed Deputy
Vice-Captain — Defender Jordan
Powell.
The extended leadership group
includes Luke Saunders, Sean Jellie,
Kyle Thompson and Josh Meyers.
Practice matches are scheduled
against VAFA club Ivanhoe (March 14)
and Southern club Endeavour Hills
(March 21).
Warrandyte will cut the ribbon on
season 2020 on March 20 when they
hold their Season Launch at the Grand
Hotel Warrandyte.
A Division 3 fixture quirk sees
Warrandyte’s season premier delayed
with a Round One bye.
The season proper begins with a
challenging first-up scenario against
last year’s Preliminary Finalist,
Ferntree Gully, away on April 18.
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Record-breaking six sides make finals
By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Cricket Club will
enjoy a jam-packed finals series with
a staggering six out of the clubs seven
senior sides progressing to the pointy
end of the season.
Every side, from the Second to the
Seventh, will compete and it was
perilously close to being a perfect
seven, with the 1st XI falling just a
game short of the Wilkins finals.
Second, third, fourth and fifth XIs all
get a double chance after finishing top
two in their respective competitions.
The club’s finals representation
extends into the Junior ranks with both
Under 14 sides and all three Under 12s
sides making it to finals.
The Under 18 side also secured
a home elimination final to take
Warrandyte’s finals tally to 12 teams,
after already tasting success through
the Over 40s premiership and Under
14s T20 premiership.

1st XI
Home and away season result
5th on the ladder, 4 wins, 8 losses,
40 premiership points
Round 13
Warrandyte 9/175 & 3/94
def outright
Croydon Ranges 99 & 166
L Killey 6/63 & 3/32,
N Liyanapathirana 5/54 & 56*
Round 14
Warrandyte 73
def by Kilsyth 99
JP Aitken 3/8, B Poole 3/15
The 1st XI went through the highs
and lows of cricket in the space of two
games, with an outright win against
Croydon Ranges giving Warrandyte
a finals spark before it was cruelly
extinguished in the last round.
Luke Killey’s nine-wicket match
followed by an exceptional
all-round performance from
Nuwan Liyanapathirana was well
complemented by Lachlan McAlary’s
opening and match-saving stand of 36,
to lift Warrandyte from 6/52 to victory,

while Harry Brown 1st XI high score of
44 iced the outright win.
With Croydon needing to defeat
Warranwood for Warrandyte to
progress, news filtered through that
the game situation was decidedly
unfavourable and the fixture against
Kilsyth fell apart.
Chasing just 99, thanks to Brady
Poole and Josh Aitken, the batsmen
couldn’t find their groove with Ben
Taylors 26 unable to drag the side over
the line in a disappointing finish to
the season.
Despite this set-back, it is the club’s
youth, a returning squad and an
improved result from last season that
will have the 1st XI full of confidence
and well-poised for a tilt at 2020/2021
glory.

2nd XI
Home and away season result
2nd on the ladder, 6 wins,
2 losses, 66 premiership points
Round 13 rained off
Round 14
Warrandyte 3/235 & 3/35
def outright Croydon Ranges
101 & 165
P Grocott 103*, B Bowyer 74,
C Holland 4/21
The 2nd XI completed a stunning
run to finals with an outright victory
over Croydon Ranges, a result that
saw them secure a Meehan Shield
Qualifying Final and shoot from fourth
to second in the last round.
The experienced heads of Campbell
Holland (4/21) and Adam White (3/17)
helped bundle out Ranges for 101 and
with 31 overs still to bat, Warrandyte
made a dash for a Day One win in the
two-week clash.
Two quick wickets sent a few nerves
through the side but when Bailey
Bowyer joined wicket-keeper Patrick
Grocott at the crease, the Twos never
looked back.
Half-centuries to both batsmen
carried the side to victory but with a
job still to do, their partnership was

not over yet.
Grocott pulled up his maiden century
the following week to an ecstatic 2nd
XI team cheering in the grandstand,
with 13 fours and two sixes elevating
him to a finish of 103 not out.
A well-compiled 74 to Bailey Bowyer
saw the batting pair finish just one run
behind the highest second-wicket
partnership in 2nd XI history — a
remarkable 160-run stand.
The declaration was made and this
time it was Halley Simpson (4/43) who
helped disrupt the opposition batting
with Holland pitching in with another
two wickets.
Dismissing Ranges for 165 left
Warrandyte needing just 32 for the
outright, but the quirky nature of
cricket reared its head when Grocott
was struck LBW on the first ball of
the innings, going from 103* to 0 in a
single day.
Despite losing three quick wickets,
Bailey Bowyer guided the team home
and Warrandyte secured the outright
victory and second place spot on the
Meehan Shield ladder.
They will play first placed Lilydale
away in week one of finals for a coveted
spot in the Grand Final.

3rd XI
Home and away season result
Top of the ladder, 8 wins, 1 loss, 70
premiership points
Round 13
Warrandyte 99
def by Lilydale 6/140
T Ellis 21, C Padfield 18 & 1/7,
C Day 1/0
The 3rd XI tasted defeat for the first
time this season but remained atop
the C-Grade ladder after the home
and away rounds to secure a home
Qualifying Final.
An uncharacteristic batting
performance saw the side bundled out
for 99 on a slow ground, with batting
rhythm proving hard to come by.
Tom Ellis (21) put on valuable runs
and Callum Padfield battled hard for
his 18 against a strong bowling unit,

but Warrandyte found themselves with
27 overs to bowl in the day.
They managed to restrict Lilydale
to 2/50 at the close of play to avoid a
day one defeat but were passed the
following week with Callum Padfield
claiming his first wicket of the season
while Cameron Day, with his first
delivery of the season, managed to
elicit a stumping, bringing a close to
the match.
Despite the setback, a home final
against Montrose beckons for the 3rd
XI with a spot in the Grand Final up
for grabs.

4th XI
Home and away season result
1st on the ladder, 8 wins, 2 losses,
70 premiership points
Round 13
Warrandyte 315
def Templeton 9/193
S Ison 106 & 1/18, C Jackson 54,
B Haslam 2/27, M Coutts 2/28
The 4th XI recorded a convincing
win against rival finals side Templeton
with skipper Shaun Ison leading the
way with his second century in three
games, sealing top spot on the E-Grade
ladder in the process.
Chris Jackson got the innings off to
a good start before Ison came to the
crease and did as he pleased, smoking
15 boundaries in his 106.
B re t t K l i n e a n d S e a n D i x o n
contributed 48 each in positive signs
for the 4th XI batting line-up coming
into finals.
It was even better reading on the
bowling card with young bowlers Blake
Haslam and Max Coutts stifling the
Templeton batsmen and taking two
wickets each.
Finishing first means, you guessed
it, the 4th XI will also play a home
Qualifying Final, the third team to
do so.

5th XI
Home and away season result
2nd on the ladder, 6 wins, 2 losses,
71 premiership points

Final Warrandyte Ultimate XI: Season 19/20
THE FINAL Ultimate XI for the season will crown the best players of the home and away season, the cream of the crop in a strong season
for the Warrandyte Cricket Club.
Across all grades, batsmen, bowlers and players showcasing exceptional all-round form are included in the inaugural Ultimate XI.
Players are selected on statistics compiled over the 2019/2020 season and is confined solely to the Senior competition.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rob Fyfe 489 runs @ 61.13 & 15 wickets @ 15
Greg Warren 479 runs @ 79.83
Callum Padfield 429 runs @ 53.63
Ben Taylor 416 runs @ 34.67
Chris Jackson 404 @ 40.40
Josh Aitken 349 runs @ 26.85 & 20 wickets @ 16.20

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chris Rakuscek 264 runs @ 66.00 & 13 wickets @ 14.30
Lakshan Madushanka 28 wickets @ 14 & 248 runs @ 19.08
Luke Killey 28 wickets @ 18.36
Halley Simpson 27 wickets @ 14.19
Nuwan Liyanapathirana 23 wickets @ 26.48 & 217 runs @ 16.69
12th man: Sean Dixon 389 runs @ 55.57

Narrowing it down to just 11 players was a difficult task with some bitterly unlucky not to make it.
Look for the Ultimate XI to poll well at the clubs prestigious Steve Pascoe Presentation Night — Congratulations to all players.

Round 13
Warrandyte 8/210
def Lilydale 207
D El-Moussali 73*, BR Thomas 41,
C Lawson 32, K Appleby 4/47,
A Lawson 3/1
The 5th XI booked their ticket to
finals in style, with a tense last-round
win against Lilydale.
Drew El-Moussali followed up his
Round 12 ton with 73 not out while
Bailey Thomas’s 42 and opener Callum
Lawson’s 32 helped Warrandyte chase
down Lilydale’s 207 with a few overs
and just two wickets to spare.
They had Kyle Appleby’s top-order
wickets to thank with Adam Lawson
coming in at the end with some
ruthless tail-end bowling to restrict
the Eagles to 207.
The side will take on Heathwood
at home in a do or die Semi-Final
for a spot in the Grand Final against
Croydon North or Wantirna South.

6th XI
Home and away season result
3rd on the ladder, 5 wins, 3 losses, 55
premiership points
Round 13
Warrandyte 9/159
def by Chirnside Park 3/164
T Jackson 61*, B Stubbs 1/20
The 6th XI bowlers struggled to break
through in a defeat against Chirnside
Park but will play Montrose regardless
in an away Semi-Final for a spot in the
I-Grade Grand Final against either
Mooroolbark or Chirnside Park.
Travis Jackson played a lone hand in
the batting with a fighting 61* as Pat
McAlary (21) and Nathan Croft (18)
fought to support him.
McAlary, Bill Stubbs and Craig
Haslam were the only wicket takers as
Chirnside chased 164 just three down.

7th XI
Home and away season result
3rd on the ladder, 5 wins, 2 losses,
65 premiership points
Round 13
Warrandyte 1/382
def Kilsyth 98 & 1/102
R Fyfe 103*, G Warren 101*,
I Rakuscek 79*, R Jaksic 3/22
Warrandyte’s 7th XI tuned up for
finals with a monstrous win against
Kilsyth thanks to centuries from Rob
Fyfe and Greg Warren.
Warrandyte put up their second
350 plus score of the season and after
coming so very close in Round 2,
Fyfe finally broke through for his first
century of the season.
A coming of age innings from young
gun Isaac Rakuscek (79*) and another
solid start from Ethan Padfield (29) in
his recent turn as opener has the sides
youth raring for finals.
Royce Jaksic and Alec Laidlaw (2/6)
fired with the ball to propel Warrandyte
to a huge win and a date with crosstown rivals South Warrandyte for a
place in the Grand Final.

Veterans victorious in Over 40 Grand Final

By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE’S OVER 40s capped
off an undefeated season and, after
playing off in their third consecutive
Grand Final, finally broke through for
Premiership glory to claim the Ken
Johnston trophy by 33 runs.
GRAND FINAL
Warrandyte 163
def Croydon Ranges 133
M Spence 31 & 5/16, S Dixon 34,
C Callow 23
Facing off against their undefeated
rivals in Croydon Ranges, Warrandyte
won the toss and decided to bat in the
decider with James Weatherley and
Jason Graf opening the innings.
Silcock Reserve’s slow surface meant
every run was treasured and it was
this fact that forced an early mix-up,
leading to the run-out of Weatherley.
Travis Jackson joined Graf at the
crease and looked in good form, with

a couple of boundaries to help put
up a 29-run partnership, before Graf
found himself caught behind for an
anchoring 12, bringing skipper Mick
Spence to the crease.
Jackson joined Graf in the pavillion
shortly after and Chris Callow helped
form an important 32-run partnership,
striking strongly through the off-side
before departing for 23.
A murmur spread across the healthy
Warrandyte crowd as Sean Dixon
strolled to the crease and sure enough,
one of the more renowned power
hitters of the club was off the mark with
a boundary.
The four booming sixes he struck
in his innings stayed mainly in the
direction of cow corner until one
effort too many saw him caught on
the boundary, but his vital innings
top-score of 34 saw the side recover
to 5/117 after previously being 4/72.
Spence continued to bat on and

managed to guide his team to 141
before he was dismissed for a wellcompiled 31 and resistance from
the tail pushed the score to 163 — a
defendable total.
It was now up to the bowling unit to
bring it home, Dave Malley and Steve
Warr opened up the bowling.
Croydon Ranges got off to a quick
41-run start before losing two quick
wickets to the bowling of Mick Spence,
bringing the Warrandyte crowd to life.
James Weatherley came into the
attack and struck in his first over,
b o w l e d We a t h e r l e y , s t u m p e d
Theodorou.
A 28-run partnership made for
a nervous period of cricket before
Damien Closs struck with a sharp
caught and bowled, and a run-out
courtesy of Weatherley reduced
Ranges to 5/90.
Spence’s second stint with the ball
would spell the end for Croydon

Ranges and ice the Premiership for
Warrandyte.
Running through the middle order,
he collected three more wickets for
a prodigious Grand Final five-wicket
haul with his typical left-arm swing
bowling.
Ben Sumpter claimed an LBW for

the ninth wicket before Nathan Croft
kicked off the Premiership celebrations
by knocking over middle stump to
complete an undefeated season and
take the Division 2 Plate.
For his 31 runs and 5/16, Mick
Spence was rightfully named best on
ground for his all-round heroics.
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